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ABSTRACT
SEMANTIC METHODS FOR INTELLIGENT DISTRIBUTED DESIGN
ENVIRONMENTS
SEPTEMBER 2009
PAUL W. WITHERELL, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Sundar Krishnamurty and Professor Ian Grosse

Continuous advancements in technology have led to increasingly comprehensive
and distributed product development processes while in pursuit of improved products at
reduced costs.
structured

Information associated with these products is ever changing, and

frameworks

have

become

integral

to

managing

such

fluid

information. Ontologies and the Semantic Web have emerged as key alternatives for
capturing product knowledge in both a human-readable and computable manner.
The primary and conclusive focus of this research is to characterize relationships
formed within methodically developed distributed design knowledge frameworks to
ultimately provide a pervasive real-time awareness in distributed design processes.
Utilizing formal logics in the form of the Semantic Web’s OWL and SWRL, causal
relationships are expressed to guide and facilitate knowledge acquisition as well as
identify contradictions between knowledge in a knowledge base.

v

To improve the

efficiency during both the development and operational phases of these “intelligent”
frameworks, a semantic relatedness algorithm is designed specifically to identify and
rank underlying relationships within product development processes. After reviewing
several semantic relatedness measures, three techniques, including a novel meronomic
technique, are combined to create AIERO, the Algorithm for Identifying Engineering
Relationships in Ontologies.
In determining its applicability and accuracy, AIERO was applied to three
separate, independently developed ontologies. The results indicate AIERO is capable of
consistently returning relatedness values one would intuitively expect. To assess the
effectiveness of AIERO in exposing underlying causal relationships across product
development platforms, a case study involving the development of an industry-inspired
printed circuit board (PCB) is presented. After instantiating the PCB knowledge base and
developing an initial set of rules, FIDOE, the Framework for Intelligent Distributed
Ontologies in Engineering, was employed to identify additional causal relationships
through extensional relatedness measurements.

In a conclusive PCB redesign, the

resulting “intelligent” framework demonstrates its ability to pass values between
instances, identify inconsistencies amongst instantiated knowledge, and identify
conflicting values within product development frameworks. The results highlight how
the introduced semantic methods can enhance the current knowledge acquisition,
knowledge management, and knowledge validation capabilities of traditional knowledge
bases.
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CHAPTER 1
KNOWLEDGE IN ENGINEERING DESIGN
1.1 Motivation
As industry becomes progressively more reliant on distributed processes, product
development projects have become larger and more detailed, leading to significant
increases in associated information and the need to share this information (Szykman S. ,
Sriram, Bochenek, & Racz, 1998). One could argue that the integrity of the product
development process as a whole depends on sound knowledge management, as errors
accrued throughout these processes can be very costly. It has been shown that the cost of
these errors is drastically reduced the earlier the error is detected. In fact the cost of a
design change during the design process is 10% of the cost of the same change made after
it has been released to manufacturing (Finn, 1999).
Many factors have contributed to increased information in product design. Such
factors include increases in product complexity, the costs of collaborating between
companies, as well as additional contributors, as projects often require the cooperation of
and contribution from many (Szykman S. , Sriram, Bochenek, & Racz, 1998). A result of
this additional complexity has been the need further the methods available to sustain the
integrity of distributed development processes and prevent breakdowns in knowledge
management.
Advanced knowledge management systems possess the ability to significantly
facilitate product development processes (Pahng, Senin, & Wallace, 1998). Such systems
typically offer the means to capture information such as product specifications and model
parameters. However, a limiting factor of potential contributions from these systems is
1

the depth of the knowledge captured. As researchers at NIST note, “In order to support
reuse of engineering knowledge, a representation must convey additional information that
answers not only ‘what’ questions about a design, but also ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions
(Szykman S. , Sriram, Bochenek, & Racz, 1998).”

The need for additional

comprehensiveness can be addressed by capturing higher-level, or meta, knowledge from
engineers, a focal point of this research. This higher-level knowledge includes the
rationale behind an engineer’s decisions during the design process, and is essential for
understanding the thought process behind a product.
Some systems, such as PLM systems, have the ability to capture the higher-level
knowledge associated with the “hows” and “whys.” However, the advantages offered by
possessing this information are highly dependent on the methods used to capture and
represent it. Though unstructured documents such as technical reports may provide
insight into an engineer’s rationale, environments are created in which the vast amount of
knowledge associated with design processes can easily become lost or misused.
Consider an industry problem in which a circuit breaker assembly consists of a
spacer and a retention clip. The original design of the clip called for a thickness of 0.004
inches, but after analysis the retention clip was redesigned and given a thickness of 0.005
inches.

While the immediate problem of failure was solved, it was several design

iterations before it was realized the spacer needed to be redesigned to accommodate the
additional 0.001 inch thickness of the retention clip.
frequently in industry.

Situations like these occur

Although the engineer’s rationale was known and captured

accordingly within a technical document, the implications of these changes were not
identified until several iterations later. As researchers from the University of Cambridge
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noted, “One of the most important requirements identified was to provide a tool capable
of capturing DR (Design Rationale) that designers would be prepared to use as the design
proceeds, not just retrospectively,” (Bracewell, Ahmed, & Wallace, September 2004).
While understanding the “hows” and “whys” is critical towards a more complete
understanding of a product design and a means for improved knowledge reuse, this
understanding does not possess the capacity to address many additional complications
that may arise during distributed and concurrent design. At each step during a product
development process decisions are made and resulting outcomes of these decisions often
have significant effects on many other aspects of the process.

As such, in both

distributed and concurrent design, conflicting goals can lead to design contradictions, and
identifying their consequences early is critical. As Boston et al note, readily accessible
knowledge during these critical phases of the product development process can
drastically reduce costly errors and ultimately lead to a more efficiently developed
product (Boston, Culley, & McMahon, 1999).
In addition to formally capturing higher-level information, structured distributed
environments provide a means for automatically corroborating information to prevent
costly errors.

As Lee et al note, “Design errors have many sources, including (1)

miscommunication between designers in different domains and procedures or (2)
cognitive limits (too many constraints and requirements to consider at a time) (Lee G. E.,
2003)”. The structured representation of design knowledge allows for consistency checks
to be performed in real time, minimizing the potential for errors in both distributed and
concurrent design. Ideally, relationships between each stage of product development can
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be fully exposed and made computable so software tools can help engineers understand
interactions between knowledge and anticipate the impact of changes to a product.
The introduction of logical reasoning to a structured knowledge base can provide
capabilities beyond knowledge representation of development processes. The expression
of relationships in the product development process can support three important facets
associated with product knowledge management:
1) Minimization of redundancy in the knowledge instantiation process
2) Maintaining of consistency during the knowledge instantiation process
3) Corroboration of knowledge instantiations
Logic can be used to assist the engineer in his or her decision making, eliminating
infeasible decision alternatives and assisting in the knowledge capturing process. The
ability to have a real time awareness of the progression of designs of individual
components during the design process can greatly simplify the process and reduce
margins of error. Unlike many approaches taken in early knowledge-based engineering,
the presented methodologies do not leave decisions to computer algorithms but instead to
experienced engineers.

1.2 Knowledge-based Engineering
Knowledge-based engineering (KBE) has established itself as a mainstay in the
engineering community.

KBE can be defined as “The use of advanced software

techniques to capture and re-use product and process knowledge in an integrated way
(Stokes, 2001).” KBE represents a merging of object oriented programming, Artificial
4

Intelligence techniques, and computer-aided design technologies aiming to capture
product and process information in such a way as to allow the modeling of engineering
design processes (Chapman & Pinfold, 1999). Knowledge–based engineering has led to
the introduction of varying approaches to capture and utilize product knowledge, from
the development of specialized languages (Ahmed, Bigand, Mekhilef, & Page, 2003 )to
the development of specialized software (Okudan, Ogot, & Rao, 2006).

Advanced

applications of KBE have included the development of software agents to perform
intelligent knowledge gathering and sharing while promoting collaboration (Erickson,
Brown, Hwang, Pan, & Daga, September 1997) (Morris, September 1998 ) (Hao, Shen,
Zhang, Park, & Lee, 2004) (Ferguson & Goldie, 2000).
1.2.1 Expert Systems
An early adaptation of KBE, mainly adopted by the Artificial Intelligence
community during the maturing of programming languages, was the development of
expert systems. Expert systems are computer programs meant to emulate the problem
solving behavior of human efforts, and are commonly judged by how close the decisions
or recommendations made by the system are to the decisions reached by experts in the
field (Hayes-Roth, Waterman, Lenat, & (Eds.), 1983). Expert systems began to emerge
with the development of early rule-based systems such as MYCIN (Buchanan &
Shortliffe, June 1984), an expert system used to diagnose infectious blood diseases in the
early 1970’s. Engineering adaptations soon followed, including those by Gottlob and
Nejdl (Gottlob & Nejdl, 1990), Shepard et al (Shepard, Bachmann, Georges, & Korngold,
1990), Turkiyyah & Fenves (Turkiyyah & Fenves, 1996), and Becker & Kaepp (Becker
& Kaepp, September 1997). Brown (C., August 1985), proposed the Design Specialists
5

and Plans Language, or DSPL, for developing “routine” designs within an expert system.
While expert systems proved effective in specific scenarios, subtle changes in the
organization of rules often produced dramatic differences in results (Musen M. A., 2000).
Although some early success with the pursuit of expert systems encouraged
improvements, for instance the introduction of Bayesian statistics to address noise
uncertainties (Spiegelhalter, Dawid, Lauritzen, & Cowel, 1993), over time many
abandoned the approach. Implemented systems often resulted in unsuccessful attempts to
“automate” portions of the product development process, or design products “at the push
of the button.” It was found that underlying implicit relationships in rule structures
played a significant role in system results, thus making large systems difficult to
accurately manage (Bachant, 1988). While such conclusions may soften as technology
advances, it is indeed a limitation currently recognized (Prasad, 2004) (Rogers, 2004).
Without the necessary human factor, design automation via expert systems often
produces infeasible or unusable results, leading many researchers to reevaluate their
approach.
In general, the effectiveness of an expert system could be evaluated through two main
components (Dos Santos & Mookerjee, January 1991):
1) The knowledge base
2) The control strategy which affects the processing order of the knowledge base
Here the knowledge base is the collection of knowledge which prescribes recommended
actions, and the control strategy affects the order in which this information is processed.
The development of a “control strategy” for processing the knowledge base has become a
major obstacle in the advancement of expert systems, leaving the knowledge base the

6

focus of many new approaches. As Sandberg noted, “The key to success was to let the
engineer do the creative work and use the computer to automate routine work (Sandberg,
2003).”
1.2.2 Focus on Knowledge Bases in Product Development
Early works with the development of knowledge bases in engineering focused on
product knowledge representation, including work by deKleer and Brown (de Kleer &
Brown, 1983), Iwasaki and Chandrasekaran (Iwasaki & Chandrasekaran, 1992), Alberts
and Dikker (Alberts & Dikker, 1992), Henson et al. (Henson, Juster, & de Pennington,
1994), Goel et al. (Goel, Gomez, Grue, Murdock, Recker, & Govinaraj, 1996) (Goel,
Bhatta, & Stroulia, 1996), Qian and Gero (Qian & Gero, 1996), Ranta et al. (Ranta,
Mantyla, Umeda, & Tomiyama, 1996), and Umeda et al (Umeda, Ishii, Yoshioka,
Shimomura, & Tomiyama, 1996).

These works laid the groundwork for formally

representing product information, such as the high-level divisions of product information
representation into form, function, and behavior adopted in the NIST Design Repository
Project (Szykman S. , Sriram, Bochenek, & Racz, 1998) and again in the Design
Repository developed at the Missouri University for Science and Technology (Bohm,
Stone, Simpson, & Steva, 2006). The core-level knowledge representation consisting of
objects and relationships adopted by the NIST Design Repository (Szykman S. , Sriram,
Bochenek, Racz, & Senfaute, 2000) corresponds to a fundamental concept of a formal
information structure that, when instantiated, represents knowledge about a particular
domain that can then be operated upon by computers and humans alike (Grosse, MiltonBenoit, & Wileden, 2005). Works such as these highlight the advantages offered through
the formal representation of knowledge in product design.
7

In engineering design, successful applications of KBE have included industry
implementations in an automated automobile bumper design process (Becker & Kaepp,
September 1997)] and semi-autonomous component packaging (Lomangino & Wang,
September 1998). Each application presents a scenario where rather mundane tasks were
able to be automated through well-defined rules, as there was little or no variation in
these processes which might cause faulty conclusions.
Though works such as those just detailed highlight the advantages offered by the
formal representation of knowledge in product development, many of these applications
require specialized software or languages to implement them, making their widespread
adaptation difficult. Such barriers have led to the realization that the standardization of
knowledge representation can facilitate the successful application of KBE to distributive
design (Choi, Panchal, Allen, Rosen, & Mistree, September 2). To this end, many
researchers have turned to Semantic Web and ontologies for developing engineering
design frameworks (Pahng, Ha, & Park, September 1999) (Li, Raskin, & Ramani,
September 2007) (Lee & Suh, September 2007) .
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CHAPTER 2
ONTOLOGIES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
2.1 Ontology Overview
The application of ontologies as knowledge representation frameworks in both
industry and academia has gained popularity in recent years (McGuinness, 2002). As
defined by Webster’s Dictionary1, ontology is a branch of metaphysics concerned with
the nature and relations of being.

As defined by Gruber and understood by the

knowledge-sharing community, an ontology is the “explicit specification of
conceptualization” (Gruber T. , March 1993), where “conceptualization” refers to the
entities that may exist in a domain and the relationships among those entities (Farquhar,
Fikes, & Rice, 1996). This definition of an ontology has since evolved to become “a
description (like a formal specification of a program) of the concepts and relationships
that can exist for an agent or a community of agents (Musen, Fergerson, Grosso, Noy,
Crubezy, & Gennari, 2000),” or “a formal explicit description of domain concepts (Noy
& McGuinness, 2001).”
In ontology information models domain concepts are represented by classes
hierarchically arranged, with root concepts at the highest level. Subclasses are classes
“subsumed” by the root class, with each level adding additional specificity. Each class is
defined by its attributes, or properties, and subclasses inherit properties from their
subsumers, i.e. a subclass will possess all of the properties belonging to its superclass.
Two types of properties can be used to define a class in an ontology, object-type
properties and data-type properties. Data-type properties are used to capture unstructured
1

Webster’s Dictionary, Merriam-Webster, Incorporated
9

information such as floats and strings and associate this information with an individual,
or instance, of a class. Object-type properties are used to create relationships between
individuals, as individuals assume the role of values of object-type properties.
The relationships formed within ontologies can be attributed to description logic.
Description logic (DL) is a language used in knowledge representation to express
concepts and concept hierarchies. DL is often thought of as having two components, a
TBox and an ABox. The TBox, or the terminological component, refers to a knowledge
structure formed of domain concepts: the framework and relationships between classes
and properties. The ABox refers to the assertions, or individual instances, made within
the knowledge framework. (De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1996). DL can be used to
represent an application domain in a formal, structured manner.
In addition to relationships formed between concepts, ontologies also provide an
environment where reasoning can be performed based on the expression of class axioms
(discussed in Section 2.2). What makes DL attractive as a knowledge management
language is its decidability and tractability. Decidability is understood to mean, “Having
an algorithm that determines, for every formula in the logic, if the formula is satisfiable
(Benedikt, Reps, & Sagiv, 1999).” Decidability allows for consistency checks to be
performed on ontologies, assuring they are well-formed. Tractability, or computational
tractability, refers to the ability of DL to perform automated reasoning on the knowledge
base using realistic computing resources and reasonable amounts of time (Herzog,
Rollinger, & (Eds.), 1991).
DL and Ontologies establish a potent basis for a knowledge capturing framework
using object-oriented representations. When implemented correctly, these frameworks

10

serve as effective tools for retrieving and sharing knowledge within intended domains.
As such, ontologies have emerged as a core component of the Semantic Web.

2.2. The Web Ontology Language: OWL
The Semantic Web 2 , an extension of the World Wide Web 3 , provides a
computable, explicit domain information structure, subsequently catering to both
computational management systems and distributed knowledge bases. The Semantic
Web was proposed to provide the World Wide Web (Web) content with meaning through
context so that computers could automatically process data and information of high
value4.
The Semantic Web consists of several different information layers, with each
layer adding additional expressivity to the previous. The “Semantic Web Stack,” a
graphical representation of these layers, is presented in Figure 1. A keystone of the
Semantic Web, the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), provides a standard syntax
while enabling an arbitrary structure to be added to information through the use of tags
that annotate Web content5. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is considered
the second basic component of the Semantic Web6. Built on XML syntax, RDF schema
further enriches the description of the data7, as data is expressed through sets of RDF

2

World Wide Web Consortium, W3C Semantic Web Activity, http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
World Wide Web Consortium, (1992) About the World Wide Web, http://www.w3.org/WWW/
4
World Wide Web Consortium, W3C Semantic Web Activity, http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
5
World Wide Web Consortium, (2006) Extensible Markup Language, http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml/
6
World Wide Web Consortium, (2004) Resource Description Framework (RDF) Concepts and Abstract
Syntax, http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-concepts-20040210/#section-Concepts
7
World Wide Web Consortium, (2004) RDF Primer, http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-rdf-syntax/
3
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triples.

The assertion of a RDF triple implies that a relationship, indicated by the

predicate, holds between the entities identified as the subject and object of the triple.

Figure 1. Semantic Web Stack
From Tim Berners-Lee presentation for Japan Prize, 2002

Layered above RDF are ontologies, essential in the representation of computable
information.

The Web Ontology Language, or OWL 8 , extends RDF with logical

expressions which allow computers to infer implicit relationships and gain an
understanding of Web content. Like ontologies, OWL properties may have values that
are data-type (integer, string, float, etc.) and object-type (i.e., another instance), allowing
relationships to be created between concepts. OWL offers three different expressive
sublanguages, OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full. While all are based on description
logic, it is OWL DL that most closely corresponds to it. OWL DL corresponds with
SHOIND-n description logic, a fragment of classical first-order logic (Tsarkov, Riazanov,
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“OWL Web Ontology Language Overview,” W3C Recommendation 10 February 2004,
http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features
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Bechhofer, & Horrocks, 2004). Driven by DL, OWL axioms define a class by assigning
necessary and/or sufficient characteristics to a class. Axioms also allow for restrictions to
be placed on classes, such as a cardinality restriction. Such axioms open the door for DL
reasoning mechanisms (e.g. consistency checking, subsumption, equivalence, etc.) to act
on concepts and relationships between concepts and explicitly represent otherwise
implicit knowledge.
In 2004, the Web Ontology Language was made a World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) Recommendation9. This recommendation has resulted in growing global support
for OWL in terms of the development of OWL tools, OWL-aware applications, and
OWL knowledge structures, such as those discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Such a
distinction has solidified OWL’s existence with a showing of global support and has
contributed to making OWL a mainstay of the Semantic Web.
As noted by Rockwell et al (Rockwell, Witherell, Fernandes, Grosse,
Krishnamurty, & Wileden, 2008), benefits of representing knowledge in OWL include:
“1) OWL is easy to share. Since OWL uses XML syntax it is easy to share and
process information.
2) OWL possesses the ability to uniquely identify concepts through URIs.
3) OWL can represent distinguishing relationships.
4) OWL is easily extendable. Suppose an existing ontology in OWL provides 90%
of what is needed, but the remaining 10% is critical. Multiple ontologies can be
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World Wide Web Consortium, (2004) OWL Web Ontology Language Overview,
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-features-20040210/#s1.1
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linked together via the Web to extend an existing ontology and add additional
concepts10.
5) OWL is intrinsically set up to evolve with the Semantic Web.
6) OWL facilitates the integration of information. DL axioms allow concepts to
be explicitly defined.”
These points, among others, highlight why OWL and the Semantic Web have
emerged as key technologies for developing knowledge frameworks.

2.3 Knowledge Management Applications with Ontologies
Ontologies were made popular as a knowledge modeling technique used in AI
(Gruber T. , 1993), and their ability to create and operate on domain specific vocabulary
and knowledge has been of interest to the scientific community. The practice of using
ontologies for knowledge representation first became widely accepted as a result of
published works by Stanford professor T. R. Gruber.

Research by Gruber and his

Stanford colleagues, including Musen, Fergerson, Grosso, and Noy laid the foundation
for future ontological approaches to knowledge representation and management (Musen,
Fergerson, Grosso, Noy, Crubezy, & Gennari, 2000).
Gruber’s work began a trend towards implementing ontologies as knowledge
representation mechanisms that has had widespread implications. Some of the more well
known and ambitious works include ongoing efforts to develop upper level ontologies
such as BFO (Basic Formal Ontology) 11 , OpenCyc 12 and SUMO (Suggested Upper
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World Wide Web Consortium (2004) OWL Web Ontology Language Use Cases and Requirements,
http://www.w3.org/TR/webont-req/
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Smith, B, Basic Formal Ontology, 2002. http://ontology.buffalo.edu/bfo
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Merged Ontology) (Niles, Pease, Welty, & Smith, October 2001). The intention of these
upper ontologies is to provide a platform for assimilating the myriad of ontologies that
continue to be developed in support of knowledge management.

Ongoing efforts,

including joint summits (Orbst, et al., 2006) , continue to encourage collaboration during
the development of domain ontologies and discourage redundancy. Such efforts are also
supported by the advancement of many of the popular ontological development tools,
such as the Stanford-developed Protégé (Gennari, et al., 2002) (Noy, Sintek, Decker,
Crubezy, Fergerson, & Musen, 2001) (Gruber & Olsen), which have become increasingly
user-friendly and distributively oriented.

2.4 Application of Ontologies in Engineering
The previously noted NIST Design Repository (Section 1.2.2.) used taxonomies
to represent essential product information, including form, function, and behavior
(Szykman S. , Sriram, Bochenek, & Racz, 1998). Similarly, many of the KBE techniques
discussed in Section 1.2.2 adopted ontologies as a method for knowledge representation
and they continue to be adopted by the engineering community. This trend is a direct
result of ontologies meeting the need of capturing vast amounts of knowledge in formal,
machine interpretable manner.
One of the first formal cases made for the use of ontologies in engineering was
presented in “A Requirement Ontology in Engineering Design (Lin, Fox, & Bilgic,
1996),” where ontologies were suggested as a method for guidance in engineering design
by researchers at the University of Toronto.
12

OpenCyc. http://www.opencyc.org/
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Later works included a proposal by

researchers at the University of Maryland to use ontologies as a means to facilitate
interoperability between software applications through a common knowledge base
(Ciocoiu, Nau, & Gruninger, March 2001). Recognizing the ability of ontologies to
“make explicit the semantics for the concepts used, rather than just relying on the syntax
used to encode these concepts,” Ciocoiu et al proposed to create a well-defined
knowledge base through unambiguous definitions of product and process capabilities.
Similar approaches were later adopted at the University of Cambridge and Carnegie
Mellon University. At University of Cambridge ontologies were used in the development
of EDIT (Ahmed, Kim, & Wallace, 2005) (Engineering Design Integrated Taxonomy), a
software tool developed to facilitate engineering design. Research at Carnegie Mellon
University resulted in the development of a “port ontology” to “formalize the
conceptualization of ports such that engineers and computer aided design applications
can reason about component connections and interactions in system configuration”
(Liang & Paredis, 2004).
Research into the ability of ontologies to facilitate interoperability has also
progressed in the form of description logics. At the University of Michigan, researchers
adopted description logic to facilitate interoperability during product development (Patil,
Dutta, & Sriram, July 2005). Patil et al propose a Product Semantic Representation
Language, or PSRL, to enable semantic interoperability. PSRL is based upon DAML +
OIL, precursors to the Semantic Web’s OWL.

PSRL uses mathematics and

corresponding languages to determine semantic equivalences between PSRL and
application ontologies. While lauding the decidability and tractability of description
logics, Patil et al note DL’s may not be able to completely represent all relevant design
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knowledge and the more expressive first-order logic may be best suited for full and
accurate representation.
Collaborative works by Pennsylvania State University and University of
Missouri-Rolla have adopted ontologies for representing product family design
knowledge (Nanda, Thevenot, Simpson, Stone, Bohm, & Shooter, 2007) and to support
product platforms (Nanda, Simpson, Kumara, & Shooter, 2006). Researchers at Georgia
Tech have explored product knowledge interoperability and life-cycle management
through description logic and ontology-based methods (Bajaj, Paredis, Rathnam, & Peak,
2005). In their paper, Bajaj et al discuss the beginnings of formalizing a process of
creating a product view federation from component federates to enable the reuse of
knowledge. Mocko et al (Mocko, Rosen, & Mistree, 2006) (Mocko, Rosen, & Mistree,
September 2007) have also acknowledged the advantages provided by ontologies as a
formalism for modeling and retrieving engineering knowledge in engineering information
management. Ontologies have been explored at NIST as a means to address concerns of
the evolving distributed manufacturing community as well (Ray & Jones, December
2006).
In recent works, the e-Design group at the University of Massachusetts Amherst
has developed several web-based modular ontologies for representing different aspects of
the product development process (detailed in Chapter 3).

These works include the

development of ontologies for design representation, engineering analysis and modeling,
design optimization, design innovation, and decision making (Rockwell, Witherell,
Fernandes, Grosse, Krishnamurty, & Wileden, 2008) (Grosse, Milton-Benoit, & Wileden,
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2005) (Fernandes, Krishnamruty, Grosse, & Wileden, 2007) (Witherell, Krishnamurty, &
Grosse, 2007) (Rockwell, Grosse, Krishnamurty, & Wileden, 2009).

2.5 Enhancing Ontologies beyond DL
2.5.1 First-Order Logic
As the use of ontologies continues to grow as a means of formal knowledge
representation, researchers have begun studying ways to further reason on this knowledge.
While DL provides some reasoning abilities, other logics provide additional methods for
inferring new information.

Referring back to Figure 1, the Semantic Web “Stack”

illustrates the natural addition of logic and rules to ontological vocabulary. Together
these form logical relationships that can serve as powerful mechanisms to facilitate and
guide knowledge capturing processes while maintaining the integrity of a knowledge
base.
Variations of logic-based languages form the foundation of many knowledgebased engineering systems. One of the basic and most prominent logical languages is
first-order predicate logic, which as described by Hodges (Hodges, 2001), “is the
simplest, the most powerful and the most applicable branch of modern logic.” First order
logic allows knowledge to be expressed as subjects and arguments, providing the ability
to express natural language arguments using the concept of quantifiers (Hilbert &
Ackermann, (1928) 1950).
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Figure 2. Illustration of logic types.
Based on Figure from (Grosof, Horrocks, Volz, & Decker, May 2003)

The quantifiable qualities of first-order logic have made it a preferred logic in
knowledge-based systems. However, the full extensiveness of first-order logic often
provides an expressivity beyond what is necessary for an application, as well as general
undecidability (Godel, 1967). The broad spectrum of first-order logic encompasses many
of the capabilities of two alternative, yet less expressive languages, description logic and
Horn logic. Generally, description logics, introduced in Section 2.1, are recognized as
decidable subsets of first-order logic, though by themselves they are not as expressive
(Borgida, 1996). Figure 2 illustrates the overlap between the three logics, first-order
logic, description logic, and Horn logic. DL, together with Horn rules, can simulate
much of the expressivity offered by full first-order logic.
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2.5.2 Horn Rules
The expressivity of description logic can be complimented through the addition of
Horn clauses to represent a broader spectrum of first-order logic. A Horn clause is
defined as a clause with at most one positive literal (Horn, 1956). This allows for the
creation of relationships such as “if-then” statements. A Horn formula is a conjunctive of
Horn clauses, and the conjunction of two Horn clauses is a Horn clause. This means the
creation of any number of “if-then” conditions will lead to only one conclusion, a
primary reason of why Horn clauses are important in theorem proving.

A simple

example of a Horn clause is the following:

 p  q  s
This reads as if p and q, then s. In the above Horn clause,  p  q  is considered an
antecedent, and s is the consequent. In order for s to be true,  p  q  must be true.

2.6 The Semantic Web Rule Language: SWRL
Languages which have been used by the artificial intelligence community for full
or almost full expressivity of first-order logic include F-Logic (Kifer & Lausen, 1989),
CARIN (Levy & Rousset, 1998), and KIF (Genesereth & Fikes, 2001), among others.
Each of these languages brings their own unique abilities for creating and operating on a
knowledge base. The language which has emerged to most directly support OWL and
the Semantic Web, however, is the Semantic Web Rule Language, or SWRL13 (Horrocks,
Patel-Schneider, Bechhofer, & Tsarkov, 2005). The domain-oriented nature of OWL
13

“SWRL: A Semantic Web Rule Language Combining OWL and RuleM” W3C Member Submission 21
May 2004, http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
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ontologies allows domain-specific sets of SWRL rules to be applied to any well-formed
knowledge base independent of content.
Introduced by a W3C proposal to increase the expressivity of the Semantic Web,
SWRL extends OWL both syntactically and semantically. Figure 3 illustrates how the
logic detailed in Figure 2 is represented by the Semantic Web. Developed from Rule ML
(Wagner, Tabet, & Boley, October 2003), the SWRL extension of OWL creates a much
more expressive language than either OWL or Horn clauses individually. Beyond the
abilities of Horn clauses, the expressive power of SWRL also allows “existentials” to be
expressed in the head of a rule, (Tsarkov, Riazanov, Bechhofer, & Horrocks, 2004).
SWRL’s Horn clause “if-then” capabilities allow inferences to be drawn on the assertion
component, or ABox, of a knowledge base, based on relationships defined in the TBox.
Such inferences are essential in providing additional functionalities to an OWL
knowledge base, as SWRL allows conclusions to be drawn based on existing knowledge.

Figure 3. Semantic Web interpretation of Figure 2.
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SWRL “built-ins” give the language additional expressivity independent of its
Horn clause roots. These “built-ins” include mathematical functions such as multiply
(swrlb:Multiply) and divide (swrlb:Divide), as well as comparisons such as greater than
(swrlb:greaterThan) or less than (swrlb:lessThan).

Other “built-ins” include such

everyday information as date and time, as well as string operators such as “match” and
“contains.”

These “built-ins” provide additional support when inferencing on a

knowledge base.
Though providing a means for increased expressivity, a drawback to the Horn-like
rules provided by SWRL is the potential to impair OWL DL’s description logic-based
decidability.

An ontology is considered undecidable when classes exist in which

membership cannot be decided by an algorithm14. Schmidt- Schauß’s (1989) simulations
of role values maps are an example of how the expressiveness of SWRL can lead to
undecidability.

(Schmidt-Schauß, 1989).

Such scenarios create problems when

employing traditional reasoners to check ontology consistency. This potential lack of
decidability, however, is avoided by using relatively simple implementations of SWRL.
In addition, to ensure decidability, a translation approach using first-order logic may be
used (Schmidt-Schauß, 1989).

2.7 Reasoners and Inference Engines
As the Semantic Web infrastructure continues its growth, the number of
supporting applications, such as reasoners and inference engines, also continues to grow.
14

www.nist.gov/dads/HTML/undecidableLanguage
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OWL reasoners are tools mainly utilized to ensure consistency and classify the instances
of an OWL ontology based on class axioms such as those discussed in Section 2.2.
Inference engines, such as JESS (Friedman-Hill, July 2003), provide the ability to draw
conclusions and make assertions based on SWRL rules. Some OWL reasoners, such as
RacerPro, 15 Pellet (Sirin, Parsia, Grau, Kalanpur, & Katz, June 2007), and Hoolet 16 ,
amongst others, have extended their capabilities to allow SWRL reasoning.

Many

ontological development tools such as Protégé and Swoop (Kalyanpur, Parsia, Sirin,
Cuenca-Grau, & Hendler, 2005) provide reasoning and inference capabilities to their
established knowledge bases. Tools such as these provide a development environment
for the implementation of semantic methods, such as those detailed here.

2.8 SWRL and Engineering Design
Some researches, such as Bullinger et al (Bullinger, Warschat, Schumacher,
Slama, & Ohlhausen, 2005), have acknowledged the benefits of not only capturing
knowledge using ontologies, but also inferencing on this knowledge. Bullinger et al
recognize that the full power of ontological-based knowledge management resides in
support of not only knowledge acquisition, but also the ability to analyze and reason on
this knowledge. When discussing his research, Bullinger points out that “By describing
the typical methods of an application domain as well as the associated requirements
appropriately a software agent (SWRL reasoner) can be used to recommend use of
methods or materials.”

15
16

RacerPRO: RacerPRO Reasoner. http:/www.racer-systems.com
Bechhofer, S., Hoolet SWRL Reasoner, http://owl.man.ac.uk/hoolet/, 2004
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Collaborative work by Wayne State University, Chonnam National University,
and the University of Pittsburgh has resulted in the implementation of SWRL rules within
a knowledge base for assembly design (Kim, Yang, & Manley, 2006).

This

implementation uses the expressivity of the Semantic Web and SWRL to partially
automate portions of the assembly design process through logical assertions. Kim et al
illustrate the effectiveness of capturing assembly process knowledge using ontologies and
domain concepts as opposed to traditional data syntax.
In further works, Kim et al developed an information-sharing paradigm, called
Semantic Assembly Design Modeling (SADM), to facilitate product development
collaboration. In this paradigm, particular constraints are defined that must be satisfied
during the assembly design process and SWRL rules are then able to imply or assert other
constraints not initially identified. While acknowledging the necessity for capturing
design rationale, or “higher-level” knowledge, Kim did not propose any methods for
operating on it.
Of the existing implementations of SWRL in engineering, many adaptations were
developed to make obvious inferences and use these to automate parts of a product design
process. The research proposed here is not meant to automate design processes, but
instead provide enhanced knowledge management throughout processes.
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CHAPTER 3
DEVELOPMENT OF DISTRIBUTED ENGINEERING ONTOLOGIES
3.1 Previous Work
At the University of Massachusetts Amherst, preliminary work with ontologies
began with the development of a Finite Element Model (FEM) knowledge-capturing tool,
ON-TEAM (Grosse, Milton-Benoit, & Wileden, 2005). ON-TEAM, or the Ontology
for Engineering Analysis Models, provides engineers with an ontological framework
designed to capture engineering analysis model knowledge. This knowledge includes
higher-level knowledge such as any idealizations made during modeling processes in
addition to knowledge such as mesh schemes used during the creation of a finite element
model.

This prototype knowledge framework was founded on the “concept that

engineering analysis models are knowledge-based abstractions of physical systems, and
therefore knowledge sharing is the key to exchanging, adapting, and interoperating
Engineering Analysis Models, or EAMs, within or across organizations,” (Grosse,
Milton-Benoit, & Wileden, 2005) .

3.2 Review of ONTOP
ONTOP (Witherell, Krishnamurty, & Grosse, June 2006), or the Ontology for
Optimization, was developed to facilitate Engineering Design Optimization (EDO),
allowing the instantiation of multiple design optimization models under a single
optimization type as well as the creation of multiple model revisions using a single
method.

ONTOP was developed as a knowledge framework tool to incorporate
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standardized optimization terminology, formal method definitions, and higher-level EDO
knowledge. These often unrecorded optimization details may include information such
as idealizations and assumptions made during the creation of an optimization model, as
well as the model developer’s rationale and justification behind said information.
ONTOP‘s structure affords engineers the ability to approach design optimization
problems within an established optimization knowledge base, providing a means to
quickly identify feasible optimization techniques for a given design optimization problem.
The taxonomy of the “optimization model class,” based on the compilation and
organization of accepted optimization terms gathered from literature research (Dolan,
Fourer, Goux, & Munson, 2002) (Darmstadt & Weihe, 2002) (Schwabacher, Ellman, &
Hirsh, 1998) , is partially seen in Figure 4. It is important to recognize that each class
represents specific optimization methods or groups of methods.
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Figure 4. Protégé screen shot of ONTOP classes.

While ONTOP was developed specifically as a tool to assist in the capturing and
storing of optimization knowledge, additional taxonomies were developed as well.
Equally integral to an optimization model, these additional taxonomies included such
domains as people, product and software. This was necessary to adequately capture
information such as who created a model, what, if any, software was used in the creation
of a model, or what product a model was based on. Such information is essential to
provide a complete understanding of a problem at hand.
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3.3 Review of OPTEAM
The merger of ON-TEAM and ONTOP yielded OPTEAM (Witherell,
Krishnamruty, Grose, & Wileden, Accepted for Publication). The OPTEAM (Figure 5)
tool incorporates and links optimization models, analysis models, and geometric models.
Conjoining these in a common knowledge base provides an inclusive knowledge
framework to support both engineering design optimization and engineering analysis.
Supporting classes such as those mentioned in Section 3.2 took a more prominent role in
the development of OPTEAM, and their class structures were further developed.

Figure 5. Screenshot of OPTEAM class structure.
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During the development of these frameworks, adaptations were continuously
made in attempt to advance the knowledge structure.

Key modifications included

modifying how both the higher-level and lower-level knowledge was captured.

In

OPTEAM, both ONTOP and ON-TEAM were made more computable, as much of the
meta-knowledge previously captured in string format was restructured into an object-type
format. For instance, higher-level knowledge was captured as independent object-type
knowledge such as “assumptions” and “idealizations” (Section 7.1). OPTEAM laid the
fundamentals for an increasingly extensive product design and development knowledge
framework.

3.4 Development of Distributed Product Development Framework
3.4.1 Transition of OPTEAM to OWL
OPTEAM was initially developed in Protégé’s native ontology language, with
the knowledge framework represented in .pont files and instances stored in .pins files.
While these formats provided an effective means for knowledge management through
ontologies, scalability was limited. All domains and domain knowledge were stored in a
single set of files. In addition, interaction with the .pins and .pont files was limited to the
Protégé interface and Java. Though effective for representing ontology frameworks,
neither .pins nor .pont are considered web standards, greatly limiting the applications of
these languages. The Semantic Web offered an alternative environment where ontologies
become much more manageable, distributable, and accessible.
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A transition to OWL allowed for OPTEAM to become more integration-friendly
with other software products, such as Vistagy’s EnCapta 17 , a software program that
allows for information to be stored within CAD models. A joint project with Vistagy
provided an alternative to the Protégé environment, while at the same time creating the
possibility for a more direct interface with the models OPTEAM was developed to
capture the knowledge of. Another tool made possible through the Semantic Web was
the development of an automatic tech report generator (Kanuri, 2007) with Engienous’
iSIGHT18, which allowed an engineer to recapture much of the time spent instantiating
modeling knowledge by automatically generating technical reports from the captured
knowledge.
3.4.2 Development of e-Design Framework
The process of transitioning OPTEAM to OWL was rarely straightforward, and
often required manipulations throughout individual frameworks. However subtle, each
manipulation was crucial to the advancement of product development knowledge
representation.

The OWL environment provided a platform where each domain of

OPTEAM could exist as its own ontology yet still co-exist as one.
The OPTEAM framework was redistributed to create a total of ten separate
domain ontologies; assembly, component, design, engineering analysis, model rationale,
materials, model knowledge, optimization, organization, and an e-Design base ontology.
Individually, each ontology provided a knowledge structure for a single aspect of the
product development process. Joined together, these ontologies became an adaptable
17

EnCapta, Vistagy, Inc., http://www.vistagy.com/products/index.aspx
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iSIGHT, Engineous Software, Inc, subsidiary of Dassault Systemes Simulia Corp,
http://www.simulia.com/products/isight.html
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environment called the e-Design Framework, created to represent knowledge across
multiple aspects of the product development framework. Each ontology was developed
to the extent where it could represent core domain knowledge, though some, such as the
EAM and Optimization ontologies, were developed more extensively.
One of the major challenges presented when developing these ontologies
independently was deciding how domain attributes were to be represented. As each
ontology was meant to be self-sufficient, the domains were to be defined so any
necessary information associated with domain could be captured. However, at the same
time these domains were meant to link to form a more comprehensive ontology, and
sufficiently representing each domain independently often resulted in duplicated concepts
when joined. For instance, the data-type properties “name” and “description” were
needed to define each ontology, however when linking all ten together it resulted in ten
different “name” and “description” properties used in the ontology. This redundancy
makes querying knowledge difficult, as the properties of interest change on an ontology
by ontology basis. In implementation, the solution was to create another property labeled
“name” and “description” at the highest level, the e-Design framework, and assign these
properties to all classes within the framework.

This then resulted in duplicate

representation of knowledge, as each class would have two “name” and “description”
properties. This is an issue that is prevalent in ontology development, and continues to
be addressed many communities by developing methods for identifying “like” concepts
(discussed in Chapter 4).
Another challenge encountered was deciding which domains attributes should be
associated with.

For instance, analysis models were given the property “related
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optimization models.” While this property is useful in the e-Design framework, it creates
a problem when addressing the stand alone analysis model ontology. The argument can
be made that “related optimization model” is a property used to define an analysis model,
and therefore should exist in the analysis model ontology. However, the argument can
also be made that the concept of an “optimization model” does not exist within an
analysis model ontology, and therefore should be defined within the optimization model
ontology.
By defining the property “related optimization model” within the optimization
model ontology, there is no guarantee that the property will be associated with the
necessary domains. As a result, when utilizing the stand alone analysis model ontology,
a user may fail to identify that the attribute “related optimization model” is associated
with the model, leaving the analysis model ontology ill defined. This approach, however,
does insure that the property “related optimization model” is property instantiated, as
these properties can be assigned their intended ranges within respective ontologies,
ensuring that values come from the proper classes. While the conclusion has been drawn
that there is no correct answer on how to address such a problem, there are indeed pros
and cons to each approach.
As a compromise to the two approaches to the posed problem, a third approach is
defining properties such as “related optimization models’ as data-type properties when
defining the analysis model ontology. This approach allows the necessary association of
these properties with an analysis model without allowing the possibility of inaccurate
knowledge instantiations. If and when one decides to link additional ontologies, these
data-type properties can then be replaced with the object-type properties defined within
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their respective ontologies. This practice would discourage the creation of ill defined
relations within an instantiated knowledge base. A drawback to such a practice, however,
is that once relevant ontologies are linked, many now unnecessary data-type properties
will continue to be associated with their respective classes.
Though obstacles were encountered throughout development, when linked
together, the ontologies of the e-Design framework provided a conceptual framework for
representing knowledge associated with many aspects of the product development
process. Associations created by hierarchies, concepts, and attributes of this framework
provide a unique environment for expressing relationships in product development.
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CHAPTER 4
SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS IN ONTOLOGIES
4.1 Overview of Semantic Relatedness
The concept of semantic relatedness was introduced by the computer science
community as a means to assign metrics to and compare semantic content in distributed
frameworks. The term “semantic relatedness” refers to human judgments of the degree to
which a given pair of concepts is related (Pedersen, Pakhomov, Patwardhan, & Chute,
2007). The underlying motivation of much of the research associated with semantic
relatedness is to create methods so framework developers do not have to agree on a single
definition of a given domain. Instead domains can be developed independently of each
other and joined later on. When the need for interoperability arises between similar
concepts, semantic relatedness techniques offer a means to compare and quantify their
relatedness. The constantly changing and open world nature of the Semantic Web creates
an ideal environment to take advantage of these techniques.
Semantic relatedness includes several types of lexical relationships; synonymy, or
the “like” relationship, hyponymy/ hypernymy, meronomy/holonymy, antonymy, as well
as any other unsystematic relationships such as a functional relationship. The hyponymy
relation, also known as the “is-a” relation, is typically seen in a subsumption hierarchy,
such as an ontology, and its inverse is known as hypernymy. Any relationship from the
group of “component of”, “member of”, and “substance of” relationships can be
considered meronomic, and holonymic relationships are their inverses. The antonymic
relationship is also known as the “complement of” relation (Budanitsky, 2006).
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While the term semantic similarity is often used in the same context as semantic
relatedness, they are in fact not equivalent.

Semantic similarity refers to likeness

between two concepts, while semantic relatedness refers to a more general form of
comparability. As noted by Pedersen et al (Pedersen, Pakhomov, Patwardhan, & Chute,
2007), “…semantic similarity can be considered a special case of semantic relatedness...
Measures of semantic relatedness are more general, and can include information about
other relations, or may be based on co-occurrence statistics from corpora.” Concept pairs
are considered semantically similar only when one or all of the relationships from the
group of synonymy/hyponymy/hypernymy hold. To explain how two concepts may be
semantically related yet not necessarily similar, Resnik uses an example of a car and
gasoline. Resnik (Resnik P. , 1999) states, “for example, cars and gasoline would seem
to be more closely related than, say, cars and bicycles, but the latter pair are certainly
more similar.” Intuitively, a closer association may be found between gas and car than
car and bike. However, using a strictly attribute-based comparison, the bicycle is more
like, or similar to, the car.

4.2 Semantic Relatedness Measures
Semantic relatedness measures can be classified into four distinct categories;
context vector, feature matching, path distance, and information content (IC). (Pedersen,
Pakhomov, Patwardhan, & Chute, 2007) (Cross V. W., 2005) (d'Amato, 2005). Context
vector measures were introduced by Patwardhan and Pedersen (Patwardhan, 2006) as a
means for providing a more general representation of relatedness, though they can be
computationally intensive (Pedersen, Pakhomov, Patwardhan, & Chute, 2007). Tversky
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introduced feature matching methods (Tversky, 1977) to compare two concepts and
expresses similarity as a ratio of the measures of their common and distinctive features.
Path distance methods (Rada, 1989) typically measure semantic relatedness by
identifying the shortest path between two concepts in a hierarchy and counting the
number of edges between them. The information content measure, first introduced by
Resnik (Resnik P. , 1995), addresses perceived limitations of path distance measures by
surmising that relatedness between concepts can be measured from the frequency of a
common concept’s occurrence in a given corpus.

Hybrid methods have also been

developed, such as the semantic distance measure, which is the inverse of semantic
relatedness, proposed by Jiang and Conrath (Jiang, 1997) based on a weighted edge
counting interpretation and the application of IC as a decision factor.
Significant research has been done in each of these areas, with multiple measuring
techniques developed for each type and for combination of types. For the purpose of
identifying relationships in the product development process, each type of relatedness
measure, including those specifically for measuring semantic similarity, was considered.
The following subsections highlight research in each type of measure, using both
semantic relatedness and semantic distance, as well as address their role in developing a
technique for identifying relationships within a product development framework.
4.2.1 Path Distance
Path distance techniques measure relatedness by calculating the distances between
nodes in a hierarchy to determine the semantic distance, the inverse of semantic
relatedness, between concepts.

The most simplistic path distance technique uses

summation of path lengths (i.e. a count of the number of edges between concepts) to
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measure similarity between concepts. Rada et al (Rada, 1989) first proposed semantic
distance can be measured by identifying the shortest path between two concepts in a
hierarchy by counting the number of edges and demonstrated their technique on the
MeSH (Backus, Davidson, & Rada, 1987) ontology.

Rada’s technique is most

appropriate when applied to a hierarchy where more general concepts exist at root nodes
and specificity increases in the subsumption of leaf nodes, ideal for measuring
relatedness within an ontology.
Variations of Rada’s approach have taken into account the generality differences
in subsumption relationships by scaling relatedness based on the overall depth of
taxonomies. Both Wu and Palmer (Wu, 1994) and Leacock and Chodorow (Leacock,
1998) propose path distance measures dependent on the depth of the hierarchy. Wu and
Palmer propose the relatedness between two concepts should be measured as:
2

,

2

(1)

where N1 and N2 are the number of “is-a” lengths, or edges, from concept c1 and c2
respectively to the least common subsumer C and H is the number of “is-a” links from C
to the root concept of the ontology. The least common subsumer, or LCS, also known as
the most specific common subsumer, is the most specific concept both c1 and c2 belong to.
In Equation 1 a resulting value of 1 would mean the two concepts are identical and the
equation approaches zero as the two concepts are further separated.
Hirst and St Onge (Hirst, 1998) propose a path distance method which takes into
account change of direction by the path. They surmise that the more the path direction
changes, the less related two concepts are:
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,

(2)

where d is the number of changes of direction in the path and C and k are constants.
Nguyen and Al-Mubaid (Nguyen, 2006) propose a path length measure which
takes into account the depth of the LCS, or least common subsumer.
,

,

1
(3)
2

,
where

,

,

is the shortest distance between c1 and c2,

is the depth

of the LCS of c1 and c2, and D is the overall depth of the hierarchy.
Although many path-based techniques count only “is-a” relationships, path
distance measures can also apply to “part of” relationships. As Jiang and Conrath (Jiang,
1997) note, “although many edge-based models consider only the IS-A link hierarchy and
the

hyponym/hypernym

(IS-A)

link

is

the

most

common

concern,

other

linktypes/relations, such as meronym/holonym (part-of, substance-of), should also be
considered as they would have different effects in calculating the edge weight.”
Path distance measures present an interesting approach to measuring concept
relatedness within the product development process.

However, as the vision is to

measure relatedness within a distributed environment, there is significant potential for
inaccurate measurements due to large variances between both the number of root classes
and the relative depth of conjoined ontologies.
4.2.2 Information Content and Context Vector
Path distance measures are not generally considered the most effective
measurement of relatedness, especially when addressing large taxonomies. As Resnik
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(Resnik P. , 1995) notes, “A widely acknowledge problem with this approach, however,
is that it relies on the notion that links in the taxonomy represent uniform distances.
Unfortunately, uniform link distance is difficult to define, much less control.”
Discrepancies may be caused by the path directions taken when measuring “is-a”
relationships as well as the inconsistencies that may be created based on the generalities
of the linked concepts.
The information content (IC) measure was first introduced by Resnik (Resnik P. ,
1995) to address perceived limitations of path distance measures. Resnik surmised the
similarity between concepts could be measured based on the frequency of its occurrence
in a given corpus, characterized within the information content measure of the LCS. The
IC of a concept is calculated as:
log

(4)

where freq(c) is the frequency of concept c and freq(root) is the frequency of the root
concept of the hierarchy. Resnik then uses the IC value of the LCS of the two concepts
being compared to measure their relatedness:
,

,

(5)

Here as the frequency of the concept increases, its IC value decreases with a lower limit
of zero.
Multiple variations on Resnik’s approach have been introduced, such as that by
Lin (Lin D. , 1998). The Lin method introduces a scalar function into Resnik’s approach
based on the IC value of the two concepts being compared.
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While these measures have been widely accepted when calculating semantic
relatedness, they are all corpus-based and therefore require relating a large corpus of text
to a general ontology such as WordNet (Miller, 1990) (Fellbaum, 1998). Context vector
measures such as that proposed by Patwardhan (Patwardhan, 2006) also require relating a
text corpus to a structured body of such as WordNet. Consequently, these measures are
better suited for lexical ontologies, and do not translate well to the domain ontologies
necessary for representing the product development process.

An arguably similar

alternative approach involves feature matching.
4.2.3 Feature Matching
Measuring semantic relatedness through feature matching provides similar
advantages to those of IC but without the need for a corpus of text. Tversky’s (Tversky,
1977) original feature matching method compares two concepts and expresses similarity,
here a value between 0 and 1, as a ratio of the measures of their common and distinctive
features:
,
(6)
,
where
and

and
,

are sets of features, or properties, belonging to two distinct concepts
represents the set features shared by both concepts,

represents the features held by
held by

0

and not

but not

and

represents the set of features

. The values of these sets are determined by their cardinality, show

by the absolute value signs in Equation 6. The scaling constants
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and

are used to

specify the importance of each concept. This model also allows for the evaluation of
asymmetric similarity, for instance the similarity between car and bike may not be the
same as between bike and car, based on the weights assigned to the scaling constants.
Tversky’s measure can be simplified in the form Dice’s measure (Dice, 1945),
where

and

are each equal to 0.5, a common measure in information retrieval. The

relatedness becomes:
2
|

,

|

|

|

(7)

Most feature matching techniques can be traced back to Tversky’s. In fact, Cross
(Cross V. , 2006) proposes that path distance, IC, and feature matching are all very much
related from the perspective of Tversky’s parameterized ratio model of similarity.
Because feature matching does not require the large corpus of text required by IC, it is
better suited for comparing ontological concepts in domain-specific ontologies. When
identifying similarities between domain concepts associated with product development,
feature matching is ideal as it allows for the comparison of domain concepts through their
attributes.
4.2.4 Combination Techniques
The many different types of semantic relatedness create an environment where
there is not always a “best-choice” algorithm, with each type having its own advantages.
Depending on the objective when comparing two semantic frameworks, one semantic
relatedness method will often be more effective than others. Combinations of the four
types of measures just reviewed have been developed to exploit each type’s strengths.
One such combination was proposed by Nguyen and Al-Mubaid (Nguyen, 2006) and
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involves path length and the introduction of their developed measure, common specificity,
or CSpec. The combination measure is defined as:
1

,

(8)

where CSpec is a measure of IC, c1 and c2 are separate concepts, Path is the shortest path
distance between c1 and c2,

and

are scaling factors greater than zero, and k is an

integer greater or equal to 1. Nguyen and all found that by developing a hybrid method,
“The experimental results demonstrated that our similarity measure is effective and
outperforms the existing measures.”
The Jiang and Conrath (Jiang, 1997) semantic distance measure incorporates the
IC of the two concepts of based on a weighted edge counting interpretation and using IC
as a decision factor. This distance measure is as follows:
,
where

and

2

are the concepts being compared and

,

(9)
log

.

Othman et al (Othman, Deris, Illia, Alashwal, Hassan, & Mohamed) (Othman R.
D., 2008) propose a combination algorithm consisting of a path distance measure which
takes into account the depth of the hierarchy as well as an IC measure. Their approach
was derived from the notion of conceptual distance, using information content as a
decision factor. Their proposed algorithm is:

,

(10)

where D is a path distance measure which takes into account the depth of the hierarchy
and E is a path distance measure which takes into account path length. This algorithm
integrated conceptual distance terms (E, D), with information content terms (IC). It
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should also be noted the algorithm was developed to compare multiple concepts by
running the algorithm multiple times.
To establish correspondences between ontologies, sets of overlapping concepts,
which here are concepts that are similar in meaning but have different names or structure,
and concepts which are unique to an ontology must be determined (Noy N. M., 2000).
Each of the aforementioned combination approaches were specifically developed to
measure semantic similarity between ontologies.

The process of making multiple

ontologies consistent and coherent with one another using many of the techniques just
reviewed is known as ontology alignment. In essence, ontology alignment techniques are
semantic similarity measures developed specifically for matching concepts in ontologies
(Noy N. M., 2000).

4.3 Relatedness in Domain Ontologies
Despite the seeming abundance of methods for measuring semantic relatedness, a
common underpinning in most of these methods is that they require a large corpus of text
and tools such as WordNet to implement them. As Pedersen et al note “Measures of
relatedness are automatic techniques that attempt to imitate human judgments of
relatedness. Many such techniques already exist in the realm of domain-independent
Natural Language Processing. However, the lack of domain-specific coverage of the
resources used by these measures makes them ineffective for use in domain specific
tasks,” (Pedersen, Pakhomov, Patwardhan, & Chute, 2007).
The transition of relatedness measures from lexical to domain ontologies has been
driven by the practice of ontology alignment (DeMarini, 2006), where relationships exist
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between concepts in lieu of words. Based on Rahm and Bernstein’s work (Rahm, 2001),
Euzenat and Valtchev (Euzenat J. V., 2004) are able to separate ontology alignment
techniques into five distinct categories:
1) Terminological comparison: comparing the labels of entities
2) Internal structure comparison: comparing domain attributes (e.g. the value range
or cardinality of their attributes)
3) External structure comparison: comparing the relations of entities with other
entities
4) Extensional comparison: comparing the known extension of entities, i.e. the set of
other entities that are attached to them ( e.g. classes and instances)
5) Semantic comparison: comparing the interpretations (or more exactly the models)
of the entities
Multiple methods have been developed for each of these categories.

The

extensional comparison approach taken by d’Amato et al (d'Amato, 2005) measures
relatedness between individuals expressed in description logic and is based on feature
matching techniques. Meaedche and Staab (Maedche, 2002) use an internal structure
comparison technique in which the extent that two relations match, or overlap, can be
based on a calculated geometric mean value of how similar their domain and range
concepts are, which again can be interpreted as a type of feature matching. In their
OntoNL alignment tool, Karanastasi and Chistodoulakis (Karanastasi, 2007) use a
combination technique that employs both a feature-based, asymmetrical approach in
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which properties are compared, as well as a conceptual distance approach where a path
distance is measured.
Previous applications of ontology alignment have included agent communication,
web service integration, ontology-driven data integration, and schema matching, among
others (Euzenat J. L., 2004). Tools such as OntoNL (Karanastasi, 2007) have used
similarity measures to match concepts in domain ontologies. Of the techniques just
mentioned, all can be considered semantic similarity techniques and hence restricted to
measuring synonymy or hyponymy/hypernymy, as opposed to measures of more general
relationships, such as meronomy.

4.4 Past Applications of Semantic Relatedness Techniques
Semantic relatedness techniques have been employed to assist researchers in the
development and integration of comprehensive knowledge bases for several communities.
Among those who have sought to take advantage ontologies and semantic relatedness
techniques as a means for enhanced knowledge retrieval include the biomedical
community in development of the human Gene Ontology (Lord, Stevens, Brass, & Goble,
2003) (Couto, Silva, & Coutinho, 2007) and geographers in development of geospatial
ontologies (Rodriguez, Egenhofer, & Rugg, 1999). Each of these communities has been
successful in exploiting ontologies to satisfy aspirations of a widespread consensus of
concept meanings within ontology structures. Semantic relatedness techniques have
provided each community with a unique insight into relationships which exist among
concepts in their respective domains.
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The human gene biomedical ontologies (Gene Ontology: tool for the unification
of biology) include ontologies such as MeSH (Backus, Davidson, & Rada, 1987),
SNOMED-CT (SNOMED-CT, 2004) , and ICD9-CM19. As many of these biomedical
ontologies are developed independently, semantic similarity measures are used to
facilitate their interaction. Benefiting from the cooperation and contribution of many
from across the globe, these large projects epitomize the need for methods to support
interoperability in a distributed environment. Although domains throughout the human
gene ontology may be comparable or even equivalent, standardized lexicon is rarely
encountered. Semantic relatedness techniques have been enlisted to compare domains
created in support of the gene ontology, providing a means to cross both language and
geographical barriers through the use of concepts.

Annotations in ontologies have

allowed semantic similarity measures in the gene ontologies to provide a new aspect to
bioinformatics resources and afford biologists a new means of knowledge acquisition in
their repertoire of analyses (Lord, Stevens, Brass, & Goble, 2003). With biologists
around the world contributing and learning from these ontologies, consistency is essential
to their success.
In the geographic community, information systems are used to classify geospatial
entities. Semantic similarity is gaining particular importance in the retrieval of geospatial
data in settings such as heterogeneous databases, digital libraries, and the World Wide
Web, where users have different backgrounds and no precise definitions of the subject
matter (Rodriguez & Egenhofer, 2004). In the Geography Markup Language (GML),
techniques based on semantic relatedness have been employed to match concepts in
geographic information systems. Semantic similarity models are used to compare entities
19

International Classification of Diseases, 9th revision, Clinical Modification
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and allow information retrieval and integration to handle semantically similar concepts.
The subsequent goal of these similarity models is to obtain flexible and better matches
between user-expected and system-retrieved information (Ferri, Formica, Grifoni, &
Rafaanelli, 2005).
In the engineering community, Li et al. (Li Z. Y., 2009) have adopted semantic
relatedness techniques as a means to assist in engineering knowledge acquisition. Li et al.
adopt Resnik’s IC technique to measure the relevance of relationships formed in their
Engineering Ontology (EO). Provided with a text corpus of domain-specific documents
on which the EO is applied for information retrieval purposes, they weight the relevance
of the relationships created in their EO ontology to improve the accuracy of their
information queries.
Similar relatedness applications can conceivably have a significant impact on
knowledge management in engineering by providing the ability to identify relationships
throughout the product development process. Properly employed, these techniques can
provide new insights into the product development processes by exposing dependencies
and inter-relationships across the various product development disciplines. The intention
is not to match similar or like concepts between multiple distributed ontologies as seen in
other implementations, but rather to measure relationships in hope of indentifying when
an instance of one concept either influences or dictates the value of an instance of another.
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CHAPTER 5
DEVELOPMENT OF A SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS MEASURE FOR THE
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
5.1 Relationships in Product Development
The successful development of a product requires the timely execution of many
complex steps and stages such as design, analysis, and manufacturing. At each step
decisions are made, and these decisions often have implications on other stages of the
product development process. Additionally, initial decisions are frequently revisited and
manipulated, resulting in further changes in information. By understanding what and
where relationships exist between stages, one can achieve a more complete understanding
of a product as whole.
Two relationship types that are associated with and frequently play an important
role in understanding the product development process are the “component of” (or “part
of” relationship), and the “similar” (or “like” relationship). For instance, an example of a
“part of” relationship is a parameter being part of a model, while an example of a “like”
relationship is seen when comparing an analysis model with an optimization model. The
ability to understand and identify similarities, or “likeness,” between product information
can be extremely beneficial, as much of a product design is not original design but
actually redesign (Salomons, Slooten, Houten, & Kals, 1993). Similarities regularly exist
between not only new and existing products but also within a single product at different
stages of the development process. The ability to recognize “part of” relationships
creates an environment where changes in “component” knowledge can be reflected in
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“assembly” knowledge. Transitive associations made through “part of” relationships can
provide insight into downstream implications as a result of changes within an integrated
knowledge framework.
In discussing the decision process, Mark Jennings of the Ford Motor Company
(Jennings, 2008) introduces a scenario that exemplifies the importance of understanding
product development relationships. Jennings discusses a trade-off between vehicle cabin
comfort and vehicle fuel economy. Jennings states one approach to improving fuel
economy is reducing the load on the air conditioner, including: improved AC components,
more intelligent control systems, and reduction of interior thermal mass (e.g. lighter
seats). While the first two alternatives are rather intuitive, the final load reduction
alternative presents an interesting case. The rather distant relationship between interior
thermal mass and improved fuel efficiency presents the type of situation the methodology
presented in this paper is meant to address. Chapter 8 demonstrates how such underlying
relationships may be exposed through the developed techniques.

5.2 Product Development Relationships in Ontologies
As stated in Section 1.1, relationships between each stage of product development
should be fully exposed and made computable, so that software tools can help engineers
understand these interactions and perhaps predict the impact of changes to a product. To
best achieve this, however, the knowledge associated with each stage must be made
explicit.

This explicitness can be realized through formal, structured, frameworks

provided by ontologies.
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When modeled in an ontological framework, concepts within each stage of a
product development process assume relationships inherently associated with ontologies,
thus creating an environment where underlying relationships can be identified and
quantified. Subsequently, the “part of” and “like” relationships (discussed in Section 5.1)
can be related back to ontologies. With the enormous amount of classes that may be
associated with a domain or domains, these “part of” and “like” concept relationships
may quickly become obscure. Fortunately, ontologies provide the structure and content
necessary for exposing distant relationships through the application of semantic
relatedness algorithms.
The ability to identify and quantify relationships amongst concepts across various
domains of the product development process offers two significant advantages. First, it
can provide an understanding of how and where the introduction of new information will
affect existing information. Second, it can provide a method for measuring the strength
or importance of relationships between concepts. These advantages can be used to
support the decision making process by: 1) identifying the concepts that influence a
decision and 2) ranking these concepts to determine which may have the greatest impact
on a decision. While the ability to rank associations is important, this paper focuses
primarily on eliciting casual relationships throughout the product development process.
In the product development process, overlap between domains is a common
occurrence, especially when utilizing a multidisciplinary design process. The resulting
domain interactions created by these overlaps are important when employing relatedness
techniques to identify relationships in product development processes, as they allow
associations to be made across domains. Figure 6 demonstrates overlapping that may be
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observed during the product design process. In this particular graphic, it can be seen that
“Units” ontology serves as the common ontology that links to otherwise independent
ontologies such as structural analysis and optimization.

Figure 6. Overlapping in product design.

Taking into consideration the many overlapping aspects of the product
development process, the proposed approach employs semantic relatedness techniques to
in a sense measure how much two concepts “interact”, using the amount of interaction to
determine the likelihood of the existence of a causal relationship. When referencing
relationships associated with the product development process, a “causal relationship” is
considered a relationship between two or more instances that when changes are made to a
value in one instance, these changes affect the value of another.
The developed methodology is founded on the hypothesis that a hybrid algorithm
that combines several of the different methods for measuring semantic relatedness can
identify relationships of interest in the product development process. When assessing the
relatedness, this unique approach will look for not necessarily for likeness between
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concepts but instead the likelihood of a design process relationship. To this end, this
chapter presents a systematic approach to the development of a method that utilizes
inherent relationships formed in an ontological knowledge structure to identify
relationships in the product development process.

5.3 Algorithm for Identifying Engineering Relationships in Ontologies
The Algorithm for Identifying Engineering Relationships in Ontologies, or
AIERO, was developed to identify causal relationships in an ontological product
development framework.

When considering how to quantify relationships, existing

ontology alignment techniques were first explored.

The semantic comparison and

terminological approaches were found to be better suited for concept matching, as they
require the use of string matching or lexical ontologies. External comparison techniques
were avoided as the breadth and depth of the ontologies being evaluated may vary greatly.
The extensional comparison techniques depend on an instantiated knowledge base, as
was the case during the development of FIDOE, detailed in Chapter 7. The goal here is
to provide a method for identifying causal relationships without the need of an
instantiated knowledge base. The chosen methods for identifying relationships were
internal structure comparisons, as properties and ranges were of interest.
The ontology alignment initiative unfortunately does not involve all measures of
relatedness. Consequently, some measures of relatedness have yet to be established
within domain ontologies. While similarity relationships are important to identifying
causal relationships in product development, more general types of relationships are
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instrumental as well.

To address this, a relationship type traditionally relegated to

measuring relatedness in lexical ontologies, called meronomy, was adopted.
AIERO combines existing alignment techniques with a new meronomic measure
to yield a hybrid algorithm composed of the following three measures:
1) The feature-based measure, taken in the context of information modeling,
involves mapping concept properties. The more properties shared between two
concepts the closer related they are. As the number of shared properties between
concepts increase, the strength of the relationship increases.
2) Once feature-mapping has been completed, and the features used in the two
concepts being compared have been identified, the remaining features which have
not been identified as matches are compared based on their ranges. The ranges of
the properties do not necessarily have to be equal for the two properties to be
similar; they would also be similar if they fall in the same semantic neighborhood,
which may include a concept and several surrounding concepts. For instance, one
property may have a range of “analysis model” while another may have a range of
“model.”
3) A meronomic relatedness measure was developed specifically for domain
ontologies. This measure is founded on the principle that when a concept is a
range of second concept’s property, that concept can be considered “part of” the
second concept. It is important to note the significance of this relationship may
vary depending on the context in which the association is made. This context
may vary based on the attributes used to make an association and the implications
of an association. For instance, the values of the properties used to define an
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engineering model will intuitively influence the definition of the model itself.
Alternatively, an optimization model association made through a “related model”
attribute may not be relevant to its outcome, but still contributes to defining an
instantiation of model knowledge.
Because AIERO was developed specifically for identifying causal relationships
in the product development process data-type values were overlooked, as they do not
create relationships between concepts. The properties of interest are only those of objecttype, as the purpose here is only to identify relationships in the product development
process.

Details associated with each component of AIERO are reviewed in the

following sections, followed by their integration into a single hybrid algorithm.
5.3.1 Feature Comparison Component
The feature comparison component of AIERO is founded on Tversky’s featurebased similarity measure where:

,
(11)
,
Here,

and

0

are properties belonging to concepts c1 and c2, respectively. In this

measure, the set of properties used to define c1 is compared to those belonging to c2. The
two scaling constants, α and β, are used to assign weights to properties that are unique to
each concept. Here a value of 1 is returned when the two concepts are identical and a
value of 0 is returned when the two concepts do not share any properties.
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Weighting properties can be useful when two concepts have varying degrees of
depth. Additional properties are often inherited as the location of a class falls further
down a hierarchy. As such, discrepancies in property numbers should be weighted higher
when two classes are compared at the same level of the hierarchy then when compared at
different levels. Two approaches are proposed here, one where ,

1, and another

where they have different weights. The proposed alternative weights are defined as
follows:
|

1

|

(12)

where D is the depth of the ontology, i.e. the number of layers from the root concept to
the deepest concept of the hierarchy and |

| is the number of is-a links between

concepts c1 and c2. This weight assigns identical values to α and β based on the locations
of c1 and c2 within the ontology. These weights insure non-inclusive properties are
assigned higher weights when two concepts exist at the same level than when two
concepts exist at different levels of a hierarchy.
Figure 7 is a graphical representation of two concepts, c1 and c2, being compared
with the feature comparison method. Here, the intersecting set of features is {pa, pb,
pc},

is

,

,

,

, and

is

,

. Setting α and β each equal to

1 in Figure 7, Relfea can be calculated to be equal to:
,

3
2

3
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1

0.5
(13)

Figure 7. Feature comparison between concepts C1 and C2

5.3.2 Range Internal Comparison Component
In a distributed framework, scenarios may exist where concepts may not match
but are still similar. In mapping data schemas in ontologies, Sung and McLeod (Sung,
2006) encountered such a scenario and adopted a solution based on information content
measures, such as WordNet, in ontology. Here, a similar challenge exists. However,
instead of turning to an outside ontology, class property ranges are compared. Though
properties may not be equivalent, the ranges used to define properties may overlap. This
measure also allows concepts associations through the sharing of a third concept (i.e. two
models belonging to a product), where the earlier feature-based measurement did not.
The same feature comparison measure used earlier is applied again, but this time to
compare the LCS of range sets belonging to previously unmatched properties. As such,
the measure will return again return a value between 0 and 1.
Each property used to define a class may have a range or set of ranges from which
a value can be taken when creating an instance. When only a single range exists, that
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range is by default the LCS. Once the LCS is found for each set of property ranges,
another feature comparison is executed where:
′, =

Property pi of concept c1 that does not also describe c2

′, =

Property pi of concept c2 that does not also describe c1

′ =

= Set of all properties used to describe concept c1 and not c2

′ =

= Set of all properties used to describe concept c2 and not c1

′

, ,

′

,

′

,

′ =

=
=

=

Range rk used to describe property ′ , of concept cj
Set of ranges used to describe property ′ , in concept cj
least common subsume of set

′

,

Set of all least common subsumers (LCS) of ranges of properties seen in
concept c1 and not c2, or ′ ,

′ =

Set of all least common subsumers (LCS) of ranges of properties seen in
concept c1 and not c2, or ′ ,
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Figure 8. Concept range comparison between concepts C1 and C2.

Thus:

′

′,

′

, ,

′

′

′

,

,

The AIERO component for internal comparison of ranges is then given by:

,

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

′

(14)
,

0

Because an LCS is a generalization of the values a property may retain, this component’s
contribution is weighted less than the more specific property matching measure.
Figure 8 is a graphical representation of the internal range comparison
measurement. Here, the ranges of the properties that did not intersect in Figure 7 are
compared. The two shaded squares below c1 represent two properties associated with c1,
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property d ( ′

,

), and property e ( ′

,

). Property f ( ′

,

) is shown below c2 as well.

Property d has a single range, represented by c7. Property e has three ranges associated
with it, c3, c4, and c5. To simplify this set, these three ranges are represented by their
LCS, here c8. A similar representation is made by c7 for property f. The comparison of
c1 and c2 has now been reduced to the comparison of two sets,

′

, {c7,c8}, and

′

, {c7}.

Following steps similar to those used in calculating the value of Figure 7, the relatedness
value is calculated as:
,

1
1

1

0.5

(15)

5.3.3 Meronomic Component
Revisiting the semantic relatedness example between gas and a car reveals that
fuel could be considered part of a car, since fuel is required to realize its transportation
function. A more obvious example of meronomy is comparing a car seat belt and a car,
noting that a seat belt is part of the car. However, without a seat belt a car is still a car.
Alternatively, a comparison between steel and a car reveals that steel represents a
significant portion of the car, since steel is the primary material used in most cars.
Intuitively, the conclusion can be drawn that steel has a stronger meronomic relationship
to a car than a seat belt does, as most of a car is comprised of steel. Hence, a properly
constructed relatedness measure should have the ability to quantify such intuition and
evaluate how much one concept is “part of” another in a domain ontology.
A novel meronomic relatedness method was developed (Witherell P. ,
Krishnamurty, Grosse, & Wileden, 2009) to calculate meronomic relatedness in a domain
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ontology (Appendix A). A combination of edge counting and concept probability was
used to determine how much an initial concept, c1, and its upper semantic cotopy, C1, is a
“part of” a second concept set C2, where C2 is a set of only c2. A semantic cotopy
consists of a concept and all concepts which subsume or are subsumed by that concept
(Maedche, 2002). A value of 0 is returned if C1 is not a part of C2, and a value of 1 is
returned if C1 is the only part of C2. When comparing a concept with itself, the value
may differ depending on how many other properties the concept has. Regardless, the
argument has been made that objects are irreflexive, and therefore should not be
compared with themselves at all (Patrick, 2006).

Figure 9. Meronomic comparison to determine how much concept C1 is “part of” C2.

In a meronomic tree such as that seen in Figure 9, the branches extend from the
root concept set, C2, and are created by properties of which C2 is a domain. In this figure,
each concept is represented by an ellipse and concept properties are represented by
conjoining lines labeled “has part.” Each branch of the tree is extended through the use
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of property domains and ranges and new nodes are added when one class is identified as
a range of another. The subsumption of classes continues until any one of three criteria is
met:
1) C1 is subsumed by a branch from C2. Hence C1 is identified as being “part of” C2
through that branch..
2) C2 or a concept subsumed by C2 is repeated in a single branch path, in which case to
continue along the path would lead to redundancy.
3) C2 or descendent concept is not within a domain of any property, in which case the end of
a branch has been reached.

The total value of relatedness between two concepts is equal to the summation of
the combined edge weights of each branch divided by the total number of branches. The
total relatedness value can be calculated as seen in Equation 16:

Rel

1
B

,

B

Wt

,

(16)

where B is the total number of branches protruding from concept C2 and
Wt

C ,C

is the total contribution from each branch i. The total contribution

from each branch is determined by the distance needed to reach a member of C1 from the
root concept C2, calculated by taking the product of the edge weights for each branch
protruding from C2:
Wt

c ,c

wt C , parent C
C

C ,C

(17)

where wt(Ci, parent(Ci)) represents the weight of each edge belonging to node Ci and its
parent, Ci+1 = parent(Ci), along each branch. This approach allows for the relatedness
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contribution from each branch to be scaled based on the depth of the branch, as well as
reflect transitiveness across the branch. It also acknowledges that multiple meronomic
relatedness paths may exist between two concepts, and each path may have a significant
contribution.

The calculations to determine branch contributions are detailed in

Appendix A.
In Figure 9, c2 has a total of four branches, addressed here as one to four from left
to right. The first branch, beginning with c4, leads to c1 at two different levels. As c1 is
the only part of c8, its relatedness value is 1. Although c7 has two parts, they are both c1
so the relatedness value is again 1. As c4 has two branches, c7 and c2, with only c7
leading to c1, the weight of branch c4 is 0.5. The second and third branches both lead to
end nodes, so the contribution from each is zero. The fourth branch has only one path,
and it leads to c1, so its contribution is 1. Therefore, the relatedness value of Figure 9 can
calculated as:
Rel

c ,c
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0

0

1

0.375

(18)

5.3.4 Combination Algorithm
To identify causal relationships in the product development process, three
separate measures have been introduced, one to address meronomy between concepts,
and two to address synonymy.

The following metric combines the three measures

defined earlier into AIERO:
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where c1 and c2 represent two concepts in a concept pair, and αm, αu, and αn are weights
from the meronomic relatedness term, the feature comparison term, and the internal
comparison term, respectively.

It should be noted that each component of the

combination relatedness measurement is normalized. While this is not normally seen in
semantic relatedness measurements, it is necessary here due to the types of relatedness
combined, specifically the combination of measuring synonymy and meronomy.
The weighting factors used in Equation 19 were assigned subjectively.

The

desired values may vary on a case by case basis. These variations may be caused by such
factors as differences in the comprehensiveness of ontologies (discussed in Section 5.4)
and changes in AIERO’s primary objective. If the identification of similar concepts is
the primary objective, then a higher weight assigned to the feature and internal
comparison components may be more beneficial. If the intention is to predominantly
identify “part of” relationships, an emphasis may be placed on the meronomic component.
When determining causal relationships in the product development process, the
meronomic relatedness aspect is considered the most integral component of this
algorithm.

While the first two aspects identified similarities such as those seen in

ontology alignment, important for identifying the “like” aspects in product development
used in knowledge reuse, the meronomic component provides the ability to relate
development aspects though “part of” associations. The stress of this component is based
on a premise that it is these “part of” associations which are most likely to reflect the
dissipating changes in a product development knowledge base.
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The following case studies are presented to first evaluate the relative accuracy of
the AIERO, and second to evaluate AIERO’s effectiveness by relating it back to the
product development process as a whole.

5.4 Case Study: AIERO Applied to Product Development
Two common benchmark tests for measuring the effectiveness of similarity
measures come from studies and data collected by Rubenstein and Goodenough
(Rubenstein, 1965) and Miller and Charles (Miller & Charles, 1991).

Each study

involves providing multiple human subjects with pairs of words and asking the subjects
to rate the similarity between each pair.

While these studies provide effective

benchmarks for similarity measures, they do not provide the same usefulness for
measuring meronomic relatedness. The following section presents three cases studies to
measure the relative accuracy of AIERO in a framework based on comparisons with
intuitive results. The section then discusses their effectiveness and any insight offered
into the product development process.
5.4.1 Accuracy Assessment
To assess the accuracy of the developed method, concept pairs from three
separate sets of domain ontologies were chosen, each with a different level of
comprehensiveness. The first is a camera ontology from Pennsylvania State University
(Nanda, Simpson, Kumara, & Shooter, 2006), created from a total of 27 classes and 8
object-type properties. The second was a set of ontologies developed at the Technical
University of Berlin for representing engineering artifacts, including components,
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connections, requirements, and constraints (Tudorache, 2006). This set of ontologies is
comprised of 47 classes and 42 object-type properties. The third ontology set was the eDesign framework (Rockwell, Witherell, Fernandes, Grosse, Krishnamurty, & Wileden,
2008) developed at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Comprised of multiple
modular ontologies, this ontology consisted of 266 classes and 88 object-type properties.
Both the camera ontology and e-Design framework were implemented in the Semantic
Web’s OWL, while the engineering ontology was implemented in Protégé’s native
language.
Ten concept pairs were chosen from each ontology and AIERO, defined in
Equation 19, was applied to each pair. The chosen weights for αm, αu, and αn were 0.5,
0.3, and 0.2, respectively. For those situations in which Rint was not applicable, αm
became 0.6 and αu became 0.4. These weights stress the relative importance of one
concept being “part of“ another when finding engineering relationships, as well as the
greater effectiveness of feature matching over range matching when assessing synonymy.
This method is meant to be consistent across a single ontology (where any necessary
alignment has been completed); therefore, the results were only compared within each
ontology. The results are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
In each table, the relatedness values, Rtot, of the concept pairs are ranked from
highest to lowest. To determine the relative accuracy of AIERO, the concept pair
rankings from each ontology are related back to what one would intuitively expect. With
an emphasis placed on the meronomic component of the aspect, concepts with a strong
“part of” relationship, such as an assembly and its component, should return high marks.
Alternatively, those concepts with little or no intuitive association, such as a material and
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person, should return comparatively low marks. Concepts which are similar, such as two
components of an assembly, should fall somewhere in the middle.
The camera ontology was the smallest of the three ontologies. The results seen in
Table 1 are rather ambiguous when distinguishing the importance of relationships
between concepts, as six concept pairs returned values of 0.2. However, because each
concept detailed in Table 1 is in one way or another associated with a camera, the results
are plausible. One mentionable irregularity is the identical scores for memory card to
film camera and memory card to digital camera, as film cameras do not require memory
cards.

The small scope of the ontology can explain such discrepancies, as slight

differences in the number of object-type properties used to define a class can lead to large
discrepancies in relatedness values when employing feature comparison.

Table 1. Camera ontology relatedness.

Concept 1
memory card
battery
camera
brand
memory card
camera
sensor
memory card
memory card
display

Concept 2
battery
display
manufacturer
display
camera
sensor
camera
film camera
digital camera
brand

Rfea
1.000
0.333
0.000
0.000
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.000

Rint
NA
0.500
0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000

Rmer
0.500
0.500
0.875
0.070
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.250
0.000

Rtot
0.700
0.450
0.438
0.235
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200

The engineering ontology was selected to demonstrate observed changes in the
accuracy of the proposed measure when given an increase in object-type properties. The
selected concept pairs cover a broader scope of domains than the camera ontology, which
allows for a greater diversity of concept pairs, in turn leading to more interpretable results.
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The results in Table 2 show significant improvement over those in Table 1. Similar
concept pairs of “weight requirement” and “requirement” returned the highest relatedness
value, which is reasonable. The next three highest concept pairs all came from the group
of “engine,” “transmission,” and “powertrain,” which are also reasonable results. It
should be noted that the relatedness between “engine” and “powertrain” was different
than that between “powertrain” and “engine.” This can be attributed to the asymmetric
traits of the meronomic relatedness contribution. At the bottom of the table can be seen
the concept pair of “test case” and “flange,” two concepts one would not intuitively
expect to see a high relatedness value between.

Table 2. Engineering ontology relatedness.

Concept 1
weight requirement
engine
engine
powertrain
flange
requirement
engineering component
engineering component
weight requirement
test case

Concept 2
requirement
transmission
powertrain
engine
connector
flange
transmission
engine
powertrain
flange

Rfea
1.000
0.714
0.400
0.400
1.000
0.250
0.667
0.667
0.154
0.500

Rint
N/A
1.000
0.333
0.333
N/A
0.250
0.000
0.000
0.111
0.000

Rmer
0.790
0.900
0.906
0.899
0.333
0.880
0.600
0.600
0.540
0.000

Rtot
0.874
0.864
0.640
0.636
0.600
0.565
0.500
0.500
0.338
0.150

The e-Design framework provided the most expansive ontology of the three case
studies. As it represented the most diverse knowledge framework of the three, it also
returned the most contrasting, yet revealing results. The highest concept pair values
returned in Table 3 were “input” and “output” parameters, and “design,” “analysis,” and
“optimization” models. These high scores reflected the high similarity values between
these concepts. If desired, the synonymic influence could be lowered by adjusting the αm,
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αu, and αn weights.

The relatedness between the concept pairs “component” and

“assembly” and “parameter” and “constraint” also returned relatively high relatedness
scores, though these scores were highly influenced by the meronomic relatedness
between the concepts. Concept pairs “material” and “people” and “projects” and “units”
returned expected scores of zero. It should also be noted that though the e-Design results
were the considered most acceptable of the three, their average scores were much lower
due to the increased number of properties taken into consideration.

Table 3. e-Design framework relatedness.

Concept 1
input parameter
design model
optimization model
component
parameter
assembly
customer
material
projects
material

Concept 2
output parameter
analysis model
analysis model
assembly
constraint
component
model
assumption
units
people

Rfea
1.000
0.875
0.824
0.455
0.333
0.455
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Rint
N/A
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.000

Rmer
0.167
0.097
0.113
0.313
0.333
0.150
0.142
0.035
0.000
0.000

Rtot
0.500
0.311
0.304
0.293
0.267
0.211
0.091
0.018
0.000
0.000

Overall, the results of these case studies are encouraging. Improvements were
seen as the ontologies became more complex; the relatedness values continued to diverge
and concept pairs became more distinguishable. The results also, however, revealed a
limitation of this approach: the measured values rely heavily on the comprehensiveness
of the ontology the concept pairs are taken from. Though more detailed ontologies are
apt to return lower relatedness values due to a higher number of properties used in
defining concepts, the returned values across the ontology are more likely to accurately
reflect relatedness between concepts. Additionally, the more comprehensive the ontology
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is the more consistent the measurement will remain across the ontology. However large,
comprehensive ontologies such as these provide precisely the environment AIERO was
developed for.
While until now only resulting values have been discussed from the case studies,
it is important to tie these measures back to the main objective, identifying relationships
in the product development process for knowledge reuse and corroboration.

For

relationships for knowledge reuse it may be beneficial to use only the synonymic
measures, Rfea and Rint. Similarly, one may use only Rmer if only interested in meronomic
relationships. For instance, in the case of the camera ontology, “memory card” and
“battery” returned the highest similarity values, which can be understood as both are
easily interchangeable parts of the camera.

However, “brand” and “display” also

returned a high similarity value. Here, Rmer was able to influence the total score so
“battery” and “memory card” were ultimately found more related than “brand” and
“display.” This was also due to the higher weight assigned to Rfea over Rint.
As the e-Design framework featured the greatest diversity of concepts and
returned the most varying results of the three case studies, it serves as the most
appropriate reference for studying the meanings of the relationships ranked. In Table 3 it
can be seen that “input” and “output parameter” returned the highest score, mostly due to
their similarity. While this is a fairly obvious relationship in the development process, its
high ranking is understood as the value of an input parameter undeniably will dictate the
value of an output parameter (assuming they are used in the same application). The high
values between the three types of models, “design,” “optimization,” and “analysis” are
also telling, as during the design process one is often used as the basis of another. While
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both the “component” and “assembly” and “parameter” and “constraint” concepts pairs
fell further down the list, their status could be easily improved by increasing the weight
of Rmer, as they returned the two highest measurements of the “part of” relationship.
These concept pairs both contain important relationships in the product development
process. An assembly can be considered a collection of components, and therefore
changes to a component may very likely have an effect on an assembly as a whole
(assuming they are used in the same application).

The same can be said of the

relationship between parameters and constraints, as when a parameter is constrained,
allowed values are restricted. Finally, relationships belonging to the bottom four concept
pairs of Table 3 can be considered inconsequential, as all returned noticeably low scores.
While there may be exceptions, the members of each concept pair here are rarely
associated with the other.
5.4.2 Application Scenario
In Section 5.1, a relationship between the thermal mass of seat and the fuel
efficiency of a car was discussed. In this relationship, the two concept pairs ultimately
linked are “material” and “fuel economy.” Here the links necessary to reveal such an
indiscernible relationship will be discussed, as well as how each link is identified through
semantic relatedness. This scenario serves as a telling example for the motivation behind
AIERO.
To begin, the specific heat of a material measures the amount of energy required
to increase the temperature of a material one unit and is a necessary property for
determining the thermal mass of seat. When implemented in an ontology, a “has material”
property creates a link between the seat and the material it is made from. This connection
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can be identified and quantified by the meronomic component of AIERO, as the material
is “part of” the seat. A connection between the car interior and seat can also be made in
this manner.
The association between the concepts “car interior” and “air conditioner” is not
readily apparent, but the trade-off discussed was between fuel economy and cabin
comfort. To propose such a trade-off, the concept of “cabin comfort” must be understood
and defined. This would relate the concepts “air conditioner” and “car interior” as they
both contribute to “cabin comfort.” In addition, a more direct linkage can be made
between “air conditioner” and “car interior” when an “air conditioner” is understood as a
cooling mechanism. Here the two concepts share the same concept of” “thermal units.”
The link between the “air conditioner” and “fuel economy” concepts, if not
directly associated through the “fuel economy” concept, can be made by using the engine
as an intermediary. A readily apparent association between “air conditioner” and “engine”
can be made through meronomic relationships between assembly components (e.g.
mounting bracket, bolts, and belts). Similarities include the material type and units of
power. The final association required to complete the link from “air conditioner” to “fuel
economy” exists between the concepts “fuel economy” and “engine.” When defining the
concept of “fuel economy,” the “engine” would be directly linked through a property
such as “contributing factors,” and another meronomic comparison would be made.
This cabin-comfort vs. fuel economy tradeoff example demonstrates the many
underlying correlations which may exist between aspects of the product development
process, and how understanding these links assists in making well-informed decisions. In
this example several indirect links are explained to identify the correlation between a
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seat’s thermal mass and a car’s fuel economy, discussing at each stage how AIERO can
expose such associations.
In addition to providing the ability to identify relationships, the ability to rank
these relationships is just as important. For instance, while the developed method was
able to identify that the thermal mass of a seat influences the fuel economy of a car, the
fact remains the most effective way to improve the fuel economy of a car is to improve
engine efficiency or body size.

The ability to rank identified causal relationships

demonstrates AIERO acknowledges such variances in relationship magnitudes exist, and
must be considered.
This trade-off example also illustrates the importance of developing a
comprehensive knowledge framework, as the more thoroughly concepts are defined the
more associations may be made throughout a framework. It is important additionally to
note that most of the concepts used in this example were product specific, while many of
the attributes were more generic. By complementing the e-Design framework with a
product-specific vehicle framework, concepts can be expressed in a more concise manner.
Once the identification and evaluation of semantic relationships in the distributed
framework has been completed, the stage is set for indentifying causal relationships in the
product development process.
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CHAPTER 6
DEVELOPING AND EXPRESSING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT RELATIONSHIPS
IN AN ONTOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

6.1 Expressing Relationships in Product Development
This section discusses the development of methods to facilitate and guide
knowledge management in product development using description logics and the
Semantic Web (Witherell, Krishnamruty, Grose, & Wileden, Accepted for Publication).
6.1.1 Objective of Expressing Causal Relationships
As noted in Chapter 5, the representation of the many aspects of the product
development process within an ontology creates a unique environment where these
aspects can be related to each other through description logic.

The expression of

ontology-based relationships between aspects of product development, using methods
such as those discussed in Chapter 2, can allow new knowledge about the product
development process to be inferred.

These relationships can provide a knowledge

framework the ability to recognize when and how changes in the state of information
dissipate throughout a framework. As noted in Chapter 1, the expression of logical
relationships in the product development process can support three important facets
associated with knowledge management:
1) Minimization of redundancy in the knowledge instantiation process
2) Maintaining of consistency during the knowledge instantiation process
3) Corroboration of knowledge instantiations
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The following paragraphs discuss the advantages offered by each of these facets.
Knowledge instantiation within large knowledge frameworks can become
progressively more time-consuming, yet repetitive, as product information often shares
common values. For instance, two optimization models based on the same product may
share related design and analysis models, the same design parameters, and the same
objectives.

The knowledge instantiation process can be facilitated by creating

relationships between instances to automatically instantiate instance property values. The
logical assertion of known values, distinctively different from inferring unique values in a
knowledge base, eases the task of creating similar knowledge while minimizing the
possibility of human error. For instance, model revisions often share much of the same
information. Logical inferences can be made to instantiate shared values, saving valuable
time during the knowledge instantiation process.
In addition to the ability to reduce the instantiation of knowledge redundancies,
relationships formed within description logic frameworks provide a basis for the
identification of knowledge inconsistencies.

Improper knowledge instantiations can

provide misleading information, hence corrupting the design process and lead to
disastrous results (Euler et al, 2001). The prevention of discrepancies due to inconsistent
or unsubstantiated knowledge early in the knowledge capturing process is therefore
critical.
Knowledge is considered inconsistent when associated aspects of the product
development process which should share identical or similar values in fact do not, e.g. the
inconsistent usage of units in a product or two analysis models of a single component
referencing unrelated material models. To maintain consistency, relationships can be
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used to compare instantiated values across domains. Values which do not conform can
be identified as inconsistent.

The ability to not only detect when such knowledge

becomes inconsistent, but what makes it inconsistent can be realized through inferencing.
Of the three facets identified, perhaps the most difficult to achieve is knowledge
corroboration.

Knowledge corroboration requires knowing and understanding when

design changes have implications on values throughout a knowledge base.

When

capturing and reusing information, the underlying conditions of design content (e.g.
modeling assumptions necessary for dimensional reductions in models, assumptions
necessary for feature suppressions, etc.) are not always identified or understood.
Ontology domains can be used to prevent this information from becoming foregone
conclusions, instead making the knowledge explicit. As designs evolve and changes
mount, ensuring transparency of, and satisfaction of, underlying conditions for models
(such as engineering analysis models and manufacturing models) is critical for
knowledge reuse. Details of how knowledge can be corroborated using such explicitness
can be found in Section 6.1.2. Section 6.1.3 discusses several examples of relationships.
6.1.2 Causal Relationships between Different Types of Knowledge
While ontologies create relationships throughout a product development
framework, such as those discussed in Chapter 5, inferencing mechanisms are introduced
to represent only to causal relationships.

Though each relationship created in a

description logic framework does necessarily represent a causal relationship in the
product development process, as the number of interacting domains increase, so does the
possibility of existing causal relationships. Identifying and expressing these relationships
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is the most critical part of developing an “intelligent” knowledge base from description
logic and Horn rules.
Causal relationships may exist between both lower-level knowledge and higherlevel knowledge and can be expressed to facilitate each facet of knowledge management
detailed in Section 6.1.1. In the product development process, lower-level knowledge
management is generally directed towards assisting in the instantiation of knowledge and
providing simple guidelines, or associated with the first two facets of knowledge
management detailed in Section 6.1.1. An example of insuring consistency with lowerlevel knowledge may include insuring only continuous parameters are used in when a
continuous optimization algorithm is being applied.

An example of lower-level

corroboration over a distributed knowledge base may include identifying when an
imposed design constraint has been reached. An example of facilitating the knowledge
capturing process would be the creation of an analysis model based upon a geometric
model, such as a CAD model. By recognizing these causal relationships, rules can be
developed to automatically instantiate the designated knowledge as a new knowledge
instantiation.
Causal relationships between higher-level knowledge instantiations can involve
corroboration and comparing knowledge suppositions with their underlying conditions.
To achieve this, these underlying conditions must be structured in manner in which they
can be understood as concepts and made computable, which can be accomplished
through object-type properties. This structuring is discussed further in Section 7.1. By
representing higher-level knowledge as instances, relationships can be expressed between
suppositions and any underlying conditions. If the underlying conditions required from a
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supposition are not present, an inference can be made that knowledge captured by this
instance many no longer be supported. An example of this is the proclamation that all
idealizations are based on assumptions. Such causal relationships have the ability to
recognize when a limitation has been reached as a knowledge base evolves.
To avoid inconsistent knowledge through relationships in the product
development process, a framework requires an accurate representation not only the
process itself, but also details within the process. Such details make properly identifying
and expressing causal relationships between modeling knowledge a challenge in itself. In
review, the development of rules to express causal relationships presents two distinct
challenges:
1) Understanding the product development process and the details involved in it,
from parameters and constraints to the implicit assumptions.
2) Understanding and developing relationships in the product development
process, and identifying when and how changes made during the process will
dissipate throughout.
In general, the development of these relationships can be divided into three parts:
1) Identifying where a property value may influence another property value.
2) Identifying when (under what circumstances) a property value influences
another property value.
3) Identifying how a property value will influence another property value.
Step 1 was achieved through the application of semantic relatedness methods. Steps 2
and 3, discussed in the following sections, are less straightforward and require a
knowledgeable engineer to properly implement them. The comprehensive development
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of these three parts ultimately decides how effective and successful an “intelligent”
knowledge framework will be.
6.1.3 Examples of Causal Relationships
This section provides several examples of influences, such as those described in
Chapter 5, between different aspects of the product development process. Figure 10
illustrates causal relationships between several aspects of the product design process and
how these aspects may interact.

The bi-directional arrows show that the domain

influences act two ways. It should be noted that not all domains in this graphic are
directly linked, but they all fall within a single network.

Figure 10. Engineering domain influences in product design.
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Note the “Product” and “Thermal Analysis” domains in Figure 10. An example
of a causal relationship here may include how a specific constraint, such as a product
requirement, can affect the development of a product and its knowledge base. This may
also be considered a dependency, as the product specifications must meet their
requirements.

For instance, a value of “maximum operating temperature” within a

“specifications” property of the class “Product” may influence a “has maximum
temperature” property value in a thermal analysis model of the product, constraining the
allowable values. Alternatively, the values achieved in a thermal analysis “has maximum
temperature” may affect the product choice through its “specifications” property. As
shown in Figure 10, the thermal analysis model may not necessarily be directly
associated with the product, as they are linked through a third concept “Design Process.”
This is considered an “indirect” causal relationship. Relationships between immediately
connected domains are considered “direct” causal relationship.
While Figure 10 gives a broader example of how causal relationships may interact
between multiple aspects of the product development process, Figure 11 focuses on
influences within a single aspect, finite element analysis. Figure 11 shows a schematic
representation of several properties that define a finite element analysis (FEA) model.
Each arrow is representative of when the value of one property may influence or may be
influenced by another. Above the arrows in Figure 11 are brief descriptions of what the
causal relationships are between the properties.

Appendix B details these causal

relationships further, as well as discusses how they may be expressed in an ontological
knowledge base through logic. It should be noted that the arrows in Figure 11 are both
directional and bi-directional, depending on the properties linked. In the diagram, the
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properties represented by the ovals are two different shades. The unshaded properties are
those which are self contained and are unaffected by outside changes. The shaded
properties, however, are properties subjected to outside influences (in this case non-FEA),
where changes to instances from associated domains can affect their values. These
outside influences will change as ontologies are added or removed from a knowledge
framework and their accurate expression is key to realizing cohesiveness in a distributed
development.
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Figure 11. Influences in an FEA model. Properties affected by outside influences are shaded.
Detailed in Appendix B.

6.2 Implementing Logical Relationships
Through OWL and SWRL, the Semantic Web offers not only the unique ability to
share and distribute domain specific knowledge using ontologies, but also to form
complex relationships amongst captured knowledge. Here, the execution of the three
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knowledge management facets detailed in Section 6.1.1 will be discussed within the
context of the Semantic Web.
The first issue addressed will be the corroboration of instantiated knowledge
within a distributed framework.

A primary means for corroborating knowledge,

especially lower-level knowledge, within an OWL framework is through the use of
SWRL built-ins. Built-ins, such as those discussed in Section 2.6, allow for comparisons
of instantiated values.

For instance, values of parameters can be constrained by

comparing them with limitations imposed by SWRL rules. When a SWRL limitation is
breached, the responsible value can be identified. The extensive library of SWRL builtins allows for many such comparisons.
SWRL built-ins such as “swrlb:equal” and “swrlb:notEqual” allow for
comparisons of object-type properties, though individuals must first be declared distinct
using “owl:differentFrom.”

This declaration must be made due to the open world

assumption and the fact that OWL does not assume uniqueness. Additionally, SWRL
allows for limited list comparisons, including list subtractions, list intersections, and list
concats.

These list comparisons create many unique opportunities for operation on

higher-level knowledge, as they allow the values of object-type properties to be
compared. Limitations are identified not by what a model is unable to support, but by
what a model will support. In the “open world” framework of OWL, this is important.
The amount of achievable knowledge corroboration ultimately depends on the
extensiveness of the knowledge framework.
The second issue, maintaining knowledge consistency, can be addressed using
both OWL and SWRL. Consistency in a knowledge base can be ensured by using class
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axioms available through OWL. The implementation of restrictions on class properties
allows for the designation of allowable property values for instances of a particular class.
For instance, when creating a knowledge framework for a specific product a restriction
may be placed on the allowable units for that product, ensuring that to be a consistent
knowledge base each unit associated with the product is compatible. However, class
structures do not always accommodate such restrictions, and such restrictions are not
always desired. SWRL has the ability to address situations such as this by comparing
instance values in the manner discussed in Section 6.1.
Finally, the third issue identified, minimizing redundancy in the knowledge
instantiation process, takes advantage of the inference capabilities of SWRL.

As

explained in Section 6.1.1, these methods are most useful when basing a new knowledge
instantiation on an existing one. Domains in an ontological framework often share many
of the same properties, as described in Chapter 3. The creation of a property for the
purpose of identifying when redundant information exists in a new knowledge
instantiation allows an engineer to choose when to transfer knowledge from one instance
to another. The value of such a “based on” property can be used to activate when and
what existing knowledge is to be passed. This method is available only when the existing
knowledge instantiation shares at least one of the same properties as the new knowledge
instantiation.
This section briefly detailed several aspects where SWRL can be used to enhance
an OWL knowledge base; however one key advantage has not yet been mentioned. A
knowledge framework built with OWL and SWRL permits separation between the
knowledge base captured by description logic and the rules applied to this knowledge
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base through the separation of TBox and ABox. This separation allows for rules to be
associated with individual instances or rules to operate independent of instances and on
the domain framework. This is a notable deviation from the expert system approach,
where the logical rules were often intertwined with the knowledge base. An additional
benefit of this separation is the ability to also separate SWRL rules from not only the
knowledge base, but also from the ontological framework itself. The ability for each
aspect of the “intelligent knowledge base” to both co-exist and exist independently
creates an ideal environment where knowledge bases and rules can be perpetually
imported and exported and adjustments can be made on a case by case basis.
Now that the methodology for addressing the identified issues has been explained,
and the advantages of SWRL have been discussed, the development of a tool based on
this approach will be described in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7
FIDOE: A FRAMEWORK FOR INTELLIGENT DISTRIBUTED ONTOLOGIES IN
ENGINEERING
7.1 Towards an Intelligent Knowledge Framework
In Chapter 6, SWRL was shown to provide significant additional expressivity to
and generate many new possible applications for an ontological knowledge base. For
example, Horn rules now allow the knowledge acquisition process to be guided by
identifying uncorroborated and inconsistent knowledge, as well as facilitated by inferring
and asserting values when instantiating a knowledge base. Many lessons were learned
throughout the development of the e-Design framework. Lessons continued to be learned
as the e-Design framework was transformed into an “intelligent” knowledge base. This
section discusses some of these lessons.
During the development of these methods, two learned insights helped better
provide the foundation for the efficient development of intelligent ontological knowledge
bases. They are:
1) When capturing abstract knowledge, providing deliberately structured
frameworks allows such knowledge to be most proficiently employed. The structure and
organization of the OWL knowledge framework dictates what product development
relationships can be identified and how the subsequent SWRL relationships are defined.
2) When dealing with multiple distributed frameworks, it is prudent to designate a
location for asserting instances that have been inferred as unsubstantiated or inconsistent
knowledge.
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To address the first insight, the implications behind the representation of lower
and higher-level knowledge instantiations must be understood. As discussed in Chapter 1,
lower-level knowledge instantiations often include “basic” information, such as values of
parameters and constraints.

Higher-level knowledge includes the more abstract

knowledge, such as assumptions and idealizations. Traditionally, higher-level knowledge
is stored only as text strings, resulting in only human-interpretable knowledge. Bajaj,
Pean, and Paredis acknowledged the difficulties of structuring knowledge captured as text
strings within an ontology, stating, “It is difficult for algorithms to identify these
couplings and contradictions if the instances are text strings with no bounds on values,”
(Bajaj, Peak, & Paredis, September 2007). The domain-oriented nature of the Semantic
Web provides a framework where the operation on text string properties can be avoided,
with object-type properties proving a more suitable form. By capturing these text strings
as separate individual instantiations, higher-level knowledge can be made not only
human-interpretable, but also machine-interpretable.
When capturing higher-level knowledge in ontologies, the more classes used to
capture this abstract information the more explicit it can be made. By tightly modeling
instances of higher-level knowledge within specific ontology domains, inherent
associations can be made with the knowledge. Consider modeling assumptions. Here, an
assumption is understood as a supposition made by the engineer about properties of a
modeled system that may lead to idealizations (i.e. abstractions) or limitations about the
model. In developing a model, many types of assumptions may be made, such as on the
geometry, on the loading, or on material properties.

For instance, consider the

idealization of an axisymmetrical model. With a single class, this information can be
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interpreted as an idealization, and therefore the knowledge that it requires and
idealization justification and requires assumptions can also be gained. However, now
consider associating this knowledge with four different concepts, each associated with a
different class; idealization, dimensional reduction of geometry, symmetry, symmetry
around an axis. By associating an instance of an axisymmetrical idealization with each of
these for concepts, the idealization becomes increasingly expressive, as well as
computable. Now, not only can it be inferred that this idealization requires justifications
and is based on assumptions, but new inferences can be made on its other traits as well.
Distinguishing between types of assumptions is important when corroborating
knowledge during the knowledge instantiation process. The explicitness provided by
these characterizations allows inferences to be drawn on what is otherwise often
considered implicit information. The ability to recognize the changing circumstances and
then associating these changes with model validities can be accomplished through the
expression of causal relationships. Such associations can be used to identify design
contradictions, and prevent these contradictions from leading to design failure.
Though ability to capture higher-level knowledge in domains leads to a much
richer source of information than would capturing a conglomerate of text strings, creating
too many classes can create a problem in that it becomes difficult to identify how and
where a knowledge base is influenced. A calculated balance between the two extremes
can provide a well-defined knowledge structure while simultaneously providing an ample
basis for the creation of explicit functional relationships for both description logic and
Horn rules.
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The second insight addresses complications that arise when developing an
intelligent knowledge framework in the open world of the Semantic Web.

When

exclusively using reasoners and OWL, restriction classes are used to classify types of
knowledge. Therefore, when developing a knowledge base for strictly reasoning on
restriction classes, it is advantageous to create large amounts of classes and separate
different types of knowledge based on class axioms (Section 6.2). While there is much to
be said about the application of restriction classes in description logic, or in OWL DL,
when developing an “intelligent” knowledge base, restrictions may not always be the
most prudent choice.
Scenarios may be encountered when it is more practical, if not necessary, to use a
Horn rule to classify a knowledge instantiation to maintain the integrity of a knowledge
framework, as opposed to creating additional restriction classes. However, due to the
characteristics of SWRL and the Semantic Web, knowledge instantiations cannot simply
be “reclassified.” This means that an instance of knowledge within an OWL framework
cannot simply be moved from one class to another using SWRL.

Human input is

therefore necessary to reclassify knowledge. To support human input, the introduction of
an umbrella class provides a means for reclassifying knowledge.
This umbrella class, such as a “Violations” class, contains asserted knowledge
instantiations that do not comply with developed rules.

The umbrella class simply

becomes an additional superclass to an asserted instance. When an instance is inserted
into the umbrella class, the knowledge is gained that a particular instance was identified
as unsubstantiated, based on the expression of the SWRL rule. The umbrella class also
allows for knowledge to be gained about what caused unsubstantiated knowledge and
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where it exists. This can be achieved by inferring property values associated with
properties of the umbrella class. The umbrella class concept is meant for assisting in
guiding and validating the knowledge capturing process more than facilitating knowledge
acquisition, and thus, becomes an important concept when developing an “intelligent”
knowledge base to support the engineering design process.

7.2 Development of an Intelligent Knowledge Base
The concepts created and domains defined in the e-Design framework
provided the foundation for a more evolved approach to managing product knowledge.
As domains became less generalized, and concepts became more explicit, the e-Design
framework became increasingly effective. To support the addition of SWRL rules to the
e-Design framework and provide it with a sense of “intelligence,” FIDOE, or the
“Framework for Intelligent Distributed Ontologies in Engineering” (Witherell P. ,
Krishnamurty, Grosse, & Wileden, 2008) was developed. FIDOE (Figure 12) was
developed as a self-contained ontological tool to extend the e-Design framework and
provide the relationships and techniques necessary to create an “intelligent” product
development knowledge base.
Before the tool could be implemented however, additional development of the eDesign framework was necessary. Manipulations of the e-Design framework bases on
the lessons learned in Section 7.1 were made to more efficiently achieve much of these
tasks. The goal during this additional development phase was not necessarily to structure
and define the classes in a manner that will best support the use of SWRL rules, but to
develop a knowledge framework that will provide the greatest amount of assistance in
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maintaining the integrity of the design process while also facilitating its knowledge
acquisition and sharing.

Figure 12. FIDOE framework within distributed ontologies.

Many of FIDOE’s methods were introduced to address to the open world nature
of OWL and SWRL, the level of expressiveness provided by OWL and SWRL, the
approach chosen to accomplish a task, or limitations in ontological development tools.
This section will discuss several of key features of FIDOE, such as the introduction of a
“Violations” class in the previous section, and how they were able to contribute to
FIDOE’s goal of an “intelligent” knowledge base.
One of the difficulties in identifying discrepancies within a knowledge base
through SWRL rules is that for a SWRL rule to be executed all the conditions present in
its antecedent must be met. This means that an instance of each variable cited in the
antecedent of the SWRL rule must exist.. This fact has the potential to cause a problem,
especially when addressing distributed knowledge bases. For instance, when developing
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a rule to pass knowledge from one model to another, if not all requisites of the antecedent
are met, perhaps due to improper knowledge instantiation, the rule will not execute.
As a means to avoid improper knowledge instantiation, OWL axioms provide a
method for requiring cardinality restrictions, and therefore insuring property values are
present when necessary. However, such restrictions are often difficult to enforce, as it
becomes the responsibility of the ontology implementation tool to ensure that properties
which require values are instantiated. In this scenario, two approaches may be taken.
Often times there may not be a value to instantiate, in which case a “null” value can be
introduced and eliminate the need to write multiple SWRL rules for multiple scenarios.
In this situation, the introduction of a “null” value ensures the SWRL rule is executed,
while at the same time acknowledging that the property in question does not require a
value. However, in general this technique is not recommended, as it conflicts with the
open world nature of SWRL.
One of the discussed abilities of logical rules is the capacity to transfer knowledge
from one instance to another, in essence “copying” the information and associating
existing information with a new instance. The argument made that this is a very useful
tool, as it reduces redundancy when creating new knowledge based on existing
knowledge. To accomplish this transfer of information, a SWRL rule must be executed
at the proper times. To achieve this, the property “based on,” similar to that discussed in
Section 6.2, was introduced to the FIDOE framework. As SWRL rules require all
conditions of the antecedent to be met before an inference can be drawn, the instantiation
of a “based on” value not only triggers the activation of a SWRL rule, but also identifies
which knowledge instantiation knowledge is passed from. Once this rule is executed,
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however, it must be recognized that the “based on” value may want to be removed. Were
this value to remain, the two instances, the original instance and the copied instance,
would always share the same values of the transferred knowledge. While at times this
may be desired, it may be the case that the two instances will continue to develop
independently of one another, in which case it becomes the responsibility of the engineer
to remove the “based on” knowledge value.
One of the most important manipulations required for corroborating knowledge in
the distributed ontological knowledge base is was the introduction of “revisions.” When
expressing causal relationships and describing how concepts of knowledge interact, it is
important to recognize that in product development knowledge exists in different stages.
As aspects of the product development process are often fluid, and changes are frequently
made to designs, it is necessary to recognize when a new design has been introduced, or
when significant changes have been made to a current design. For instance, it is not
uncommon to explore several design alternatives for a single product, or to develop
several variations to a single product. Revisions are also important in concurrent design,
when separate aspects of a development process are being addressed at the same time,
and the successful completion of one often depends on the successful completion of the
other.
When corroborating knowledge, it is inaccurate to corroborate a knowledge
instantiation with earlier knowledge when newer knowledge exists. The existence of a
“revision” property allows SWRL rules to ensure that latest revisions are being compared
and knowledge that was not intended to be associated is not associated. The creation of a
“revision” property also introduces a means for tracking changes in knowledge
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components. For instance, consider an assembly made of multiple components, such as
the retainer assembly introduced in Section 8.3. In that scenario, it was important to
acknowledge that the model of modified retainer was still belonged to a component of the
assembly, and not a new component belonging to perhaps another assembly. Without the
knowledge that the 0.005 inch thick retainer was a modification of the 0.004 inch retainer,
it would not be possible to realize that the modification still belonged to the same
assembly.
As FIDOE was implemented in the Protégé ontology editor, another issue that
must be addressed is the comparison of rdf:lists. While SWRL built-ins allow for the
comparison of rdf:lists, essential to the validation of higher-level knowledge, such as
ensuring the existence of the necessary assumptions to make an idealization, the Protégé
ontology editor does not. This limitation is discussed further in Section 8.3.4.
7.3 FIDOE Methodology
Figure 13 illustrates these driving concepts of FIDOE in a distributed
environment. The double arrows on the bottom illustrate FIDOE’s ability to indirectly
inference between separate local knowledge repositories.

Properly expressed

relationships help realize when limitations have been reached by an instance of
knowledge during real time and will help to determine the best directions to proceed
during the product development process. Thus FIDOE was developed to provide the
necessary environment to create a situational awareness within product design, making it
possible for users to proactively address obstacles in design processes before designs are
finalized.
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Figure 13. Concept of FIDOE framework.

To compliment the explicit representation of multiple aspects of the product
development process originally provided by the e-Design framework, FIDOE rules were
developed to accomplish two tasks, as illustrated in Figure 14; 1) Identify relationships
with the application of extensional relatedness techniques, and 2) express causal
relationships throughout the product development process.

Figure 14. Graphical representation of FIDOE methodology.

The first task, seen as Step 1 in Figure 14, employs extensional semantic
relatedness techniques to identify relationships within an instantiated knowledge base.
While the preferred approach for identifying relationships throughout the product
development process remains AIERO, extensional relatedness provides FIDOE with a
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“self-contained” approach to identify relationships within the product development
process, complimenting the methods developed in Chapter 5.

This extensional

comparison technique reflects back on SWRL’s ability to infer on the ABox based on
relationships created in the TBox (Detailed in Section 2.1).

Through inferencing

techniques, instances using commonly linked properties are subsequently grouped into a
common class. This approach is further detailed in Section 7.3.1.
In the second task, illustrated as Step 2 in Figure 14, causal relationships between
properties are expressed, and the causality of how one domain value may influence
another is identified. These are defined using developed relationship templates provided
by FIDOE. This approach is detailed in Section 7.3.1.
7.3.1 Semantic Relatedness Technique Implemented in FIDOE
FIDOE’s extensional semantic relatedness techniques have the ability to use
inferencing to execute a query through the knowledge base for possible relationships
without manually performing individual searches. The extensional relatedness approach
uses SWRL to query OWL properties to find commonly shared instance values
throughout in instantiated ontology. These queries may be general or specific, depending
on user preferences. FIDOE is able to distinguish which instances share the identified
common values, or “commonalities” and then methodically sort these instances by levels
of particular interest. For instance, a relationship identified between two ontologies
sharing a common property of “has temperature” may be of no consequence. However, if
one ontology is referring to the melting point of the material and another is referring to
the operational temperature of component of the same material, then the property of “has
temperature” suddenly becomes a relationship of increasing interest.
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When identifying commonalities, FIDOE first requires the properties of interest
to be manually identified. These properties may belong to an ontology or ontologies.
This is the primary drawback of the extensional relatedness approach, as AIERO can be
implemented through programming to automatically examine all possible relationships,
though it is still up to the user to evaluate them. For example, to identify commonalities
associated through units, the “has units” property would first have to be identified as a
property of interest. This can be cumbersome when identifying properties of interest in
separate ontologies, e.g. one property may be “has units” while another may be “has unit.”
Initially identifying the properties of interest is important because the developed
extensional relatedness technique employs SWRL, and SWRL will operate on the
instances of instantiated knowledge, or the ABox. Since the approach taken is on the
ABox, and not the terminological component, it can become difficult to identify exactly
where the causal relationships occur in the terminological component. The process,
however, can be gradually narrowed down.

When identifying possible causal

relationships, the most literal query result occurs when two ontologies share the exact
same value. For instance, two models may share the same parent product. To identify
ontologies that share the same property value, a logical rule may look similar to:
Rule

1:

OntologyA(?x)

uses_propertyB(?z,

?y)

^
->

uses_propertyA(?x,

?y)

Have_in_Common(?y)

^

^

OntologyB(?z)

used_in(?y,

?x)

^
^

used_in(?y, ?z)
This rule states that when a value is referenced by an instance of unknown
Ontology A and also unknown Ontology B, than there is a common bond of instance y
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and associated instances which reference it. Rule 1 identifies the ontologies of interest,
Ontology A and Ontology B, through the common instance y. While such a rule is
effective, it is not always applicable. Identifying an instance as a member of these
ontologies is useful when searching for specific relationships, but by instead associating
classes with variables x and z the search area can be significantly broadened.
When identifying possible causal relationships when they are not joined by the
same instance the starting point is again the common ontology. However, instead of
searching for the same instance, a method was introduced to search for similar instances
belonging to the same class. Utilizing domain classifications, this approach broadens the
search spectrum. At the same time, the queries can be narrowed enough through class
hierarchies to return probable causal relationships. For instance, two ontologies referring
to a common “units” ontology may lead to a causal relationship. However, having two
properties both point to instances within the “length” class of the “units” ontology would
strengthen that position.
This method would be carried out using language similar to the following:
Rule

2:

uses_propertyA(?x,

?y)

^

OverlapOntologyClass(?y)

^

uses_propertyB(?z, ?a) ^ OverlapOntologyClass(?a) -> Have_in_Common(?y) ^
Have_in_Common(?a) ^ relates_to(?a, ?y) ^ relates_to (?y, ?a) ^ used_in(?y, ?x)
^ used_in(?a, ?z).
Rule 2 states that given a set of three classes or class structures, a possible causal
relationship can be identified when instances from two of these classes reference separate
instances belonging to the third class. The “relates to” property indicates that these two
instances share a common class.
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To provide the most useful results, the general commonalities must be filtered
through as well.

This can be achieved by adding terms to the previous rules and

increasing the probability of identifying useful or meaningful relationships within a
knowledge base. For example, Rule 2 can be modified by combining it with the method
used in Rule 1. The resulting Rule 3 reads as follows:
Rule 3: uses_property(?x, ?y) ^ OverlapOntologyClass(?y) ^ uses_property(?z, ?a)
^

OverlapOntologyClass(?a)

also_uses_property(?x,
Have_in_Common(?y)

?b)
^

^
^

OverlapOntologyClassB(?b)
also_uses_property(?z,

Have_in_Common(?a)

^

?b)

relates_to(?y,

^
->
?a)

^relates_to(?a, ?y) ^ strengthened_by(?y, ?b) ^ strengthened_by(?a, ?b) ^
used_in(?y, ?x) ^ used_in(?a, ?z) ^ used_in(?b, ?x) ^ used_in(?b, ?z).
Rule 3 uses methods from both Rule 1 and Rule 2 to increase the possibility of
identifying a causal relationship by querying multiple instance property values. In order
to return a result, this rule requires that two properties are shared by instances, with the
second property strengthening the likelihood of a causal relationship. For instance, in
example 1, “units” was used to identify the possibility of a relationship between two
instances.

Using Rule 3, however, this identification is further strengthened by

identifying a third property, such as the product associated with these models. The steps
taken to create Rule 3 from Rules 1 and 2 can be repeated as necessary to further
strengthen the likelihood of a relationship.
After implementing each rule, assertions are made into a “Have in Common”
class, a class created specifically for identifying possible relationships amongst multiple
ontologies. However, as more specific rules are created, it becomes counterproductive to
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make all assertions into a “Have in Common” class. In response to this, several classes
are created to separate the strengths of possible causal relationships. For instance, instead
of “Have in Common,” different levels of commonality such as “Level 1 Commonality”
“Level 2 Commonality,” and “Level 3 Commonality” are introduced. Using this schema,
Rule 1 would result in a “Level 2 Commonality” classification, Rule 2 in a “Level 1
Commonality” classification, and Rule 3 in a “Level 3 Commonality” classification.
These classes can be added and removed as necessary. The final result is a class structure
in which the filtering increases as the class levels increase, so those with the highest
likelihood of having causal relationships, based on the amount of shared knowledge,
move further down the class structure. This method provides a readable, structured,
platform for identifying and subsequently defining relationships in a knowledge base.
7.3.2 Developing and Implementing Rules to Express Causal Relationships
After successfully identifying the existence of causal relationships, the challenge
progresses to the stage of implementing causal relationships.

The FIDOE tool,

implemented in Protégé, was provided with a set of template SWRL rules, such as those
described in Chapter 6, for expressing causal relationships within the ontological
framework. These template rules are meant to provide guidance to the user in the types
of causal relationships that can be defined, and how these causal relationships are defined,
including causal relationships between both lower-level and higher-level knowledge.
As suggested would be the case when discussing causal relationships in Chapter 6,
template rules involving lower-level knowledge in FIDOE are fairly straight forward and
often required the employment of SWRL built-ins such as swrlb:lessThan and
swrlb:greaterThan. These built-ins allow for the comparison of instantiated knowledge
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such as text strings, floats, and integers. Expressing relationships attributed to higherlevel knowledge is much less forthcoming and requires significant consideration, as
discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
When developing rules for higher-level knowledge within the FIDOE tool,
utilizing explicit taxonomies, such as those created for idealizations, idealization
justifications, and assumptions, was essential for reasons stated in Section 7.1. When
operating on the notion that all idealizations are based on assumptions, methods were
developed to determine whether or not an idealization is justified. By assuming all
idealizations are based on assumptions, assumptions possessed by models are compared
with assumptions required by an idealization. When a model no longer supports all
assumptions required by an idealization, the idealization becomes invalid and the model
is asserted into the “Violations” class. When necessary, relationships assert one or more
instances into the “Violations” class, identifying when uncorroborated knowledge has
been created and providing an engineer with the opportunity to address any “concerns”
FIDOE may have.
As modifications are made to a model, assumptions and idealizations are altered.
A property of the “Violations” class is to identify which property value of the instance
created the violation.

This method is also the basis for identifying knowledge

discrepancies created within the FIDOE framework as a result of design modifications or
changes to pre-existing knowledge.

Analysis or optimization models may contain

instances of knowledge which are affected by causal relationships outside their respective
domain, such as a modification of a dimension within a CAD model. Without reflecting
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such a change within the analysis and optimization models, these models become invalid
and inaccurate representations.
Table 4. Examples of implemented SWRL rules.

1

Rule
Application
Populating a
Library of
instances

Description

SWRL Example

Automatically populate a library
of models, images, etc.

ModelA(?y)  LibraryofModelA(?y)

2

Unit
Consistency

Identifies unit inconsistencies

3

Associating
Models

Associating models through a
common model or models

4

Propagation of
Properties

Propagate properties of a child
model to a parent model.

5

Creation of
Supporting
Knowledge

Create knowledge that is implied
by the creation of an instance

6

Identifying
Constraint
Violations

This rule example sets an upper
limit on a variable

7

Calculation of
Objective
Value

Finding the current value of an
objective function such as
f(x)=3x-5y

8

Creation of
New Models
Based on
Existing Ones

This is an example of some of the
knowledge that may be passed
when using existing models as
templates for other models
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Parameter(?x)  isConstrainedBy(?x, ?y) 
hasUnits(?x, ?z)  hasUnits(?y, ?a) 
differntFrom(?z, ?a)  Violation(?x)
Model(?x)  Modelof(?x, ?y)  Model(?z)
 Modelof(?z, ?y) 
hasAssociatedModel(?x, ?z) 
hasAssociatedModel(?z, ?x)
Submodel(?x)  Model(?z) 
hasParameter(?x, ?y) 
hasParentModel(?x, ?z) 
hasParameter(?z, ?y)
ConstrainedModel(?x)  hasVariable(?x, ?y)
 isConstrainedBy(?y, ?z) 
hasConstraint(?x, ?z)
Constraint(?x)  hasValue(?x, ?y) 
Parameter(?z)  hasValue(?z, ?a) 
Greater/Less(?x, Greater) 
isConstrainedBy(?z, ?x) 
swlb:lessThan(?y, ?a)  Violation(?x)
ObjectiveFucntion(?x)  Parameter1(?x, ?z)
 hasValue(?z, ?a)  Parameter2(?x, ?b) 
hasValue(?b, ?c)  Parameter3(?x, ?d) 
hasValue(?d, ?e)  Parameter4(?x, ?f) 
hasValue(?f, ?g) v swrlb:multiply(?h, ?a, ?c)
 swrlb:multiply(?i, ?e, ?g) 
swrlb:subtract(?y, ?h, ?i) 
hasValue(?x, ?y)
Model(?x)  Modelof(?x, ?y) 
IntendedFor(?x, ?d)  hasParamater(?x, ?a)
 hasAssociatedModel(?x, ?b) 
NewRevision(?x, ?z)  Model(?z) 
Modelof(?z, ?y)  hasParamater(?z, ?a) 
hasAssociatedModel(?z, ?b) 
IntendedFor(?z, ?d)

Table 4 provides an example of several template rules provided by FIDOE and
describes what they achieve. These rules were all developed to operate on the e-Design
framework, regardless of what the specific knowledge instantiation is.

7.4 Integrating Enterprise Ontologies
While a concentrated effort has been made for the development of generic
ontologies for representing engineering design knowledge, it is inevitable that in realworld application there will always be the need for proprietary knowledge representation.
These proprietary knowledge frameworks, or enterprise ontologies, are unique to the user.
For instance, companies which develop circuit boards may not be satisfied with a generic
product ontology, and may require an ontology specific to circuit boards. Such an
example is illustrated in the PCB case study in Section 8.3.
The adaptability and open world nature of the Semantic Web provides an ideal
environment for addressing such necessities. The independent sharing of knowledge over
the Semantic Web allows users to choose domains of interest, without conforming to
specific knowledge frameworks. This means that users are not forced into the e-Design
framework, but can choose between its components.

7.5 Operating on Instances
It is not always beneficial to develop proprietary ontologies, and sometimes it
may be warranted to use a generic ontology, but develop relationships on individuals, or
instances. Inferencing can also be applied to specific knowledge instances. In practice,
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specialized products often share many of the same characteristics, and therefore many of
the same parameter values. This trait allows for the properties of specific instances to be
exploited. SWRL rules can be used to devise relationships between instance parameters.
Operating on unique instances allows design components to be captured in a
structured knowledge base without developing specialized ontologies for each component
type. For example if a bolted flange required both a flange ontology and a bolt ontology,
such an approach would quickly become difficult to manage. Operation on instances
allows assemblies and assembly components to be captured by the same knowledge base
without creating specialized ontologies while at the same time allowing relationships to
be created amongst their properties.
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CHAPTER 8
CASE STUDIES
Three separate case studies are presented to demonstrate the contribution of this
research when applied to separate product development processes. Each case study was
developed to highlight individual strengths of this research. These highlights include; 1)
the ability to explicitly represent and store knowledge associated with the product
development process, 2) the ability to link this knowledge across a distributed framework,
3) the ability to identify relationships throughout the product development process, and
finally 4) the ability to express these relationships to create an intelligent knowledge base.
The first case study, the optimization of a cantilever I-beam, is presented to
showcase the ability of the developed knowledge framework to capture knowledge
associated with the product development process at a basic level. The case study then
continues to demonstrate how this knowledge can be utilized to create a sense of
intelligence in a knowledge base. Of notice is the ability to express a design constraint
and subsequently enforce it through logical inferencing.
The second case study, the optimization of a Pediatric Left Ventricular Assist
Device (PVAD), reiterates many of the advantages described in the first case study,
however at a more advanced level.

While the I-beam case study addressed how

ontologies can be used to capture lower-level knowledge that can be subsequently
inferenced upon, the PVAD example is provided to demonstrate how these abilities
extend to higher-level knowledge. Provided with underlying assumptions necessary to
arrive at specific idealizations, the PVAD example demonstrates how logical conclusions
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can be drawn on an ontological knowledge base which can either corroborate or
invalidate instantiated knowledge.
The third case study undertakes a variation of an industry-supplied problem, the
distributed concurrent design of a printed circuit board (PCB). Unlike the previous two
case studies, which highlighted specified aspects of the developed methodology, this case
study discusses the development of a PCB from start to finish. Step by step, this case
study addresses each of the four highlights and how adopting the developed
methodologies are able to address specific situations throughout the product development
process.

8.1 I-Beam
The instantiation of a knowledge base for the design and optimization of an Ibeam, shown in Figure 15, will be used to demonstrate how the addition of logical
operators can ease much of the knowledge capturing process while also providing
guidance. This example exploits many of the rules illustrated in Table 4.
In this example, the initial problem statement was to minimize the cross section of
an I-beam subject to deflection and stress constraints, seen in Figure 15. The units used
here are English, with length in inches and pressure in psi (pounds per square inch).
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Figure 15. Optimizing an I-beam subject to constraints.

The knowledge capturing process of the I-beam began with the simple
instantiation of a product instance. This product instance served as the root instance
during the development of the I-beam, and related knowledge was either directly or
indirectly linked to it. This initial step was followed by the development of a CAD
model of an I-beam while capturing the knowledge involved in creating its geometry.
For a simple I-beam problem, the lower-level knowledge was limited to thickness, height,
width, and length. The higher-level knowledge included a brief description of the model,
as well as any idealizations made, such as the neglecting of the welds during the
geometry modeling process.
During the initial knowledge model instantiations, some simplistic rules were
used in the modeling process. In the geometric model, an instance-specific SWRL rule
was used to automatically calculate the volume of an I-beam. While this is a somewhat
trivial task, it demonstrates the abilities of the SWRL built-ins to identify and operate on
float values. After creating the geometric representation of the I-beam, the next step was
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to develop the initial analysis problem. Using a rule similar to Rule 8 from Table 4,
FIDOE automated much of the knowledge instantiation because the analysis model was
based on the existing geometric model. For instance, they share the same related models,
are based on the same initial product, share many of the same parameters, and also share
such properties as who the model is intended for. The automatic instantiation of this
knowledge reduced the amount of time required to create a knowledge instantiation.
After creating the basic instantiation of the finite element analysis model using the
shared values, model specific information was added. This knowledge consisted of any
higher-level knowledge including assumptions, such as the negligible effect of the beam
welds, and resulting idealizations, such as the suppression of the welds. FIDOE again
facilitated the knowledge instantiation process. In this scenario associations were made
using Rule 3 from Table 4. Rules 1 and 5 also facilitated the knowledge instantiation.
Rule 2 guided the knowledge gathering process by providing unit consistency checks.
FIDOE used a SWRL rule similar to Rule 8 when creating a new instance of an
optimization model, though this rule was tailored for an analysis model to optimization
model conversion. Based on the results of the initial analysis, the initial parameters were
set for the optimization of the I-beam.

These initial conditions were important in

determining appropriate optimization methods. For this example, the objective was to
minimize the cross section of the beam. While DL was used to insure the proper
optimization method was chosen between continuous or discrete based on the
classification of the optimized parameters, a SWRL rule was used to insure a constrained
method was used over an unconstrained method based on the existence of constraints in
the given problem.
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As stated earlier, the I-beam optimization was subject to both stress and deflection
constraints.

Using SWRL rules similar to Rule 6 in Table 4 and SWRL built-ins,

relationships were defined between parameter values and constraint values.

These

relationships identified when a constraint was violated by asserting an instance of the Ibeam optimization model into the “Violations” class while identifying what constraint
was violated. This again demonstrates how FIDOE’s methods add a semblance of
intelligence to a knowledge base.
The I-beam example showcased a selection of the rules offered by FIDOE.
Together these rules provide a significant improvement over traditional DL-based
methods in knowledge management and capturing capabilities.

8.2 Pediatric Left Ventricular Assist Device
A Pediatric Left Ventricular Assist Device, or PVAD, impeller is used to
demonstrate higher-level knowledge operation on a design knowledge base. This case
study specifically demonstrates how assumptions and idealizations may be used as a
means for knowledge corroboration.
A PVAD impeller example had been previously introduced (Witherell P. ,
Krishnamurty, Grosse, & Antaki, June 2006) to demonstrate the quantity of knowledge
which can be captured by OPTEAM. Many assumptions and idealizations led to the
final topological optimization of the PVAD impeller. Beginning as a three-dimensional
impeller with a sophisticated blade design, the blades were deemed to have a negligible
effect on the overall stress experienced by the impeller. As a result, their complex
geometry was suppressed. This suppression became a model idealization. The blade
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suppression idealization resulted in an axisymmetrical analysis model where one did not
exist before. This newfound symmetry allowed the creation of a two dimensional model
with the ability to accurately represent the behavior of the three dimensional model. This
two dimensional model was then used to run both stress and modal analyses on the
PVAD impeller, as well as a topological optimization.
Complimented by FIDOE’s methods, the e-Design framework possess the ability
to not only capture the significant amount of knowledge associated with the two
dimensional representation of the PVAD impeller, but also identify when the knowledge
is no longer valid. The initial idealization of the PVAD impeller was the suppression of
the impeller blades. For this suppression to be made, it was determined the current blade
structure had a negligible effect on the intended modal and stress analyses. However, if a
CFD analysis were run, blade suppression would be detrimental to acquiring accurate
results. In such a case, the blade suppression would no longer be valid. If a design
change was made, such that the size and shape of the blades were altered, then blade
suppression may no longer be an appropriate idealization for either the stress or modal
analyses.

While a single engineer conducting an analysis may recognize when an

idealization becomes invalid, such occurrences become increasingly difficult to identify
in a distributed environment, such as the Semantic Web.

FIDOE provides a

comprehensive platform to address such situations using knowledge contradictions
among higher-level knowledge instantiations.
The 2D finite element model of the impeller required an “Impeller axisymmetry”
idealization to be made during the creation of this impeller.

The existence of the

“Impeller axisymmetry” idealization required the “Impeller blade suppression”
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idealization, due to the complex geometry of the blade. Therefore, all assumptions
required for the “Impeller blade suppression” idealization were also necessary for an
“Impeller axisymmetry” idealization to be made. The removal of a “Negligible blade
mass” and “Negligible flow rate” assumption triggered a SWRL rule which stated that all
assumptions required to make an idealization must also be present in the model,
otherwise a violation occurred. Because the “Negligible blade mass” and “Negligible
flow rate” assumptions were no longer made, FIDOE was able to identify that the
“Impeller blade suppression” idealization made by this model was no longer applicable,
and therefore the “Impeller axisymmetry” idealization was also no longer valid. Because
these idealizations were no longer supported, the 2D axisymmetrical impeller model was
asserted into the “Violations” class, as seen in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Asserted violation.
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Figure 17 is a close up of an instance of an asserted violation of a 2D
axisymmetrical impeller model. It can be seen that the instance belongs to two classes,
the “Finite element model” class and the “Violations” class. The “Violations “class
property values show that FIDOE was able to identify that a violation has occurred and
what assumptions and idealizations were no longer valid.

In this scenario these

assumptions were deemed insufficient and therefore FIDOE was able to detect a
misapplied analysis model. However, if it were the case that these assumptions and
idealizations were supported by the model, the violated assumptions could be added to
the model assumptions, and the asserted violation could be removed.

Figure 17. Example of asserted violation.
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8.3 Printed Circuit Board
To demonstrate the full extent of the methodologies introduced in this research,
the development of a printed circuit board (PCB) was detailed, from conceptualization to
redesign.

This PCB example initially stems from an industry inspired problem, as

Raytheon, a member of the NSF center for e-Design, indicated difficult challenges are
often encountered in the development of PCBs.

The industry-leading technology

company stated the current design process of the average PCB takes approximately 12
days, though the actual cycle length is dictated by the technology used. During this
period of time, a design is reviewed an average of 4 times. These reviews consist of
insuring that the Institute for Printed Circuits20 standards and user specifications are met.
Despite the thorough review process, initial prototypes are created prior to manufacturing,
and dimensional constraints are still often not met. Further complications often arise
from the end-user, such as requests to alter the PCB package design or the padding during
production. Package changes often necessitate rerouting of entire boards, rechecking of
design clearances, and the reevaluation of thermal implications, ultimately resulting in
two to three week production delays. Figure 18 shows what a PCB, its CAD model, and
its thermal analysis model may look like.

Figure 18. Left: PCB Middle: CAD model of PCB Right: Thermal model of PCB.

20

Institute for Printed Circuits: http://www.ipc.org
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As many PCB components are similar if not identical in size and shape, the
identification of the consequences in changes in design can be difficult to manually
identify. When a PCB is modified, changes in the size of some components can very
much dictate the size, spacing, or requirements of other components. In short, intriguing
aspects of PCB development include:
1) The multiple interchangeable parts, which creates an ideal environment for
investigating how changes in components affect an assembly as a whole.
2) The fact they are often redesigned or modified from an existing design to
satisfy a new purpose, and rarely developed from scratch. This exemplifies the
need to understand the consequences of changes.
Possessing a diverse set of parts as well as and innumerable number of possible
complications, the PCB case study provides an excellent example to demonstrate from
start to finish the utility of the ontologies, semantic relatedness, and logic.
Due to the proprietary nature of Raytheon, this case study is based on an openlyavailable document describing the development of a current source PCB for an audio
tube amplifier21. Knowledge associated with the entire audio tube assembly was captured
in this case study, and the focused implementation was directed towards a PCB which
provides the amplifier’s current source. This case study is presented as a seven step
methodology:

1) Develop an ontological framework for representing domain knowledge
associated with a PCB and its components

21

http://www.dddac.de/
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2) Apply AIERO to identify possible causal relationships between the many
domain concepts
3) Identify concept pairs which may be considered causal relationships based on
AIERO values
4) Develop an initial set of FIDOE rules in order to create inferencing
mechanisms to operate on knowledge captured during the development of a
PCB
5) Instantiate the current source PCB knowledge while using FIDOE to facilitate
and guide the knowledge instantiation process
6) Apply FIDOE’s extensional semantic relatedness techniques through SWRL
to identify possible causal relationships that were not originally identified
7) Develop FIDOE rules to express causal relationships identified in 6)
The completion of this methodology will result in a prototype of an “intelligent”
knowledge framework for developing a PCB. Upon completion of the framework and
instantiation of the knowledge base, the specifications of the current source PCB are then
altered.

These new specifications are then captured in the knowledge base, and a

subsequent analysis is performed. A discussion on the performance of the FIDOE and
the e-Design framework details the results of the analysis, and how the framework
responded to new analysis results.
8.3.1 Development of PCB Framework
The first step of the PCB case study was to develop an independent ontology
specifically for representing the audio tube amplifier and its components, the Audio Amp
Framework. The development of this framework was fairly straightforward, as the only
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class introduced was a product class for the audio tube amp. The relatively small
ontology developed for the audio tube amp and its PCB was then complimented by the
rather extensive e-Design framework, proving a substantial domain framework for
capturing the development process of the audio tube amp and PCB. After importing the
e-Design framework, the tube amp product class was set as equivalent to the e-Design
framework product class, resulting in the tube amp product inheriting all properties
associated with the e-Design product class.
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Figure 19. PCB Component Ontology

In addition to the Audio Amp framework, a separate ontology was developed to
specifically represent common PCB components (Figure 19). The development of an
independent PCB component ontology, an example of an enterprise ontology, simulates
the types of the distributed environments this research is meant to support. The ontology
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classified several different types of PCB components, such as resistors, transistors, heat
sinks, and capacitors. These classes were then populated with specific instances of each
component in an attempt to represent what one might find in a product catalog. The PCB
component ontology was imported into the Audio Amp framework and made a subclass
of the “Component” class, therefore inheriting all properties of the class, including “has
product,” “has materials,” and “is component of.”
8.3.2 AIERO Implementation
Upon completion of the Audio Amp framework, AIERO was implemented to
identify possible causal relationships amongst a select set of classes. Current scalability
limitations (see Chapter 10) resulted in a set of only 20 classes being evaluated. These
classes were identified as likely domains that would be used to capture knowledge
associated with the development of a PCB. The 20 classes chosen, seen in Table 5, were
compared within an Excel spreadsheet. The classes and properties associated with each
are detailed in Appendix C. Each class was compared with the other 19, leading to a total
of 380 comparisons. The asymmetric nature of AIERO necessitated comparing each
class pair twice, once in each direction. The feature and internal comparison components
were executed by matching first properties and then range LCSs of the selected classes,
respectively. These components of AIERO were fairly simple to execute, and the results
are seen in Appendix D. The meronomic aspect of the algorithm, however, involved
considerably more calculations.
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Table 5. Audio Amp framework classes.
Class
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)

EAMD:Load

MDKN: Input Parameter

ORGN:Projects

CMPT:Assembly

IDLZ:Assumptions

MDKN:Constraint

PCBCOMP: Physical Characteristics

CMPT:Company Developed

IDLZ:Idealization

MDKN:Objective Function

PCBCOMP:Operating Specifications

DSMD:Design

MATL:Material

EAMD:Analysis Model

MATL:Material_Behavioral_Model

MDKN:Output Parameter PCBCOMP:PCB Components (Off the shelf)
MDKN:Units System

UNIT:Unit

To determine how much one concept was part of another, the meronomic aspect
of AIERO was implemented as detailed in Appendix A. As AIERO was implemented
in a spreadsheet format, an excessive number of calculations were required to determine
transitiveness between classes through properties and property ranges. To address this,
each concept was expanded a maximum of three levels. This limit meant that beyond the
property ranges associated with an initial concept, property ranges were expanded only
twice more. This approach exploits the fact that concept contributions quickly diminish
as levels are expanded due to the multiplication of fractions.

To determine the

contribution from the lowest level, an iterative approach was used based on current
contributions. The final AIERO values of the concept comparisons were ranked based
on the value of Rtot. The weights assigned to αm, αu, and αn were 0.7, 0.2, and 0.1,
respectively. As can be concluded from the values, an emphasis was placed on the
meronomic contribution of each concept comparison for reasons stated earlier.
8.3.3 Understanding and Utilizing AIERO Results
The first step to identifying causal relationships between the chosen concepts was
to filter out those which achieved a value of 0, reflecting that there was no identified
interaction between the two concepts in the measured direction. Of the 380 initial
concept comparisons, 90 achieved a value of 0.

These concept comparisons were

immediately removed from consideration when deciding where causal relationships exist.
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The next step in filtering the results was removing the duplicate comparisons. While it
was necessary to compare concepts in both directions initially, when identifying where to
express relationships between concept pairs it is sufficient to identify only that a
connection between two concepts exist, as such an approach reduces redundancy. After
removing the duplicates, 185 concept pairs remained.

From this number it can be

determined that only 5 relationships had achieved no value in either direction. Of the
remaining 185 relationships, 89 of these achieved a score in the top 90% (above .1 on a
normalized scale), meaning 96 fell to the bottom 10%, demonstrating a clear rift between
where possible causal relationships exist.

This was determined to be satisfactory

separation criteria, and as a result the bottom 10% was removed from consideration in
order to narrow the focus of possible relationships.

By eliminating these from

consideration early on, the scope is drastically narrowed and allows for a focus to be
placed on those concept pairs where there is a greater possibility of an existing causal
relationship. The purpose of FIDOE’s extensional comparison techniques is to identify
possible causal relationships which may have been mistakenly removed from
consideration.
Of the remaining 89 concept pairs, relationships between each concept pair were
considered possible causal relationships. When identifying causal relationships, it was
important to consider how concepts interact.

For instance, of the 89 remaining

relationships, 25 of these involved the classes “Unit” and “Unit System.” While it is
important to acknowledge the role these concepts play in instantiating knowledge, their
values are unlikely to affect the value of another class. Without associated object-type
properties, their values remain unaffected by changes in a surrounding environment. It is
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however, important to note that because these concepts appear so frequently, they can be
useful for ensuring consistency across a knowledge base, in this case ensuring consistent
units.

Subsequently, 64 concept pairs remained where possible causal relationships

existed. The next step was to study each remaining concept pair and implement an initial
set of relationships with FIDOE using SWRL rules based on these results.
8.3.4 Recognizing and Expressing Causal Relationships
After narrowing the number of concept pairs from 380 to 64, a reduction of 83%,
the remaining concept pairs were examined by how the concepts interact, and how such
an interaction may be expressed. Not taken into consideration during earlier calculations,
a “Revision” ontology, such as that discussed in Section 7.2, was adopted before
developing these causal relationships. This ontology allows for associations to be made
between like concepts of the same time frame or revision, insuring knowledge not meant
to be associated is not compared.
Upon studying the 64 remaining concept pairs, only 37 of these led to the
identification of causal relationships.

The remaining 27 did not reveal an obvious

relationships between each other through their properties or otherwise. To determine
what type of causal relationships may exist between the concepts, the object-type
properties of each had to be examined, as the values of these properties may or may not
influence each other. The causal relationships identified ranged from the concept of a
units system being shared between design and analysis models to the concept of a design
model being part of a component. Eleven groups of rules were created from the 37
remaining concept pairs. These pairs were grouped because of similarities between
identified causal relationships, often a result of shared properties, and thus resulting in
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similar SWRL rules. The 68 developed SWRL rules, as well as notes on their functions,
are seen in Appendix E.
A large portion of the SWRL rules developed were written to pass shared or
associated knowledge from one instance to another. While such rules do little to directly
insure the integrity of a knowledge base, they do make important knowledge associations
explicit by asserting values. These assertions not only ensure that associated information
is properly captured, but also contribute to the knowledge base by creating new
knowledge for other SWRL rules to operate on. The more complete a knowledge base is
the more likely the developed rules are to be able to identify inconsistent knowledge
within the knowledge base. Those rules which were not used to pass knowledge were
developed to either identify knowledge inconsistencies or identify uncorroborated
knowledge and assert them as such. These rules include rules to ensure consistency
across units as well as to identify when parameter constraints were violated.
Rules were developed to identify when a model no longer supported its
underlying assumptions and idealizations, however these knowledge corroboration rules
proved difficult to develop, for reasons discussed in Chapter 7.

The SWRL

implementation for corroborating models can be achieved through several different
approaches. The most effective approach, corroborating knowledge through the use of
rdf:lists and SWRL list built-ins, currently has implementation limitations.

This

approach requires the use of OWL Full and a tool which can implement SWRL list builtins, which the implementation tool Protégé currently does not.
The alternative implementation method, also discussed in Chapter 7, is to address
the many possible combinations of assumptions and idealizations which may exist.
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Because list comparisons are not possible, this approach requires a written rule for each
possible combination, as well as capturing how many instances are associated with both
“assumptions” and “inherited assumptions,” to ensure that all assumptions assumed by
the model in “inherited assumptions” have also been made by the model. While this
approach is developmentally intensive, it does ensure that knowledge is properly
corroborated using distinct individuals when executed. Due to the focused scope of the
PCB case study, this approach was chosen. A second alternative is to create lists from
text strings associated with a “name” property. This approach however is only effective
if a unique name is given to each instance, otherwise list comparison may be inaccurate.
As detailed in Appendix E, the developed SWRL rules offer powerful inference
mechanisms, but such rules are not the only way to express causal relationships between
concepts.

Inverse properties which are expressible through OWL can be used to

instantiate reciprocating knowledge.

Such relationships are easily identified when

studying concept pairs after applying AIERO. However, when adopting this approach,
problems often arise when identified inverses are not applicable to each domain they are
associated with, and therefore was avoided here.
8.3.5 Knowledge Instantiation
The next step in the methodology was to instantiate knowledge into the developed
ontology from information contained in the PCB documentation. The information stored
in the technical reports for both the tube amplifier and the PCB were captured and stored
in an ontology (Figure 20 and Figure 21). Throughout this process SWRL rules were
used to facilitate knowledge acquisition and pass knowledge from one instance to another.
These were useful in assuring that necessary knowledge was captured.
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Captured

knowledge information included product specs and higher-level knowledge, including
knowledge that can be inferred from the provided technical report but is not explicitly
stated. In addition to the knowledge provided in the technical document, knowledge
from a simple analysis on the PCB was added.

Figure 20. Audio Amp framework screenshot showing ontology framework and instance of an
analysis model.
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Figure 21. Zoom in of analysis model knowledge shown in Figure 20.

A substantial amount of knowledge associated with the development of an audio
tube amp was instantiated. This knowledge covered the components associated with the
development of an audio tube, but focused on the development of a PCB that provides a
continuously steady current supply to the audio tube amplifier.

Throughout the

instantiation process the developed rules asserted values into instances. In total, over 200
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values were inserted into the knowledge base by the developed rules during the
instantiation process. These knowledge instantiations were important, as they made
relationships obvious that may otherwise have been difficult to discern.

These

knowledge assertions also ensured that the user could begin from any point in the
knowledge base and have the ability to navigate throughout, providing comprehensive
details of each step of the process along the way.
To ensure the proper operation of the developed consistency rules, knowledge
was errantly entered.

When two parameters belonging to a single model were

intentionally given inconsistent unit systems, the developed rules were able to identify
this inconsistency and assert the each parameter in the “Knowledge Inconsistency”
(Previously referred to as “Violations”) class accordingly. Additionally, the rules were
able to identify which instances the parameter conflicted with, as well as what values
conflicted with each other (Figure 22).
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Figure 22. Identification of a unit inconsistency between model parameters.

Knowledge associated with a thermal analysis model of the PCB was entered into
the knowledge base. The assumption was made that the part of this analysis model which
would experience the greatest amount of heat was the regulator and attached heat sink.
These two components then became the focus of a thermal analysis. By knowing the
thermal resistance of the heat sink, a 25mm heat sink, and the voltage drop across the
regulator, the temperature of the heat sink could be roughly determined:
(20)
is the voltage drop in volts (V), I is

Where T is the temperature in Kelvin (K),

the current in Amperes (A), and R is the thermal resistance of the heat sink in Kelvin per
Watt (K/W).
Given an input voltage of 9 volts, and an output voltage of 6.3 volts and 600mA,
based on a thermal resistance of 14 K/W, the temperature of the heat sink was calculated
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to be 37.8 degrees Celsius. Within the documentation it was recommended that the
maximum temperature of the heat sink did not exceed 50 degrees Celsius. This analysis
was important, because in the steps following the PCB will be redesigned, and the effects
of this redesign on the knowledge base will be studied, as well as the effectiveness of the
developed methods.

First, however, the knowledge base will be re-evaluated, and

extensional comparison techniques will be employed to identify any further relationships
that may not yet have been identified or expressed.
8.3.6 Extensional Comparison through FIDOE
After instantiating the PCB knowledge base, the next step in the methodology
involved implementing the extensional comparison techniques discussed in the
development of FIDOE. The zoomed-in image (Refer back to Figure 12) illustrates the
simplicity of FIDOE’s existence in OWL, though its SWRL ties are much more involved.
The “Knowledge Discrepancies” class has already been used to classify inconsistent
knowledge assertions The “Commonality Templates” provide a basis for writing the rules
necessary to use identify commonalities, which must be specialized for specific class and
property names.
The implementation of extensional comparison rules focused around the current
supply PCB, as this was the main component of interest of this case study.

This

extensional semantic relatedness technique is meant to compliment the relatedness
algorithm originally applied to the knowledge framework. While many if not most of the
causal relationships were identified early in the process using the AIERO, the
extensional comparison technique focused on identifying overlooked relationships.
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One noticeable association that was not made was the association between
component specifications and characteristics and model parameters.

While the

association was made between these specifications and models, initially it was not readily
apparent the component specifications and physical characteristics would relate so
directly with model parameters. However, after instantiating the model knowledge, it
became obvious that component specifications might reflect model constraints or
parameters or that component characteristics might also reflect model parameters.
As the “Units” concept was identified as a common link, the property “has units”
was used as an example property for the implementation of FIDOE’s ability to identify
commonalities. With this information, and utilizing rule templates provided by FIDOE,
similar to those illustrated as Rules 1-3 in Section 7.3.2, multiple rules were written to
identify commonalities. For example, from the template defined as Rule 1 came the rule:
Rule 4: has_units(?x, ?y) ^ has_units(?z, ?y) -> Level_1_Commonality(?y) ^
used_in(?y, ?x) ^ used_in(?y, ?z)
This rules states that if the same unit is used by two knowledge instantiations within the
Audio Amp framework there is a possible causal relationship.
Several domains were identified as having a variation of the “has units” property,
including the “PCB Component” ontology, the “Materials” ontology, and all three model
ontologies. After identifying commonalities, it was necessary to study the assertions
made by FIDOE to determine which commonalities represented sought after causal
relationships and which would not have an impact on the design process. This distinction
is left for the domain expert to decide.
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By writing a rule to identify a commonality when the units of a component’s
characteristics were also used by a input parameter of a model of the component, two
relationships were identified. The extensional comparison technique was able to identify
that a heatsink component shared characteristic values with its input parameters. As a
result of the associations made between PCB physical characteristics and model
parameters, pairs of these instances were combined to a single instance, which in turn
was made a member of each concept. This is discussed further in Section 8.3.8.
Based on the results from the extensional comparison, new constraints were
placed on model parameters based on the specifications of components.

These

constraints are meant to ensure that when a component is modeled it does not experience
loads beyond its capabilities. For instance, the voltage range of the TL317 regulator
which was used in the PCB was 5 to 35 volts. While the PCB called for an alternate
maximum input voltage, a minimum input voltage had not been defined at all. Because
this association was identified, a new minimum voltage constraint was placed on the
thermal analysis model based on the TL317 regulator specifications. Another important
association to make was the association of the height of the PCB housing with the height
of the PCB housing model, in turn restricting the height of the PCB assembly. This
association was again made using the unit commonality and identifying associated
components.
A product specific rule, similar to those discussed in Section 7.5, was written to
ensure the height of the heat sink used in a model did not exceed the height of the model
housing. While a static constraint could have been placed on the PCB parameter height
based on the current housing height, it is more accurate to associate the heat sink height
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constraint with the housing height.

To accomplish this, the concept of “Physical

Characteristics” which was already associated with the heat sink, was also associated
with the housing through a “has physical characteristic” property.

This association

allowed parameters such as height, length, and width to be distinguished through the
appropriate class representations. Once these associations were made, a rule was written
that stated the height of any component in the PCB assembly could not exceed the height
of the housing. The same was done for both length and width, though it must be noted
that component orientation could cause some components to be incorrectly identified as
knowledge inconsistencies.
SWRL’s ability to perform mathematical calculations was exploited when
calculating the temperature of the heat sink of the analysis model. Given a heat sink and
its properties, as well as the input and output voltage of the voltage regulator, the
temperature reached by the heat sink could be calculated using SWRL. This was done by
first calculating the voltage drop of the regulator by subtracting the output voltage from
the input voltage. Once the drop in voltage was calculated, by multiplying it by the
output current the total power loss was calculated. The thermal resistance of the heat sink
could then be used to calculate the temperature of the heat sink by multiplying power loss
by thermal resistance. While this approach is an effective method for determining the
maximum temperature based on properties of the PCB, it should be remembered that
SWRL cannot overwrite existing values.
8.3.7 Redesign
Once the instantiation of rules was completed, the knowledge base was ready for
additional knowledge. An initial design modification of the PCB current supply called
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for only for a voltage increase from 9 V to 13.5 V. To address this design change, a new
thermal model was created for the PCB assembly based on the current model. This
approach was taken as opposed to modifying parameter values because the previous
thermal model remained important. Once a new thermal analysis model was created, the
voltage input parameter was changed from 9V to 13.5V. The regulator output remained
the same, so the voltage drop now became 7.2 volts. This 7.2 volt drop resulted in a new
heat sink temperature of 60.5 degrees Celsius.

This new temperature immediately

triggered a SWRL rule to assert a knowledge inconsistency, as the maximum heat sink
temperature allowed was 50 degrees Celsius (Figure 23).

Figure 23. Temperature constraint on heatsink violated.

To address the exceeded temperature of the heat sink, design changes were made.
To decrease the temperature of the heat sink, with a given voltage drop and current, a
larger heat sink was needed. Two other heat sinks were available, one with a thermal
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resistance of 11 K/W, and the other with a thermal resistance of 10 K/W. Given a power
loss of 4.32, the heat sink with a thermal resistance of 11 K/ W would only reach 47.52
degrees Celsius, below the specified maximum. The existing heat sink with a thermal
resistance of 14 was replaced by the one with 11, and the analysis model passed without
any knowledge inconsistencies.
The heat sink in the PCB assembly was subsequently replaced, and a knowledge
inconsistency was immediately identified.

Unlike previously, however, this

inconsistency was not caused by the temperature constraint being exceeded. Recall the
SWRL rule written for the specific case of a PCB housing and its components. When the
heatsink was changed, the new heat sink had a height of 38 mm, 13 mm greater than the
previous heat sink. Because the PCB housing was specified to have a 30mm height,
adding this new component to the assembly created unsubstantiated knowledge which
was subsequently identified (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. New heatsink has a greater a height than the casing.

Once the height of the PCB housing was changed to meet the requirements of the
new heat sink, the redesign of the PCB was complete. The knowledge associated with an
initial PCB design was captured in an ontology, and this knowledge was subsequently
reused in the redesign of the PCB.
8.3.8 PCB Discussion
The PCB case study provided step by step detail on how the methods developed
by this research are meant to be implemented and their intentions. During the step by
step implementation, several details encountered are worthy of discussion.
The implementation of AIERO demonstrated the algorithm’s ability to quantify
relationships between concept pairs. While the implementation of AIERO resulted in a
significant reduction of concept pairs considered for possible causal relationships, there
were no specific criteria for determining which values contained causal relationships and
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which did not. While the conclusion can be drawn that a value of zero means no
relationship existed, any value above zero could potentially hold a causal relationship.
When discussing the development of the algorithm, it was noted that values returned by
AIERO vary with the size and comprehensiveness of an ontology. As a result, the
elimination criterion chosen here, removing concept pairs with AIERO values in the
lower 10% from consideration, was specific to this case study. A byproduct of the fact
that no standard elimination criteria exist is that concept pairs which contain relationships
may be eliminated from consideration. Such scenarios, however, can be countered with
extensional comparison techniques.
While many causal relationships were identified as a result of AIERO’s
application, one undiscovered association was the association between PCB component
specifications and model parameters.

However, FIDOE’s extensional relatedness

techniques were able to make the association. It should be noted that the extensional
comparison techniques employed by FIDOE do not identify definite causal relationships,
only that a commonality exists between instances. It should also be remembered that
unlike the AIERO, some a priori knowledge about a component and its properties is
necessary to implement the extensional comparison techniques.
While a relationship did exist between component characteristics and model
parameters, it did not necessarily have to be defined through SWRL. Two approaches
could be taken; the first was to develop rules between component characteristic and
model parameters, passing values from one to the other. An alternate approach, the one
chosen during this case study, was to associate parameter properties with the component
specifications concept. By making a parameter a necessary condition of the component
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characteristics, one instance could serve two purposes, to act as a component
characteristic and to act as a model parameter. This approach was useful as it ensured the
parameters reflected the values of the component.
When instantiating the SWRL rules, it was the responsibility of the domain expert
to ensure they were properly written, and that inferences would be correctly made.
During the development of the Audio Amp “intelligent” framework, several iterations
were required before the rules were properly expressed. While the inferences will always
perform consistently once implemented, if they are not initially implemented properly
there is possibility for false knowledge instantiations.

During the case study, this

occurred several times, especially when passing values between instances of knowledge.
By testing the rules prior to a fully instantiating a knowledge base, incorrect inferencing
can be avoided in the future. Rules can be tested within a framework by instantiating the
knowledge necessary to implement the rule and then reviewing the results.

After

identifying false knowledge instantiations and making adjustments, the developed
inference methods successfully identified unsubstantiated knowledge and classified it as
such.

Overall, the PCB case study provided a successful proof-of-concept

implementation for an “intelligent” knowledge framework.
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CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION
As engineering design progresses and technology advances, ontologies have
become increasingly attractive for representing domain concepts in a distributed
environment. However, similar to concessions made by Li et al (Li Z. Y., 2009), much of
this work predicates on the assumption that ontologies will continue to be adopted by
engineering community.

As increasing numbers adopt this approach, opportunities

emerge to take advantage of this developing environment. The methods presented in this
research were developed to seize such an opportunity.

The intended result of this

research is the development methods to create an intelligent, adaptable knowledge
framework for facilitating engineering design built on comprehensive sets of ontologies.
The semantic relatedness techniques adopted by this research further extend and
advance knowledge-based engineering techniques in semantic distributed product
development environments.

A novel approach was introduced to identify causal

relationships across a knowledge base using ontology alignment and semantic relatedness
techniques.

This work also introduces a new method for identifying meronomic

relationships in domain ontologies. In addition, the developed algorithm AIERO is
equally applicable to any ontology, independent of the implementation language.
Three separate case studies were presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of
AIERO. This was necessary evaluate AIERO’s effectiveness in different environments,
as ontologies often differ greatly in both size and detail. While the implications of the
results could be argued, the case studies made it clear that the AIERO can be applied to
any design ontology, regardless of its origin.
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The results show that the proposed

measurement is particularly effective in a large diverse knowledge framework, where the
greatest variances could be achieved.
The prototype tool FIDOE was developed to facilitate inferencing on an
ontological product development knowledge base. FIDOE’s extensional relatedness
methods were built on the concept of intertwined ontologies and overlapping concepts in
multiple domains. These extensional relatedness methods compliment those adopted by
the AIERO framework, as they are able to identify relationships specific to a single
product instantiation, as was seen in the PCB case study.

An added advantage to

FIDOE’s extensional relatedness technique was that it was implemented in using the
Semantic Web’s SWRL, and therefore could be developed and contained within the
capabilities of the Semantic Web.
I-beam and PVAD impeller examples were used to illustrate the capabilities of the
implemented rules, as well as how developing rules can further support the design
process. In a comprehensive PCB case study, initial concerns of a PCB manufacturer
were addressed in a systematic manner, and solutions were given. Specifically, after the
successful application of AIERO, FIDOE was able to identify several knowledge
inconsistencies in an instantiated knowledge base. With the ability identify and express
complex relationships in a distributed ontological environment, the presented methods
have the potential to be an invaluable tools and result in time and cost savings during the
product development process.
This work lays the foundation for continued work in the development of
intelligent ontological knowledge bases, where the goal is to create an environment
where implications of modifications to a distributed knowledge base are reflected in a
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consistent and productive manner. While AIERO was able to identify concept pairs
through semantic relatedness algorithms, it was still left to the domain expert to identify
what type of influences exists, and what properties are involved. FIDOE was able to use
an ontology to provide a simple classification system of rules. By developing a much
more complex classification system for the rules, it may be possible to use values
achieved from a semantic relatedness algorithm such as AIERO to automatically identify
the types of relationships between concept pairs and automatically develop them.
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CHAPTER 10
FUTURE WORK
10.1 Overview of Future Work
In addressing the ever-evolving needs of knowledge management in engineering,
this research demonstrated that ontologies and logical inferencing can be used to create
“intelligent” knowledge frameworks. However, these “intelligent” frameworks require
significant up-front development costs in both time and expertise, as well as significant
maintenance costs. Further research proposes a methodology meant to significantly
reduce both these initial and recurring costs. Leveraging works in semantic relatedness,
methods can be developed to give “intelligent” knowledge frameworks the ability to
automatically adapt within fluid environments. The proposed adaptation methods are
founded on the ability of ontologies to explicitly represent and structure information and
the ability of semantic relatedness techniques to interpret relationships formed between
concepts in this knowledge structure. By categorizing causal relationships, semantic
relatedness techniques can be applied to identify relationship types existing between
concept pairs. A tool can then identify corresponding template rules and subsequently
create specific rules for relationships, thus expanding the “intelligence” of the framework
through additional inference mechanisms.

10.2 Problem Statement of Future Work
The main obstacle in developing an “intelligent” framework is identifying where
and what causal relationships exist before they can be expressed. Consider the e-Design
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Framework (Rockwell, Witherell, Fernandes, Grosse, Krishnamurty, & Wileden, 2008),
where 260 classes have been created to represent different domains, resulting in over
60,000 different concept pairs. It is possible for causal relationships to exist between
multiple properties associated with each one of these concept pairs. Ontologies provide
the structure and content necessary for identifying and rank ordering locations of causal
relationships to eliminate possible relationships between concept pairs.
An Algorithm for Identifying Engineering Relationships in Ontologies, dubbed
AIERO, was developed as a means for measuring the likelihood a causal relationship
existed between two concepts based on interactions between concepts and their properties
(Witherell, Krishnamruty, Grose, & Wileden, Accepted for Publication). I have found
the most challenging aspect of developing an “intelligent” framework is identifying
where causal relationships exist and what rules correspond with these relationships.
AIERO was seen as a significant step in realizing a semi-automated methodology for
developing an “intelligent” framework by narrowing the “where.”

However, the

remaining concept pairs still required a domain expert to identify where causal
relationships occurred. I propose that this step too can be automated.

10.3 General Methodology and Procedure
One way to promote the use of ontologies is to continue to provide advantages
over current state-of-the-art knowledge management systems. “Intelligent” frameworks
require significant up-front development costs in both time and expertise, as well as
significant maintenance costs.

The following methodology proposes a means to

significantly reduce both these initial and recurring costs:
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1) Create a classification system for causal relationships between domains
2) Create an ontology where each causal relationship type has an associated
concept
3) Develop a set of template for causal relationships to represent each type
4) Develop an algorithm for identifying which causal relationship type exists
between concepts
5) Develop a program with the ability to execute the algorithm across an
ontology
6) Validate the algorithm by comparing results with those expected by a domain
algorithm
7) Restructure rule ontology until a satisfactory success rate is achieved
The first step to addressing these costs it to address how causal relationships are
developed once they are identified. Presently, semantic relatedness measures are used to
identify where causal relationships are most likely to exist and then the domain expert is
required to identify what the causal relationships are. This ad hoc approach to identifying
what causal relationships exist can be addressed by classifying the types of causal
relationships that may exist between concepts, a step currently not taken. I propose that
similar to how ontologies have structured product knowledge in an explicit, computable
manner, so can the inferencing mechanisms which reason on them be structured. Once
an acceptable classification system for these causal relationships has been adopted,
template rules can then be developed to represent these causal relationships.
Leveraging this classification structure, semantic relatedness techniques can
identify not only where relationships exist within a concept pair, but also what type of
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relationship. In AIERO, the application of semantic relatedness techniques was built on
the belief that the quantification of relationships between concepts could be used to
reflect the likelihood of causal relationships between concepts. Future research proposes
that quantification can be taken one step further, where relatedness values can be used to
determine what relationships exist between concepts. I propose that a similar algorithm
or set of algorithms can be developed to identify if a causal relationship exists, what
properties a causal relationship exists between, as well as what type of relationship it is
based on values achieved from an aggregate relatedness function.
The development of an effective algorithm begins with knowing the properties
associated with each concept, the ranges of these properties, as well as where each
concept exists in the ontology hierarchy. While the intention of this research would be to
develop an algorithm which can identify causal relationships using only relationships
inherent to a domain ontology, the possibility remains that an outside resource may be
necessary.

By turning to an outside lexical ontology such as WordNet concept

relationships can be related back to lexical relationships. An alternative to WordNet is
the development or adoption of an engineering lexicon ontology similar to that of the EL
(Li Z. Y., 2009).
The proposed algorithm has the potential to become significantly complex, and as
such will require an appropriately developed tool to implement it. As noted in Section
8.3.2, AIERO’s current implementation in Microsoft Excel raises the question of the
scalability.

Though currently restricted to smaller ontology implementations, this

algorithm is fully scalable to both smaller and larger ontologies. Using programming
techniques, a tool must be developed with the ability to determine relatedness by
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navigating an OWL ontology while applying the developed algorithm. The tool then
must identify which relationship type applies based on the resulting relatedness values.
The corresponding template rule would then be retrieved and subsequently specialized.
The validation of this work would be based on how the identified rules
correspond with those identified by a domain expert. Ideally, the developed tool would
make the same associations as the domain expert. If the domain expert were to identify
rules that the developed tool was unable to identify, this would be considered acceptable,
as the overall goal is to minimize costly design errors, not attempt to eliminate them.
However, potential problems may arise if the tool develops rules which were purposely
overlooked by the domain expert as they might incorrectly identify conflicting
knowledge. Though the developed methods ultimately leave all decisions to the engineer,
and incorrectly identified knowledge could be addressed, this would take time therefore
negatively correlate with the definitive goal of this proposed research.

10.4 Proposed New Methods
A common application of semantic relatedness in domain ontologies is for the use
of ontology alignment to match concepts (Noy N. M., 2000). In the open world semantic
web, a domain is never complete, and ontologies are constantly added and removed to
domains. In essence, ontology alignment is used to extend the “known” world of a
domain ontology. When shared concepts and properties are aligned, the domain of the
ontology is essentially expanded. Just as ontology alignment has the ability to match
concepts and determine when concepts are similar, I believe relatedness techniques can
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be used to also determine the types of relationships that exist between concepts. As the
known world evolves the relationships can continue to be added.
In this research, ontology alignment techniques were used to identify where
causal relationships may exist between concepts, which would then be expressed by rules.
Further research proposes that based on the structures of existing domain of ontologies,
rules can be generalized through the categorization of relationship types and therefore
made applicable to domains yet to be associated. This categorization will be based on
how domains are defined (the ontology structure and associated attributes), and
correlations with causal relationships will be based on values from a yet to be determined
semantic relatedness algorithm. As such, the same methods used to extend a “known”
world and align ontologies can also be used to extend the ability to inference on the
“known” world. This technique would allow a framework to continuously compensate as
new domains are added or domains are removed from an ontological framework. This
gives the trait of adaptability to an “intelligent” framework.
This research proposes structuring rules, or inferencing mechanisms, associated
with product development process ontologies. The expected result is the development of
a tool with the ability to adapt to its known surroundings. As a knowledge framework
transforms, the proposed methods and tool will have the ability to evaluate underlying
relationships created by ontologies and create the appropriate inference mechanisms. The
resulting inference mechanism will be determined based on the classification of template
inference mechanisms and the resulting value of an applied semantic relatedness
algorithm. In addition, if existing lexical ontologies are unable to provide sufficient
supporting information, and this supporting information is necessary, a lexical ontology
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will be developed for supporting engineering design terminology. The resulting tool will
provide an ontological knowledge framework the ability to maintain a sense of
“intelligence” in fluid design environments.
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APPENDIX A
DEVELOPMENT OF MERONOMIC RELATEDNESS MEASURE

A.1 Applied Methodology
The proposed meronomic relatedness measure is a variation of a weighted path
distance method. In this measure, the edges are weighted based on variation of Resnik’s
definition of concept probability. However, to utilize a measurement based on concept
probability, a corpus must be present. Here, this corpus is created from multisets of
concepts.
A.1.1 Multiset Theory
A semantic cotopy consists of a concept and all concepts which subsume or are
subsumed by that concept (Maedche, 2002). In the proposed method, a set comprised of
an initial concept and its upper cotopy, , is created by joining the initial concept, c , with
each of its subsumers:
c,

c,

c,

…

c,

(20)

c,
where c , is a member of set

. Here, i is the number of an initial concept’s upper cotopy

set and j distinguishes a numbered element of the set.
Each member of this initial concept set,
set,

, is then compared to a second concept

, which can be considered a set of one. This second concept set is defined by a

multiset of ranges,

. This multiset is created by joining each set of ranges,
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which follows can be defined as:
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where each set of ranges R
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…

R

,C

,C

are joined together to create the multiset

applying multiset theory (Blizard, 1989) when defining
a property of C

,r

, ,C

(22)

1

. By

,each range associated with

, can be counted more than once. Figure 25 is a graphical

representation of Equation 22, with each element individually labeled. Properties are
identified by squares, while classes are identified by ellipses.
{Female}
{Male}

{Male}

Where in set theory

{Female, Male} → {Female, Male}, in multiset theory {Female}

{Female, Male} →{Female, Male, Female, Male}.
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(p 1, C child )

(p 2, C child )

(r1, p1 ,C child )

(R p1 , C child )

(r1, p 2 ,Cchild )

(R p 2 ,Cchild )

(r1, p 3 ,Cchild )

(p3,Cchild )

(R p3 ,Cchild )

(r2, p 3 ,Cchild )
Figure 25. Multisets of property ranges.

The adoption of multiset theory allows for a generalization of the set indicator
function, which is used to indicate whether or whether not an element is part of a set.
The multiset indicator function can be used to determine not only whether or not an
element exists within a set, but also how many times it occurs. The cardinality of a
subset within a multiset can be measured using the sum of its indicator function values:
|A|

1A x

(23)

X

where 1A (x) is the identity function of subset A, x is a member of set X, and |A| is the
number of times a member of set X appears in subset A. By summing these indicator
function values across each subset of a multiset, the cardinality of the multiset may be
found.
A.1.2 Concept Probability
The basis of Resnik's information content measure (Resnik P. , 1999), calculated
as the negative logarithm of a concept probability, provides an opportunistic foundation
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for utilizing classes and class ranges to assign weights to the branches of a meronomic
tree developed from domain ontologies. Concept probability can be defined as follows:
p c

freq c
N

(24)

where freq(c) is the frequency of concept c and N is the total number of concepts
observed in a corpus. While Resnik uses the measure to determine how abstract a
concept is, here it will be applied to determine how often one concept occurs within the
range of another.

A.2 Developed Measure
A combination of edge counting and concept probability is used to determine how
much an initial concept and its upper cotopy, C1, is a “part of” a second concept set C2,
where C2 is a set of one, the second concept. In this scenario, a value of 0 is returned if
C1 is not a part of C2, and a value of 1 is returned if C1 is the only part of C2. When
comparing a concept with itself, the value may differ depending on how many other
properties the concept has. However, if when comparing it with itself and all of its
properties have a range of itself, a value of 1 is returned. Regardless, the argument has
been made that objects are irreflexive, or that an object cannot be part of itself, and
therefore should not be compared with itself at all (Patrick, 2006).
In a meronomic tree such as that seen in Figure 26, the branches extend from the
root concept set, C2, and are created by properties of which C2 is a domain. In this figure
each concept is represented by an ellipse, and concept properties are represented by
conjoining lines labeled “has part.” Each branch of the tree is extended by using property
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domains and ranges; nodes are added when one class is a range of another, with the
linking property serving as the edge. The subsumption of classes continues until any one
of three criteria is met:
1. C1 is subsumed by a branch from C2. Hence C1 is identified as being
“part of” C2 through that branch.
2. C2 or a concept subsumed by C2 is repeated in a single branch path, in
which case to continue along the path would lead to redundancy.
3. C2 or descendent concept is not a domain of any property, in which case
the end of a branch has been reached.

Figure 26. Meronomic tree structure.

The total value of relatedness between two concepts is equal to the summation of
the combined edge weights of each branch divided by the total number of branches. The
total relatedness value can be calculated as seen in Equation 25:
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Rel

1
B

,

B

Wt

,

(25)

where B is the total number of branches protruding from concept C2 and
Wt

,

is the total contribution from each branch i. The total contribution

from each branch is determined by the distance needed to reach C1 from the root concept
C2. Here however, instead of counting the total number of edges along the branch as seen
in traditional path distance methods, the total contribution will be calculated by taking the
product of the edge weights from each branch of C2:
Wt

,

wt
C

,

, parent

(26)

where wt(Ci, parent(Ci)) represents the weight of each edge belonging to node Ci and its
parent, Ci+1 , along each branch This approach allows for the relatedness contribution
from each branch to be scaled based on the depth of the branch, as well as reflect
transitiveness across the branch.

It also acknowledges that multiple meronomic

relatedness paths may exist between concept pairs and each path contributes, as opposed
to finding one shortest path. .

A.3 Calculating Edge Weight
The underlying hypothesis of the proposed method can be stated as follows:
Given two concepts sets, Ci and Ci+1, a measurement of how much Ci, a concept set along
the branch of (C1, C2), is “part of” Ci+1, another concept set along the branch of (C1, C2),
can be achieved by calculating the amount of times Ci occurs as one of the property
ranges of Ci+1. To provide a “corpus,” the proposed edge weight algorithm creates a
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multiset from the property ranges associated with Ci+1. The frequency, or multiplicity, of
Ci is then equivalent to the number of times Ci occurs within the “corpus” created from
Ci+1.
An asymmetric algorithm has been developed to assign a value to each edge of a
branch, measuring the multiplicity of a concept,
, within a multiset,
with a concept,

,

, created by joining the property ranges,

1

, ,

, associated

. The adopted set indicator function is a count (Zarba, 2002) which

represents the number of times each element of
associated with

and each member of its upper cotopy,

,

appears within the multiset of ranges

:
c,

count c , ,

0

c , if c ,
otherwise

(27)

c,
Using the above set indicator function, the number of times each element,
appears in

,

can be calculated. Summing these values across all elements of
appears in

returns the total number of times any element from
Q

1
,

c,

accross

:

(28)

C

can be calculated by summing

Using the same approach, the cardinality of
each element of

defined as

:

N

1
,

,C
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r

, ,C

(29)

These values now represent the total number occurrences of Ci in

, or the

frequency of Ci, Qi, and the total number of ranges associated with Ci+1, or Ni+1.
Subsequently, the proposed weight of each edge is:
Q
N

wt C , C
where
,

,

(30)

is the edge weight between Ci and Ci+1. If Qi is equal to zero then

=0 and if Qi=Ni+1 then

,

=1. As the depth of the branches may

differ from concept to concept, this weight is normalized to insure consistent orders of
magnitude between branches. This normalized measurement also promotes meronomic
transitiveness by taking a product of weights as opposed to a sum, insuring that the
composition value of a part is never greater than the whole. If an initial concept does not
occur in the set of ranges of the second concept, then the proposed measure returns a
value of 0. If an initial concept is the only range of the second concept, then the value is
1.
To calculate the relatedness between c1 and c2 in Figure 2, the contribution from
each of the four branches must be determined. The first branch, beginning with c4, leads
to c1 at two different levels. As c1 is the only part of c8, its relatedness value is 1.
Although c7 has two parts, they are both c1 so the relatedness value is again 1. As c4 has
two branches, c7 and c2, with only leading to c1, the weight of branch c4 is 0.5. The
second and third branches both lead to dead ends, so the contribution from each is zero.
The fourth branch has only one path, and it leads to c1, so its contribution is 1. Therefore,
the relatedness value of Figure 2 can be calculated as:
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c ,c

1
.5
4

0

0

1

0.375

(12)

A.4 Implementation
Two common benchmark tests for measuring the effectiveness of similarity
measures come from studies and data collected by Rubenstein and Goodenough
(Rubenstein, 1965) and Miller and Charles (Miller & Charles, Contextual Correlates of
Semantic Similarity, 1991). Each study involves providing multiple human subjects with
pairs of words and asking the subjects to rate the similarity between each pair of words.
While these studies provide effective benchmarks for testing and comparing similarity
measures, they do not provide the same usefulness for measuring meronomic relatedness,
as they provide a benchmark for synonymy, not meronomy.
To test the developed method, concept pairs from two separate domain ontologies
were chosen. The first is a camera ontology from Pennsylvania State University (Nanda,
Simpson, Kumara, & Shooter, 2006) and the second a wine ontology from Stanford
University often used as demonstration ontology for Protégé (Noy, Sintek, Decker,
Crubezy, Fergerson, & Musen, 2001) (Gennari, et al., 2002). The camera ontology was
created from using a total of 27 classes and 49 properties; however of these properties
only 8 were the object-type properties used in the developed measure. The wine ontology
consisted of 137 classes and 17 properties, though of these 16 properties were object-type.
Ten concept pairs were chosen from each ontology and the relatedness measure defined
in Equation 25 was applied to each pair. Because this method is meant to be consistent
across a single ontology, the results from each ontology must be compared within itself to
determine the measure’s effectiveness. The results are shown in Tables 6 and 7.
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The application of the meronomic relatedness measure to the more comprehensive
wine ontology returned encouraging results, reflecting values one would intuitively
expect. For example, fruit was found to be a larger part of wine than wine body was.
Similarly, wine flavor was found to be as much a part of Merlot as it was of Pinot Noir,
and wine body was as much a part of Merlot as wine flavor. Conversely, Merlot was not
measured as part of Pinot Noir and wine body was not measured as part of wine flavor.
Another forthcoming result was the returned value of one when measuring how much
fruit was part of a wine grape.
The camera ontology was less receptive to the developed measure. Though the
results seen in Table A1 are relatively consistent, their accuracy is questionable. For
instance, the semantic measures of memory card and camera and of sensor and camera
both return values of 0.25. However, the results for comparing memory card and battery
and battery and display are both 0.5. It is not logical to say that a memory card is more
“part of” a battery than it is a camera. Such discrepancies are attributed to the limited
depth of the ontology, where small changes in the amount of object-type properties used
in defining a class can lead to large discrepancies in results.
The overall results revealed a limitation of this approach: the measured values
rely heavily on the comprehensiveness of the ontology the concept pairs are taken from.
Though more detailed ontologies are apt to return lower relatedness values due to a
higher number of properties used in defining concepts, the returned values are more
likely to accurately reflect any meronomic relatedness between concepts. Additionally,
the more comprehensive the ontology is the more consistent the measurement will remain
across the ontology. Smaller ontologies which are defined by fewer properties will likely
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return higher relatedness values, however the values are less meaningful. In this case the
results from the more comprehensive wine ontology returned a more accurate
representation of perceived relatedness than those from the camera ontology.

Table A1. Camera ontology relatedness.

Concept 1
camera
memory card
memory card
battery
camera
sensor
memory card
memory card
brand
display

Concept 2
manufacturer
camera
battery
display
sensor
camera
film camera
digital camera
display
brand

RelMer
.875
.25
.5
.5
.25
.25
.25
.25
.07
0

Table A2. Wine ontology relatedness.

Concept 1
wine color
fruit
vintage
vintage year
wine body
wine flavor
wine body
wine flavor
Merlot
fruit

Concept 2
dessert
wine
vintage year
vintage
Merlot
Merlot
wine flavor
Pinot Noir
Pinot Noir
wine grape

RelMer
0
.22
0
1
.11
.11
0
.11
0
1

The case study results from the proposed meronomic measure for domain ontologies
were as expected. The ontology with few classes and few properties returned some
unusual results, while the more comprehensive ontology returned more logically intuitive
results, though at much lower values.
The case studies were able to illustrate the asymmetric nature of the algorithm.
That is, comparing two concepts did not return the same results when the two concepts
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were reversed. This intuitively makes sense as one would not expect a car to be a part of
the wheel, though a wheel is part of a car. However, the proposed method allows for the
car to wheel comparison to be made also, as holonymic relationships are accounted for as
well. For instance, just as a car may “have part” wheel, a wheel may also be “part of” a
car. It should be cautioned that the inconsistent application of such inverse relationships
can affect the results. This was seen in the camera ontology, where a combination of
meronomic and holonymic relationships created high values between components such as
memory card and battery. While such returns do introduce a certain amount of “noise”
into a set meronomic measured values, they do not have an adverse affect on those which
should return high values, as nothing is subtracted.
An additional feature of the developed method is the meronomic measures ability
to allow for an iterative approach. Note that the edges which comprise of each branch of
the meronomic tree are weighted as described in Section V, “Calculating Edge Weight.”
Here, a variation in the weights can be introduced. In such a scenario, after the
relatedness between two concepts has been measured, if the same two concepts were
encountered along a branch, the most recent comparison value can be used as a substitute
to the multiset approach.

Such an iterative approach would make the algorithm

computationally more intensive. However, the resulting relatedness measure can be
expected to be more accurate as well.
Finally, it should be noted that the developed method relies heavily on the
strength and comprehensiveness of the ontology in which it is applied.

The more

consistent and comprehensive an ontology is, the more telling the meronomic method
will be. Additionally, the relatedness method will return less consistent results when
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property ranges are not properly specified, such as when a value may belong to any
“thing.” For best results, the introduced method requires well defined ontologies, in
which properties are assigned both domains and ranges consistently throughout.
In summary, a unique approach was taken to measuring relatedness in domain
ontologies. While ontology alignment techniques have laid a sound foundation for the
adaptation of semantic relatedness measures from lexical to domain ontologies, their
focus on concept matching has limited the overall scope. The developed measure allows
for the level of relatedness between two concepts in a domain ontology to be measured in
a way they could not before. This measure compliments those traditionally applied in
ontology alignment, providing a firm method for determining how much one concept is
“part of” another and extending an already substantial collection of semantic relatedness
measures.
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APPENDIX B
OVERVIEW OF CAUSAL RELATIONSHIPS IN A FEA MODEL

1) “finite element type” influences” required assumptions”
Description: The type of finite element used may dictate what the allowable
assumptions are on the model.
DL/OWL Expression: This would require all elements used in a model to fall
under a specific class. An FEA model which used a specific element type would
be automatically classified under a specific subclass of finite element types. For
instance, a beam finite element model would require all element types used in the
model to come from the beam element class. If the element type were to change,
the model could be reclassified using a reasoner. An easy to understand example
would be if the meat topping were taken off the pizza and replaced by a veggie
topping. While it would still be a pizza, the instance would be reclassified from a
meat pizza to a veggie pizza using a reasoner. However, if the veggie topping
were added to the meat pizza, it would become a combo.

This becomes a

problem when dealing with finite element models because of the many different
ways these models can be classified. In order to use restriction classes, the finite
element model types would have to be classified by element types, linearity, and
further classified based on allowable assumptions.

This quickly becomes

unmanageable and impractical. This method would also not easily support the
restructuring of an ontology or addition of further information to the ontological
structure.
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Horn/SWRL Expression: Using SWRL, value comparisons can be used to validate
or invalidate the use of a finite element type on a model, based on categorizations
of assumptions required by each. This can be done by sharing instances; where as
long as an instance exists in both the model and the element type than it is valid.
The SWRL approach is friendlier to modifications to the structure of the ontology.

2) “material behavioral model” influences “ requires assumptions”
Description: The assumptions made by the material behavioral model may
indirectly affect what element types may be used to mesh the model.

One

example is whether or not the material model is isotropic or anisotropic.
DL/OWL Expression: Similar to 1), using DL on this would require separate FEA
classes for isotropic and anisotropic models, as well as any further classifications
that may be achieved.

A reasoner would then determine, based on the

classification of the material, which class the model belonged in. This again
presents the problem of creating a large amount of classes. An alternative to
creating more and more specific classes would be to instances which belong to
multiple classes. For instance the model would not only be an instance under
Finite Element Models, but also an instance under Anisotropic Models. This
approach could also be applied to 1).
Horn/SWRL Expression: Again similar to 1) SWRL can be implemented by
relating the material behavioral model to the model itself. SWRL can be used to
insure the model being created support the material behavioral model being used.
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3) ”idealizations” influences” required assumption”
Description: An example of such a case is the idealization of removing the
PVAD impeller blades from the analysis model. When doing a stress analysis,
this idealization requires that the blades produce negligible stress on the PVAD
assembly, requiring that the forces acting on the blades are negligible and the
mass of the blades is negligible as well, not causing a bending moment. When
doing a modal analysis, the mass and shape of the blades must be considered
negligible. If the PVAD were to be modified, for instance the size of the blades
was to be increased, and these assumptions were no longer made, than the
idealization is no longer valid and therefore the model is no longer valid.
DL/OWL Expression: Through DL the model would be further classified by the
types of idealizations supported by the model. Each type of idealization would
then require assumptions to be made from specific classes, but even then there
would be no way to tell whether all the necessary assumptions were made unless
the assumptions classes were broken down so that all instances of one class would
be necessary for a model to belong under a type of idealization class. This
quickly becomes difficult and impractical.
Horn/SWRL Expression: This can be achieved through SWRL by comparing the
assumptions made by the model during creation with the assumptions required by
the idealizations made. While the idealization could simply be removed from the
model, when reusing knowledge it may not always be obvious when an
idealization is no longer valid. If the assumptions required for an idealization are
no longer met by the model than the idealization cannot be made.
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4) “idealizations” influences “ inherited assumptions”
Description: Some idealizations on a parent model may be inherited because of
idealizations made on the model component, in which case the parent model
would then also be limited by the idealizations on the model component.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: The reasoning here is identical to that of 3).

5) “material behavioral model” influences “inherited assumptions”
Description: This is similar to 4) where a parent model may inherit materials from
component model.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: The reasoning here is identical to that of 3).

6) “finite element type” influences “ inherited assumptions” and vice versa.
Description: If a parent model inherits already meshed child components, this
will influence the inherited assumptions made by the model, however, if an
unmeshed child component is used, than the allowable finite element types for
meshing the model are affected by the inherited assumptions of the model
component.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: This is similar to 1) but on the same principles as 4) and
5).
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7) “submodels” influences “inherited assumptions”
Description: Any assumptions made in child models of a model must also be
supported by the parent model, though the assumptions made by the parent model
may not be necessarily supported by the child models.
DL/OWL Expression: Using DL, a class restriction could be placed so all values
of a property in one instance would be required to exist in an instance of another
class. This method however would require each model to need a new class. For
instance, an “Impeller” class would be required to inherit all assumptions made in
the “Impeller Housing” class.
Horn/SWRL Expression:

This is much more achievable using SWRL and

asserting the inherited assumptions of parent models using the values of required
assumptions and inherited assumptions of component models.

8) “linearity” influences “inherited assumptions”
Description: All assumptions inherited or required by the model must be
supported by the linearity. A non-linear model cannot support linear model
assumptions.

This value is important when identifying material models and

parameters.
DL/OWL Expression: This option creates a linearity class with subclasses ‘Linear’
and ‘Nonlinear’ and use restrictions on the allowable values. This would require
FEA models to be broken further down into ‘Linear’ and ‘Non-Linear’ classes.
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Horn/SWRL Expression: Because the property “has linearity” is functional and
can only have one value, this comparison can be done very easily using SWRL,
and confirming that the linearity properties are equal.

9) “finite element type” influences” mesh scheme”
Description: Certain element types are not compatible with all mesh schemes, for
instance a tetrahedral element cannot be used in a two-dimensional mesh type.
DL/OWL Expression: In this case DL is probably more appropriate. Restrictions
could be used on which mesh schemes would support which elements. This
however would be done as a property of the mesh, and not the model.
Horn/SWRL Expression: Using SWRL the allowable mesh schemes could be
detailed for a finite element type or vice versa. A SWRL rule could be written
that would say that if the mesh used came from a particular class, than the element
type must also come from a particular class. This rule however would require that
all contradictions of the previously mentioned would create a violation.

10) “is model of” influences “submodels”
Description: This is simply a way of relating models through a shared product
instance.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression:

This relationship can be expressed in SWRL by

checking if the model is of a product, if the product has components, and if these
components have models. SWRL could then be used to assert component models
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as submodels of the product. This may only want to be used if the model is of a
product, not of a component, and if the product has components.

11) “is model of” influences “is component of model”
Description: If a model is of a component, and this component is of a product,
and this product has a model, than this model is a component of the product
model. Again, this rule may not always follow, and may only want to be used
under certain circumstances.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: The reasoning here is identical to that of 10).

12) “material behavioral model” influences “linearity”
Description:

The linearity of the material behavioral model will affect the

linearity of the model itself.
DL/OWL Expression:

DL could be used here to classify the model if Linear and

Nonlinear FEA model classes were created. With a linear material behavioral
model, the analysis model would be asserted into the linear class, unless there was
other circumstances that also needed to be taken into consideration. If it was nonlinear, the model would be classified as such.
Horn/SWRL Expression: SWRL could be used here and assert a value to the
linearity property based on the material model, or check for consistency between
the “has linearity” property of the FEA model and the material behavioral model.
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13) “linearity” influences “robustness,” “resolution expectation,” and “model
execution time”
Description: The linearity of a model may have an effect on its computability.
For instance, a linear model is likely to have a much more favorable model
execution time than a nonlinear model.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression:

Since each of these properties is measured on a

quantifiable scale, SWRL built-ins could be used to measure the effect of a linear
vs. nonlinear model on each of these attributes and values could be calculated
accordingly.

This could be expressed by giving a value of 5 to linear for

execution time and 10 to nonlinear, and simply summing along with other model
properties that may affect these, such as idealization and mesh scheme, or more
advanced methods could be used.

14) “idealizations” influence “robustness,” “resolution expectation,” and “model
execution time”
Description: Idealizations can simplify a model and increase its computability.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: The effect of these Idealizations can be calculated using
SWRL built-ins as outlined in 13).

15) “mesh scheme” influences “robustness,” “resolution expectation,” and “model
execution time”
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Description: The mesh scheme can effect can affect a model’s computability. In
this case, the more complex the mesh scheme the longer the computational time.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: The effects of these schemes can be calculated using
SWRL built-ins as outlined in 13) and 14).

16) “finite element type” influences “robustness,” “resolution expectation,” and
“model execution time”
Description: The finite element type can effect can affect a model’s computability.
For instance 4 node quad elements will affect the computational time to a lesser
effect than the 8 node elements.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: The effects of these element types can be calculated
using SWRL built-ins as outlined in 13), 14) and 15).

17) “input parameter” influences “linearity”
Description: The linearity of the input parameter (i.e. non-linear loading) will
affect the linearity of the model itself.
DL/OWL Expression: DL could be used here to classify the model if Linear and
Nonlinear FEA model classes were created.
Horn/SWRL Expression: SWRL could be used here and assert a value to the
linearity property based on the material model, or insure that if a non-linear
parameter exists, the model is classified as non-linear.
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18) “input parameter” influences” unit system”
Description: The parameter and model should share consistent units.
DL/OWL Expression: DL does not make much sense here as it would require
restriction classes based on units systems.
Horn/SWRL Expression: SWRL can be used to check consistency of the input
parameters units with that of the model. Using SWRL, if an actual unit were to be
used, SWRL built-ins could be used to automatically insure unit consistency.

19) “output parameter” influences “unit system” and vice versa.
Description: The output parameter units will also have to remain consistent with
those of the input parameters.
DL/OWL Expression: DL does not make much sense here as it would require
restriction classes based on units systems.
Horn/SWRL Expression: SWRL can be used to check consistency of the output
parameters units with that of the model.

20) “previous revision” influences “unit system”
Description: Units across model revisions should remain consistent in knowledge
is passed between them.
DL/OWL Expression: DL does not make much sense here as it would require
restriction classes based on units systems.
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Horn/SWRL Expression: SWRL can be used to give a new revision the same unit
system as the old.

21) “previous revision” influences” input parameter”
Description: Parameters from a previous model may also be used in a current
model.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: SWRL can be used to carry parameters across revisions
when a new revision is created. If this is not desired the parameters can be
deleted. A property has been created, consequential model, which is intended for
a one time use where the desired properties can be carried from one model to the
next, as a rule which kept the parameters the same between revisions would be
impractical.

22) “previous revision” influences “output parameter”
Description: Parameters from a previous model may also be used in a current
model.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: SWRL can be used to carry parameters across revisions
when a new revision is created. If this is not desired the parameters can be
deleted. See 21).

23) “previous revision” influences “associated models”
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Description: Models associated with a previous model may also be used in a
current model.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression:

SWRL can assert the associated models of related

revisions. This rule may or may not always be the case, and may only want to be
used in specific situations.

24) “revision” influences “previous revision” or vice versa.
Description: This provides a way to ensure that the working revision is consistent
with the previous revision.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: If a model has a instance of a previous revision, the
revision of that instance should be equal to the revision of the current model
minus 1.

25) “creation date” influences “revision”
Description: If the creation date of a revision is earlier than the revision has to be
earlier.
DL/OWL Expression: N/A
Horn/SWRL Expression: Dates can be compared using SWRL built-ins. This is
useful because the creation dates can be automatically instantiated upon creation
of an instance.
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APPENDIX C
AIERO CASE STUDY CLASSES AND PROPERTIES
CMPT: Assembly
Properties
CMPT: has behavior models
CMPT: has component history
CMPT: has components
CMPT: has form models
CMPT: has functional models
CMPT: has manufacturing documents
CMPT: has materials
CMPT: has optimization models
CMPT: has test documents
ORGN: has product

LCS of Property
EAMD: Analysis Model
CMPT: Modification
CMPT: Components
DSMD: Design
FNCT: Functional Model
ORGN: Documentation
MATL: Material
OPMD: Optimization Model
ORGN: Documentation
ORGN: Products

CMPT: Company Developed
Properties
LCS of Property
CMPT: has behavior models
EAMD: Analysis Model
CMPT: has component history
CMPT: Modification
CMPT: has form models
DSMD: Design
CMPT: has functional models
FNCT: Functional Model
CMPT: has manufacturing documents
ORGN: Documentation
CMPT: has materials
MATL: Material
CMPT: has optimization models
OPMD: Optimization Model
CMPT: has test documents
ORGN: Documentation
CMPT: is component of
CMPT: Assembly
ORGN: has product
ORGN: Products
DSMD: Design
Properties
MDKN: has assumptions
MDKN: has constraint
MDKN: has creator
MDKN: has idealizations
MDKN: has inherited assumptions
MDKN: has input parameter
MDKN: has output parameter
MDKN: has primary model objective
MDKN: has secondary model objectives
MDKN: has units system
MDKN: is intended for
MDKN: is model of
MDKN: related models
MDKN: software used

LCS of Property
IDLZ: Assumptions
MDKN: Constraint
owl: thing
IDLZ: Idealization
IDLZ: Assumptions
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN: Output Parameter
MDKN: Objective Function
MDKN: Objective Function
MDKN: Units System
owl: thing
owl: thing
MDKN: Model
ORGN: Software
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EAMD: Analysis Model
Properties
LCS of Property
EAMD: has applied load
EAMD: Load
EAMD: has linearity
EAMD: Model Linearity
EAMD: has material behavioral model
EAMD: Analysis Model
MDKN: has assumptions
IDLZ: Assumptions
MDKN: has constraint
MDKN: Constraint
MDKN: has creator
owl: thing
MDKN: has idealizations
IDLZ: Idealization
MDKN: has inherited assumptions
IDLZ: Assumptions
MDKN: has input parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN: has output parameter
MDKN: Output Parameter
MDKN: has primary model objective
MDKN: Objective Function
MDKN: has secondary model objectives
MDKN: Objective Function
MDKN: has units system
MDKN: Units System
MDKN: is intended for
owl: thing
MDKN: is model of
owl: thing
MDKN: related models
MDKN: Model
MDKN: software used
ORGN: Software
EAMD: Load
Properties

LCS of Property
EAMD: Load Type

EAMD: has load type

IDLZ: Assumptions
Properties
IDLZ: supports idealizations
IDLZ: requires assumptions
IDLZ: requires idealizations
MDKN: has creator
MDKN: on model

LCS of Property
IDLZ: Idealization
IDLZ: Assumptions
IDLZ: Idealization
owl: thing
MDKN: Model
IDLZ: Idealization

Properties
IDLZ: supports idealizations
IDLZ: requires assumptions
IDLZ: requires idealizations
MDKN: has creator
MDKN: on model

LCS of Property
IDLZ: Idealization
IDLZ: Assumptions
IDLZ: Idealization
owl: thing
MDKN: Model
MATL: Material

Properties
MATL: has material behavioral model

LCS of Property
MATL: Material Behavioral Model
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MATL: Material Behavioral Model
Properties
LCS of Property
MATL: has boiling point
MATL: Boiling Point
MATL: has density
MATL: Density
MATL: has electrical resistivity
MATL: Electrical Resistivity
MATL: has elongation
MATL: Elongation
MATL: has melting point
MATL: Melting Point
MATL: has modulus of elasticity
MATL: Modulus of Elasticity
MATL: has Poisson ratio
MATL: Poisson Ratio
MATL: has shear modulus
MATL: Shear Modulus
MATL: has thermal conductivity
MATL: Thermal Conductivity
MATL: has thermal expansion coefficient
MATL: Thermal Expansion Coefficient
MATL: has ultimate strength
MATL: Ultimate Strength
MATL: has yield strength
MATL: Yield Strength
MATL: material being modeled
MATL: Material
MDKN: Constraint
Properties
MDKN: has constrained parameter
MDKN: has unit
MDKN: has units system
MDKN: used in model

LCS of Property
MDKN: Model Parameter
UNIT: Unit
MDKN: Units System
MDKN: Model
MDKN: Input Parameter

Properties
MDKN: has assumptions
MDKN: has constraint
MDKN: has creator
MDKN: has idealizations
MDKN: has inherited assumptions
MDKN: has unit
MDKN: has units system
MDKN: used in model

LCS of Property
IDLZ: Assumptions
MDKN: Constraint
owl: thing
IDLZ: Idealization
IDLZ: Assumptions
UNIT: Unit
MDKN: Units System
MDKN: Model
MDKN: Objective Function

Properties
MDKN: has unit
MDKN: has units system
MDKN: used in model

LCS of Property
UNIT: Unit
MDKN: Units System
MDKN: Model
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MDKN: Output Parameter
Properties
MDKN: has assumptions
MDKN: has constraint
MDKN: has creator
MDKN: has idealizations
MDKN: has inherited assumptions
MDKN: has unit
MDKN: has units system
MDKN: used in model

LCS of Property
IDLZ: Assumptions
MDKN: Constraint
owl: thing
IDLZ: Idealization
IDLZ: Assumptions
UNIT: Unit
MDKN: Units System
MDKN: Model
MDKN: Units System

Properties

LCS of Property

MDKN: unit of force
MDKN: unit of length
MDKN: unit of mass
MDKN: unit of temperature
MDKN: unit of time

UNIT: Unit
UNIT: Unit
UNIT: Unit
UNIT: Unit
UNIT: Unit

ORGN: Projects
Properties
LCS of Property
ORGN: has allocated personnel
ORGN: Employee
ORGN: has project engineering requirements
ORGN: Engineering Requirements
ORGN: has project manager
ORGN: Employee
ORGN: has task
ORGN: Tasks
ORGN: relevant products
ORGN: Products
PCBCOMP: Operating Specifications
Properties
LCS of Property
PCBCOMP: has unit
UNIT: Unit
PCBCOMP: specification of
PCBCOMP: PCB Components
AUDIO: Audio Amp (Product)
Properties
ORGN: assigned to projects
ORGN: composed of

LCS of Property
ORGN: Projects
owl: thing
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PCBCOMP: PCB Components (Off the shelf)
Properties
LCS of Property
CMPT: has component supplier
ORGN: Supplier
CMPT: has behavior models
MDKN: Analysis Model
CMPT has form models
DSMD: Design
CMPT: has functional models
FNCT: Functional Model
CMPT has materials
MATL: Material
CMPT: has test documents
ORGN: Documentation
CMPT: is component of
CMPT: Assembly
ORGN: has product
ORGN: Products
PCBCOMP: component characteristics
PCBCOMP: Physical Characteristics
PCBCOPM: component materials
MATL: Material
PCBCOMP: component revisions
PCBCOMP: PCB Components
PCBCOMP: component specifications
PCBCOMP: Operating Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical Characteristics
Properties
LCS of Property
PCBCOMP: characteristic of
PCBCOMP: PCB Components
PCBCOMP: has unit
UNIT: Unit
UNIT: Unit
Properties
UNIT: has prefix

LCS of Property
UNIT: Prefix
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APPENDIX D
AIERO CASE STUDY RELATEDNESS RESULTS
C1
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
UNIT:Unit
UNIT:Unit
UNIT:Unit
IDLZ:Idealization
CMPT:Assembly
UNIT:Unit
IDLZ:Assumptions
UNIT:Unit
UNIT:Unit
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Analysis Model
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
CMPT:Company Developed
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
DSMD:Design
ORGN:Projects
CMPT:Assembly
IDLZ:Assumptions
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
MDKN:Units System
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
IDLZ:Assumptions
MDKN:Units System
IDLZ:Idealization
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model

C2

Rfea

Rint

MATL:Material
MDKN:Units System
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MATL:Material
IDLZ:Assumptions

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

1.000
1.000

0.700
0.700

0.000
0.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.994
0.923
0.577

0.696
0.646
0.604

AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
MDKN:Objective Function
IDLZ:Idealization
MDKN:Constraint
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
DSMD:Design
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
CMPT:Assembly
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
EAMD:Analysis Model
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
CMPT:Company Developed
MDKN: Input Parameter
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)

0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.800
0.783
0.490
0.675

0.560
0.548
0.543
0.473

0.000

0.000

0.658

0.461

0.000
0.824
0.056
0.056
0.818
0.048
0.048
0.824
0.000
0.818
0.083
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.400
0.400
0.000
0.250
0.250
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.571
0.000

0.658
0.378
0.500
0.500
0.321
0.500
0.500
0.311
0.529
0.291
0.415
0.518

0.460
0.429
0.401
0.401
0.388
0.385
0.385
0.383
0.370
0.367
0.364
0.362

AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed

0.000

0.000

0.518

0.362

0.000
0.000
0.222
0.222

0.077
0.714
0.455
0.455

0.500
0.403
0.373
0.373

0.358
0.354
0.351
0.351

0.000
0.083
0.000
0.083
0.190
0.190
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.571
0.833
0.571
0.250
0.250
0.000
0.000

0.500
0.390
0.350
0.360
0.373
0.373
0.441
0.441

0.350
0.347
0.328
0.326
0.324
0.324
0.308
0.308
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Rmer

Rtot

IDLZ:Idealization
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
UNIT:Unit
UNIT:Unit
IDLZ:Assumptions
DSMD:Design
EAMD:Analysis Model
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
IDLZ:Idealization
DSMD:Design
EAMD:Analysis Model
UNIT:Unit
UNIT:Unit
UNIT:Unit
UNIT:Unit
DSMD:Design
UNIT:Unit
IDLZ:Assumptions
EAMD:Analysis Model
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Units System
IDLZ:Idealization
DSMD:Design
MDKN:Objective Function
EAMD:Analysis Model
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
IDLZ:Assumptions

MDKN:Output Parameter
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed

0.083
0.000
0.000

0.571
0.000
0.000

0.335
0.433
0.433

0.308
0.303
0.303

CMPT:Assembly
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
DSMD:Design
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint

0.375
0.000
0.000
0.056
0.059
0.050

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.308
0.077
0.063

0.321
0.427
0.427
0.337
0.357
0.357

0.299
0.299
0.299
0.278
0.269
0.266

CMPT:Company Developed
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
DSMD:Design
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Assembly
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
DSMD:Design
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
EAMD:Analysis Model
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
MDKN:Constraint
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
ORGN:Projects
MDKN:Objective Function
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
CMPT:Assembly

0.467
0.333
0.333
1.000
1.000
0.056
0.063
0.053
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.308
0.083
0.067
0.000
0.000

0.244
0.280
0.280
0.084
0.084
0.306
0.333
0.333
0.354
0.354

0.264
0.263
0.263
0.259
0.259
0.256
0.254
0.251
0.248
0.247

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.342
0.332

0.239
0.232

0.000
0.000
0.048

0.000
0.000
0.250

0.329
0.327
0.277

0.230
0.229
0.229

0.000

0.000

0.325

0.228

0.375

0.000

0.218

0.228

0.467
0.000
0.000
0.048
0.000
0.750
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.333
0.333
0.000
0.750
0.222
0.222
0.000

0.000
0.625
0.625
0.250
0.200
0.000
0.056
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.333
0.333
0.000

0.185
0.226
0.226
0.252
0.262
0.058
0.262
0.263
0.263
0.163
0.163
0.256
0.040
0.141
0.141
0.231

0.223
0.221
0.221
0.211
0.203
0.190
0.189
0.184
0.184
0.180
0.180
0.179
0.178
0.176
0.176
0.162
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IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Idealization
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
MDKN:Objective Function
MATL:Material
MDKN:Units System
CMPT:Assembly
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
MDKN:Units System
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
MDKN:Objective Function
UNIT:Unit
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
UNIT:Unit
UNIT:Unit
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Constraint
MATL:Material
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Assumptions

CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
DSMD:Design
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
DSMD:Design
ORGN:Projects
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
EAMD:Analysis Model
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.231
0.231
0.231

0.162
0.162
0.162

0.000

0.042

0.223

0.160

0.000

0.000

0.228

0.160

0.000

0.000

0.228

0.160

0.000

0.000

0.228

0.160

0.000
0.063

0.000
0.083

0.228
0.195

0.160
0.157

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.190
0.190

0.000
0.000
0.071
0.125
0.125
0.000
0.250
0.250

0.217
0.215
0.200
0.189
0.189
0.206
0.116
0.116

0.152
0.151
0.147
0.145
0.145
0.145
0.144
0.144

0.333

0.333

0.05

0.135

0.333
0.053
0.000

0.333
0.067
0.000

0.045
0.161
0.182

0.132
0.130
0.127

0.000

0.000

0.182

0.127

CMPT:Company Developed
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.045
0.000
0.000

0.166
0.172
0.172

0.121
0.120
0.120

CMPT:Assembly
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
DSMD:Design
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)

0.000
0.375
0.375
0.083
0.083
0.083
0.083
0.059
0.000

0.045
0.000
0.000
0.571
0.571
0.571
0.571
0.077
0.000

0.162
0.060
0.060
0.060
0.060
0.060
0.060
0.135
0.158

0.118
0.117
0.117
0.116
0.116
0.116
0.116
0.114
0.111

0.000

0.000

0.157

0.110

0.000

0.000

0.155

0.109
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MATL:Material
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Units System
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Constraint
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Idealization
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Constraint

CMPT:Assembly
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
EAMD:Analysis Model
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
CMPT:Assembly
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0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.167
0.167

0.154
0.126
0.126

0.108
0.105
0.105

0.000

0.625

0.060

0.105

0.000
0.375
0.375
0.000
0.000
0.050
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.625
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.063
0.143
0.143
0.071
0.071

0.060
0.040
0.040
0.141
0.141
0.111
0.108
0.108
0.116
0.116

0.105
0.103
0.103
0.099
0.099
0.094
0.090
0.090
0.088
0.088

0.000

0.000

0.118

0.082

0.000

0.000

0.118

0.082

0.000

0.000

0.118

0.082

0.000

0.000

0.118

0.082

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.077
0.000
0.000

0.105
0.112
0.112

0.081
0.079
0.079

0.000

0.000

0.110

0.077

0.000

0.000

0.110

0.077

0.000

0.000

0.110

0.077

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.143
0.143
0.000
0.000

0.110
0.102
0.102
0.081
0.081
0.100
0.100

0.077
0.071
0.071
0.071
0.071
0.070
0.070

0.000

0.000

0.100

0.070

0.000

0.000

0.096

0.067

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.095
0.095

0.066
0.066

MDKN: Input Parameter

CMPT:Assembly

0.000

0.000

0.092

0.064

MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter

CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Assembly

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.092
0.092

0.064
0.064

MDKN:Output Parameter
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel

CMPT:Company Developed

0.000

0.000

0.092

0.064

AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
EAMD:Analysis Model
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
EAMD:Analysis Model

0.000

0.000

0.092

0.064

0.000

0.250

0.055

0.064

0.000
0.000

0.250
0.000

0.055
0.090

0.064
0.063

0.000
0.000

0.063
0.000

0.080
0.084

0.062
0.059

0.000

0.000

0.084

0.059

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.084
0.083

0.059
0.058

EAMD:Analysis Model

0.000

0.000

0.083

0.058

EAMD:Analysis Model
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)

0.000

0.000

0.083

0.058

0.000

0.000

0.080

0.056

0.000

0.000

0.080

0.056

0.000

0.000

0.080

0.056

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.125
0.125

0.080
0.060
0.060

0.056
0.055
0.055

0.000

0.000

0.077

0.054

0.000

0.000

0.077

0.054

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.074
0.072

0.052
0.050

0.000

0.200

0.043

0.050

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.200
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.111

0.043
0.070
0.067
0.067
0.049

0.050
0.049
0.047
0.047
0.045

MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
MATL:Material
ORGN:Projects
EAMD:Load
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
MATL:Material
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
MATL:Material
MDKN:Objective Function
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Units System
DSMD:Design
EAMD:Analysis Model
MDKN: Input Parameter

EAMD:Analysis Model
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
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MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Constraint
UNIT:Unit
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Company Developed
EAMD:Load
EAMD:Load
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
EAMD:Load
EAMD:Load
EAMD:Load
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Company Developed
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)

AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects

0.000
0.000

0.111
0.000

0.049
0.063

0.045
0.044

0.000

0.000

0.061

0.043

0.000

0.000

0.061

0.043

0.000

0.000

0.061

0.042

0.000

0.111

0.043

0.041

0.000

0.111

0.043

0.041

0.000

0.111

0.043

0.041

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.111
0.000
0.000
0.071

0.043
0.049
0.047
0.035

0.041
0.034
0.033
0.032

ORGN:Projects
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.063
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.035
0.041
0.041
0.041
0.041
0.041
0.041

0.031
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.029

IDLZ:Assumptions

0.000

0.000

0.041

0.029

IDLZ:Idealization

0.000

0.000

0.041

0.029

MDKN:Objective Function

0.000

0.250

0.001

0.025

MDKN:Objective Function
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
DSMD:Design
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.250
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031

0.025
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.021
0.021
0.021
0.021

MDKN: Input Parameter

0.000

0.000

0.031

0.021

MDKN:Output Parameter

0.000

0.000

0.031

0.021

IDLZ:Assumptions

0.000

0.167

0.006

0.021
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AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
EAMD:Load
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
EAMD:Load
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
EAMD:Load
EAMD:Load
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
MATL:Material
EAMD:Load
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
MDKN:Objective Function
MATL:Material
EAMD:Load
MDKN:Units System
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Constraint
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
MDKN:Objective Function

IDLZ:Idealization
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.167
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.006
0.030
0.030
0.030

0.021
0.021
0.021
0.021

MDKN:Constraint

0.000

0.000

0.030

0.021

MDKN:Constraint
DSMD:Design

0.000
0.000

0.200
0.067

0.001
0.020

0.021
0.020

MDKN:Constraint
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function

0.000

0.200

0.000

0.020

0.000

0.000

0.029

0.020

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.029
0.028
0.028
0.028

0.020
0.019
0.019
0.019

MDKN:Objective Function
CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Assembly

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.028
0.027
0.027

0.019
0.019
0.019

CMPT:Assembly

0.000

0.000

0.024

0.017

CMPT:Company Developed

0.000

0.000

0.024

0.017

EAMD:Analysis Model

0.000

0.056

0.016

0.017

MDKN:Units System

0.000

0.167

0.000

0.017

MDKN:Units System
ORGN:Projects
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Units System
EAMD:Analysis Model
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
ORGN:Projects
DSMD:Design

0.000
0.000

0.167
0.000

0.000
0.024

0.017
0.017

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.111
0.111
0.143
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.022
0.005
0.005
0.000
0.019
0.019
0.018
0.018

0.015
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.013
0.013
0.013

DSMD:Design
MDKN:Units System

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.125

0.018
0.000

0.013
0.013

MDKN: Input Parameter

0.000

0.111

0.001

0.012

MDKN:Output Parameter
ORGN:Projects

0.000
0.000

0.111
0.000

0.001
0.016

0.012
0.011
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PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
EAMD:Load
EAMD:Load
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MATL:Material
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
MATL:Material
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
ORGN:Projects

MDKN: Input Parameter

0.000

0.111

0.000

0.011

MDKN:Output Parameter

0.000

0.111

0.000

0.011

AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Units System

0.000

0.000

0.015

0.011

0.000

0.000

0.015

0.010

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.015
0.013
0.013
0.013

0.010
0.009
0.009
0.009

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.087
0.083
0.083

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.009
0.008
0.008

ORGN:Projects
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.010
0.009
0.009

0.007
0.006
0.006

IDLZ:Assumptions

0.000

0.000

0.009

0.006

IDLZ:Idealization

0.000

0.000

0.009

0.006

DSMD:Design
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.007
0.007
0.007

0.005
0.005
0.005

MDKN: Input Parameter

0.000

0.000

0.007

0.005

MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Constraint

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.007
0.007

0.005
0.005

MDKN:Constraint
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Objective Function

0.000

0.000

0.007

0.005

0.000

0.045

0.000

0.005

0.000
0.000

0.045
0.000

0.000
0.006

0.005
0.004

MDKN:Objective Function

0.000

0.000

0.006

0.004

MDKN:Constraint

0.000

0.000

0.006

0.004

EAMD:Analysis Model
DSMD:Design

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.006
0.006

0.004
0.004
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AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
EAMD:Load
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Assembly
CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Company Developed
CMPT:Company Developed
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
DSMD:Design
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Analysis Model
EAMD:Load

MDKN:Objective Function
ORGN:Projects
EAMD:Analysis Model
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Objective Function

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.001

0.003
0.003
0.003
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

IDLZ:Assumptions

0.000

0.000

0.001

0.001

IDLZ:Idealization
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.001
0.000
0.000

0.001
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

EAMD:Load
EAMD:Load
EAMD:Load

MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Assumptions

EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
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IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Assumptions
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Idealization
IDLZ:Idealization
MATL:Material
MATL:Material
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN:Constraint
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN: Input Parameter
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Objective Function
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Output Parameter
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Units System
MDKN:Units System
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
ORGN:Projects
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications

odel
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

EAMD:Load

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

MDKN:Units System

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load
MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel
MDKN:Units System
UNIT:Unit

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

CMPT:Assembly
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PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:Operating
Specifications
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP:PCB Components
(Off the shelf)
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
PCBCOMP: Physical
Characteristics
UNIT:Unit

CMPT:Company Developed

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

DSMD:Design

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

EAMD:Analysis Model

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

EAMD:Load

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

IDLZ:Assumptions

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

IDLZ:Idealization

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

ORGN:Projects

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

UNIT:Unit

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

AUDIO:Audio Amp (Product)

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

EAMD:Load

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

MATL:Material

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

MDKN:Units System

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

UNIT:Unit

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

EAMD:Load

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

MATL:Material
MATL:Material_Behavioral_M
odel

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

ORGN:Projects

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

UNIT:Unit
EAMD:Load

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
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AUDIO:Audio
Amp (Product)

CMPT:Company
Developed
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MATL:Material_Behavioral_Model

Concept Pairs
MATL:Material
These rules
pass
knowledge.

Description

MATL:has_material_behavioral_model(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X) →
MATL:material_being_modeled(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)

MATL:material_being_modeled(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MATL:has_material_behavioral_model(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

SWRL Rule

Table E2. Set of SWRL rules derived between Material Behavioral Model and Material concepts.

ORGN:composed_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + CMPT:has_components(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:Z) → ORGN:has_product(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:X)

ORGN:has_product(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z) + CMPT:has_components(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:X) → ORGN:composed_of(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:X)

CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + ORGN:has_product(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:Z) → ORGN:composed_of(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:X)

ORGN:has_product(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X) → ORGN:composed_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)

AUDIO:Audio
Amp (Product)

CMPT:Assembly

These rules
associate
products with
components and
assemblies and
vice versa.

ORGN:composed_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) → ORGN:has_product(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

SWRL Rule

AUDIO:Audio
Amp (Product)

Description

PCBCOMP:PCB
Components
(Off the shelf)

Concept Pairs

Table E1. Set of SWRL rules derived between Component, Product, and Assembly concepts.

Table E7. Set of SWRL rules derived between Component, Product, and Assembly concepts.
Table E6. Set of SWRL rules derived between Material Behavioral
Model and Material concepts.

CMPT:Assembly

CMPT:Assembly

PCBCOMP:PCB
Components
(Off the shelf)

CMPT:Company
Developed

Concept Pairs

These rules pass
shared
knowledge
between
components and
assemblies.

Description
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CMPT:has_components(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X) → CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Y)

CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) → CMPT:has_components(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:X)

CMPT:has_materials(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z) → CMPT:has_materials(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

CMPT:has_manufacturing_documents(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z)→
CMPT:has_manufacturing_documents(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

CMPT:has_test_documents(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z)→ CMPT:has_test_documents(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

CMPT:has_behavior_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z)→ CMPT:has_behavior_models(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

CMPT:has_optimization_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z)→
CMPT:has_optimization_models(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

CMPT:has_form_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z)→ CMPT:has_form_models(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

CMPT:has_functional_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + CMPT:is_component_of(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z)→ CMPT:has_functional_models(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

SWRL Rule

Table E3. Set of SWRL rules derived between Components and Assembly concepts.

Table E8. Set of SWRL rules derived between Components and Assembly concepts.

DSMD:Design

DSMD:Design

CMPT:Company
Developed

CMPT:Assembly

EAMD:Analysis
Model

CMPT:Company
Developed

EAMD:Analysis
Model

DSMD:Design

PCBCOMP:PCB
Components
(Off the shelf)

CMPT:Assembly

EAMD:Analysis
Model

PCBCOMP:PCB
Components
(Off the shelf)

Concept Pairs

These rules pass
shared
knowledge
between
components and
their models

Description
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CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
REV:previous_revisions(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + OPMD:Optimization_Model(?AUDIO:Z)
→ CMPT:has_optimization_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
REV:subsequent_revisions(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + DSMD:Design (?AUDIO:Z) →
CMPT:has_form_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
REV:previous_revisions(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + DSMD:Design(?AUDIO:Z) →
CMPT:has_form_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
REV:subsequent_revisions(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + EAMD:Analysis_model(?AUDIO:Z) →
CMPT:has_behavior_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
REV:previous_revisions(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + EAMD:Analysis_model(?AUDIO:Z) →
CMPT:has_behavior_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
CMPT:has_optimization_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z) →
MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
CMPT:has_functional_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z) → MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
CMPT:has_form_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z) → MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
CMPT:has_behavior_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z) → MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z)

SWRL Rule

Table E4. Set of SWRL rules derived between Component, Model, and Assembly concepts.

Table E9. Set of SWRL rules derived between Component, Model, and Assembly concepts.
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Concept Pairs

These rules pass
shared
knowledge
between
components and
their models

Description

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:X) + CMPT:has_behavior_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:X) + CMPT:has_functional_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) +MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
OPMD:Optimization_Model(?AUDIO:X) → CMPT:has_optimization_models(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:X)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
DSMD:Design(?AUDIO:X) → CMPT:has_form_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
EAMD:Analysis_model(?AUDIO:X) → CMPT:has_behavior_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + OPMD:Optimization_Model(?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) → CMPT:has_optimization_models(?AUDIO:Z,
?AUDIO:Y)

MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + DSMD:Design(?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) → CMPT:has_form_models(?AUDIO:Z,
?AUDIO:Y)

MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + EAMD:Analysis_model(?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) → CMPT:has_behavior_models(?AUDIO:Z,
?AUDIO:Y)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
REV:subsequent_revisions(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + OPMD:Optimization_Model (?AUDIO:Z)
→ CMPT:has_optimization_models(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z)

SWRL Rule

Table E4 Continued. Set of SWRL rules derived between Component, Model, and Assembly concepts.

Description
These rules pass
shared
knowledge
between
components and
their models
This rule
validates that a
behavioral model
of a component
uses the same
material of the
component in an
analysis.

CMPT:has_behavior_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + CMPT:has_materials(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z)+ MATL:has_material_behavioral_model(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:A) +
MATL:material_being_modeled(?AUDIO:A, ?AUDIO:B) + differentFrom(?AUDIO:Z,
?AUDIO:B)→ FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:Y) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X) +
FIDOE:invalid_property_values(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:B) )

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:X) + CMPT:has_optimization_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

CMPT:Components(?AUDIO:X) + CMPT:has_form_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

SWRL Rule
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MDKN:Objective
Function

MDKN:Objective
Function

MDKN:Objective
Function

MDKN:Output
Parameter

MDKN: Input
Parameter

MDKN:Constraint

MDKN:Output
Parameter

MDKN: Input
Parameter

Concept Pairs

SWRL Rule
MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:Z,
?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:A) +
MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:B) + differentFrom(?AUDIO:B, ?AUDIO:A)
→ FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:X) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X,?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:invalid_property_values(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:B)

Description
This rule checks
for unit
consistency.

Table E5. Set of SWRL rules derived between Parameter, Constraint, and Objective Function concepts.

Concept Pairs

Table E4 Continued. Set of SWRL rules derived between Component, Model, and Assembly concepts.

Table E10. Set of SWRL rules derived between Parameter, Constraint, and Objective Function concepts.
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AUDIO:Audio
Amp (Product)

ORGN:Projects

Concept Pairs

MDKN:Objective
Function

DSMD:Design

This rule checks
for unit
consistency.

These rules are
used to pass
knowledge from
the objective
function to the
model

Description

MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:has_secondary_model_objectives(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) +
MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A) + differentFrom(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:A)
→ FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X,?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:invalid_property_values(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A)

MDKN:has_primary_model_objective(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)→
MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

MDKN:has_secondary_model_objectives(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)→
MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

MDKN:Objective_Function(?AUDIO:X) + MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MDKN:has_secondary_model_objectives(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

SWRL Rule

These rules pass
knowledge.

Description

ORGN:relevant_products(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X) → ORGN:assigned_to_projects(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Y)

ORGN:assigned_to_projects(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) → ORGN:relevant_products(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:X)

SWRL Rule

Table E7. Set of SWRL rules derived between Product and Project concepts.

MDKN:Objective
Function

EAMD:Analysis
Model

Concept Pairs

Table E6. Set of SWRL rules derived between Model and Objective Function concepts.

Table E11. Set of SWRL rules derived between Product and Project concepts.
Table E12. Set of SWRL rules derived between Model and Objective Function concepts.

This rule checks
for unit
consistency.

MDKN: Input
Parameter

MDKN:Constraint

These rules
ensure
constraints are
not violated.

MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:has_constrained_parameter(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) +
MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A) + differentFrom(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:A)
→ FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X,?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:invalid_property_values(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A)
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MDKN:Model_Parameter(?AUDIO:X) + MDKN:Side(?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:value(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + MDKN:upperbound(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:A) +
MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + swrlb:greaterThan(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A)
→ FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:X) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)

MDKN:Model_Parameter(?AUDIO:X) + MDKN:Less_than(?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:value(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + MDKN:value(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:A) +
MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + swrlb:greaterThan(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A)
→ FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:X) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)

MDKN:Model_Parameter(?AUDIO:X) + MDKN:Greater_than(?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:value(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + MDKN:value(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:A) +
MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + swrlb:lessThan(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A) →
FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:X) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)

MDKN:Model_Parameter(?AUDIO:X) + MDKN:Equality(?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:value(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + MDKN:value(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:A) +
MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + swrlb:notEqual(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A) →
FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:X) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)

MDKN:has_constrained_parameter(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

This rule passes
knowledge.

SWRL Rule

MDKN:Output
Parameter

Description

MDKN:Constraint

Concept Pairs

Table E8. Set of SWRL rules derived between Parameter and Constraint concepts.

Table E13. Set of SWRL rules derived between Parameter and Constraint concepts.

EAMD:Analysis
Model

These rules
ensure
constraints are
not violated.

Description

MDKN:Model_Parameter(?AUDIO:X) + MDKN:Side(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:value(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z) + MDKN:lowerbound(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:A) +
MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + swrlb:lessThan(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A) →
FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:X) + FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Y)

SWRL Rule
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These rules pass
shared
knowledge
between similar
models.

Description
This rule states
that is one model
is a based on
another, and one
is not valid, than
neither is the
other

REV:based_on(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z) →
MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z)

REV:based_on(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) → MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)

MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z)
→ MDKN:is_model_of(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:Z)

MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y)→ MDKN:related_models(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:X)

REV:based_on(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:Y) →
FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:X) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X,?AUDIO:Y)

SWRL Rule

Table E9. Set of SWRL rules derived between Analysis and Design model concepts.

DSMD:Design

Concept Pairs

Concept Pairs

Table E8 Continued. Set of SWRL rules derived between Parameter and Constraint concepts.

Table E14. Set of SWRL rules derived between Analysis and Design model concepts.

MDKN: Input
Parameter

MDKN:Output
Parameter

MDKN:Output
Parameter

MDKN: Input
Parameter

IDLZ:Assumptions

IDLZ:Idealization

IDLZ:Assumptions

IDLZ:Idealization

EAMD:Analysis
Model

EAMD:Analysis
Model

DSMD:Design

DSMD:Design

MDKN: Input
Parameter

MDKN: Input
Parameter

MDKN:Output
Parameter

MDKN:Output
Parameter

Concept Pairs

These rules
check for unit
consistency of
model
parameters.

These rules pass
information from
paramters to
models.

Description
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MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:has_input_parameter(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z) + MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A) + differentFrom(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:A) → FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X,?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:invalid_property_values(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A)

MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:has_output_parameter(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) + MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:Z,
?AUDIO:A) + differentFrom(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:A) →
FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X,?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:invalid_property_values(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A)

MDKN:Output_Parameter(?AUDIO:X) + MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MDKN:has_output_parameter(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

MDKN:Input_Parameter(?AUDIO:X) + MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MDKN:has_input_parameter(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z) → MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

SWRL Rule

Table E10. Set of SWRL rules derived between Model, Parameter, Idealization, and Assumption concepts.

Table E15. Set of SWRL rules derived between Model, Parameter, Idealization, and Assumption concepts.

MDKN:Constraint

MDKN:Constraint

EAMD:Analysis
Model

DSMD:Design

Concept Pairs
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This rule checks
for unit
consistency.

These rules are
used to pass
knowledge from
the constraint to
the model.

Description

MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:X,
?AUDIO:Z) + MDKN:has_units_system(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A) + differentFrom(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:A) → FIDOE:Knowledge_Descrepencies(?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:conflicting_with_instance(?AUDIO:X,?AUDIO:Z) +
FIDOE:invalid_property_values(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:A)

MDKN:has_input_parameter(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) → MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:X)

MDKN:has_output_parameter(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) → MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:Y,
?AUDIO:X)

MDKN:has_constrained_parameter(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:Output_Parameter(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) →
MDKN:has_output_parameter(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

MDKN:has_constrained_parameter(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) +
MDKN:Input_Parameter(?AUDIO:Y) + MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Z) →
MDKN:has_input_parameter(?AUDIO:Z, ?AUDIO:Y)

MDKN:Constraint(?AUDIO:X) + MDKN:used_in_model(?AUDIO:X, ?AUDIO:Y) →
MDKN:has_constraint(?AUDIO:Y, ?AUDIO:X)

SWRL Rule

Table E11. Set of SWRL rules derived between Model and Constraint concepts.

Table E16. Set of SWRL rules derived between Model and Constraint concepts.
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